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The present research aims at the characterisation of obsidian by 

examination of magnetic properties and relies on the presence within the 

obsidian of a small percentage of magnetic minerals disseminated throughout 

the predominantly non-magnetic matrix of the rock, causing it to respond 

to the ambient magnetic field conditions in which it cooled. Magnetic 

properties of different materials vary in accordance with their thermal 

and chemical history, composition and {~rain size and it seems likely that 

different obsidian flows will exhibit different magnetic properties 

dependent on the mode and occurence of their ferrimagnetic oxides. The 

mer! t of the method lies in its inexpensive, avrl.ft and non-destructive 

nature. 

Over a four-month period, 216 samples, including both geological 

and archaeological pieces f'rom the Aegean, the ',·lest Mediterranean, Central 

Europe and the Near East, were analysed at Newcastle University. The bulk. 

ot measurements were ·made using the Balanced Fluxgate Rock Magnetometer 

as developed by Dr. Lindsay Molyneux. (Dept. of Geophysics and Planetary 

Physics, Newcastle University) 

. Of the magnetic parameters detennined, re:nanent intensity and 

saturation magnetisation provide the be~t source discrimination, whilst 

low-field susceptibility can also be diagnostic. 

Distinct subdivisions emerge within the data from Lipari and Sardinia 

in the West Medi terrnnean and from Acig61 in the Near East suggestive 

of separate flows of different magma type within geographically restricted 

areas. Halla:n et al. ( 1976; report three elementally distinct subdivisions 

within Sardinian obsidian, magnetic analysis confirms this and documents 

a fourth sub-group,unreported in the literature but recently recognised 
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bJ neutron activation. 

Adequate discrimination is effected between Aegean sources and 

eim1larl7 between Near Eastern material analysed. Of West Mediterranean 

o'baidiaras, the only real discrimination problem ia to separate one 

SaNild.aD aub-group from one Liparian sub-group. 

This limited research predicts the potential of magnetic analysis 

tor o'baidian source identification. Further work in this field may 

4etermiae the magnetic characteristics of particular sources and Ultimately 

the teohld.que shOuld prove useful in a study ot the chanlina pattems of 

Ua4e all4 contact in prebistor,. 
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PREFACE 

The aim of the present research programme was primarily to establish 

the sensitivity of magnetic analysis as a method for obsidian characterisation. 

-
In particular, if successful, analysis of magnetic parameters would provide 

an alternative, swift, inexpensive means of source identification to add to 

the multifarious analytical techniques already in use for provenance studies. 

In the first instance examination of geological 'source• material is 

required in an attempt to identify the magnetic properties, ideally, Unique 

to t~t particular source. Neutron activation analysis has been effectively 

applied to archaeological specimens for provenance determination, thus where 

geological hand samples for analysis are lacking, archaeological specimens, 

attributed to a source by way of neutron activation analysis, are assumed to 

be typical of that source. I have availed myself of the results of neutron 

activation analysis of archaeological pieces carried out at the Postgraduate 

School of Studies in Physics of the Uni versi t"J of Bradford (Hallam et al., 

1976; McDaniels, Universi~J of Bradford M.A. dissertation, 1976; Williams, 

University of Bradford PhD thesis, forthcoming). 

l-leasurements of the intensity of magnetisation of sampl~s were carried 

out using a 'Digico' balanced Fluxgate Ro~~ Spinner Magnetometer, credit for 

the development of which belongs to Dr. Lindsay Molyneux of Newcastle University. 

for provision of material for analysis I owe thanks to many people, too 

numerous to naree here, but whose help is ~ifically acknowledged in table 1. 

I must emphasise my debt to many peopl~ who gave help and encouragement 

at everJ stage of my research. To Olwen Williams ar.d Brian Hallam I am grateful 

for information on specific noints. Sir.cere tl:a~s go to !·!r. S.E. 'tlarren 

(Postgradl.l2.te School of Sh~dies in Physics, UniYersi ty of 8r.g_dford.) and 

Dr. D.R. Tarling (Departme~t of Geophysics and PlanetarJ Physics, University 
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of Newcastle.) for their unstinted assistance throu~hout in discussion 

and advice on all aspects of my research and to Dr. Tarling also for 

making available to me the experixr.ental facilities at ~~e·,rcastle University. 

To Gay Meyer and Ian N. Watson I am especially grateful: to Gay for 

constructive critisism ar.d to Ian for criticism, perhaps not so constructive, 

but to both for ver,y necessary moral support. Finally I should like to thank 

my sister, Mrs Sheena Seagrave, for undertaking the laborious task of typing 

my work. 
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PART 1. 

CHAP'fER 1. 

PROGRESS OF RESEARCH ON OBSIDIAN A REVI11V 

1:1 Introduction 

'Obsidian, or volcanic glass, is a form of lava, which has been completely 

fused, and it is found in most volcanic districts'..... Just as flint or chert 

can only be derived from particular strata, and must have been carried by trade 

if found at any distance from these centres, so the presence of obsidian objects 

in a non-volcanic country is proof of trade with some centre of volcanic activity' 

(1iainwright, 1927, 77). Thus, by the 1920's l·lainwright demonstrates an awareness 

of the potential usefulness of obsidian as an indicator of contact and com

munications. If obsidian artefacts, associated with archaeological sites, can 

be identified with a particular geological source from which the material was 

obtained, then the geographic extent of cultural contact and indeed the routes 

followed by the 'traders' can be proven. 

Obsidian is the earliest object of trade for which material evidence 

remains (Renfrew et al., 1966, 30), and though not necessarily the principal 

object of such exc~~e, 'obsidian is for us the indicator that contact was 

taking place' (1966,50). 

Renfrew and his co-workers ( 1966, 30) see a study of obsidian as the most 

promising avenue for elucidating the extent of the contact between the different 

early neoli trj,c cultural and ecological re5ions. 'Obsidian is a raw material 

that was widely used and traded in most major areas of the '\'IOrld. For this 

reason alone it i:: worthy of enquiry' (:·fright, 1969, 2). Renfrew 9.nd hl.s 

colleagues (!ie~fre•.i et -;.1., 1966) S1Jg;est the import~P:ce of obsidian as 

establishin:~ 't::2.de' routes wrJ.c!l ffii~~t serve ~s ctc..r.:..nels fer the passa.€e T 

excr~·e of ideas, 2.r.d :..lon.~ such cha!~:els · .. :e !uiEht see the development of a 
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more sedentarJ economy and the beginnin-;:s of faTILi!!·7. 

Th3. t contact between cul tur~l eroups Has occ,lrrir.g in prerd.storJ is in 

itself greatly sig!'ificant, ho~·rever, 1 Trade i3 not :i pa!18.cea for explainins 

problems of culture change and the appear~nce of non-local raw materials ar.d 

craft i ten:s on prehistoric sites. To assert th:1 t tratie occurred ans,-1ers 

nothing. One must atte~pt to demonstrate ho•,r the s:rste!: operated, •,rhe.t its 

consequences were and the h~otheses must be testable' (Wright, 1969, 84). 

Obsidian has proved to be a ~ost sui ta.ble material for a study of trade 

mechanisms. Known geological sources are neit~er too numerous to render 

adequate characterisation impossible, nor too fe·.-r to ma."<e chqracterisation 

worthless, and there ger1er3lly exists, in tne li t.~ic 8-ssemblage of an 

arcr.:.aeolo5ical site a sufficient nur:J~er o!" obsid:!..-m artef~cts to l·rarre~t 

statistical a~2lyses. 

'Obsidiqn analyses contribute .q ,:rreat de!1l to a oore thorough understanding 

of the scope of trading activities in the e'lrly ~reoli thic period qnd obsidi.::m 

HOuld .~.ppea.r i!!deed to be tte ~arliest ob.iect of t.r~.de i·i~Ch can be recogrisetl 

e.!!rt c!:.~r?.cteris~d :.;:t:: some accurecy :oday' (C-:::-~n ~t ryl., 1969, 590). Before 

discussing in f:.:.rt~:er detP..il the? v:trious ang_lytic!_:tl tecr.fl..iaues involveri it 

seems expedient to jefine \ri. th greater g,ccurac:,· the tem.s 'characterisation' 

~~d 1 trarie' !3S qf'?licable in the pr~sent context. 

The 'procedure of distinguisr~r-~ the sources from one another may be 

termed characterisation' (Cann et al., 1969, 577). -~ chP..racterisatior. study 

involves the detection of properties of the sar::ples unrler stndy which .':\re, 

ideally, uniouely cr.zr:lcteristic of rnaterin.l fron a ~articular obsidiar~ flo~r. 

'·ihen all the geolo~-c~l obsidi:m sources in ~- Dl:l.rtic,Jl:lr archaeologic~.l re~on 

h~v.=> been t!"''tl3 'fin:.:·2~rinted.' t:-.e ~.rch::'l~olo::ic'11 :-::·.!teri~l c.·~n be assi~ed to 

hor.1ogenei t:' ·:ri t::in gecl0'7,-ical sources ::u:rl. hetero~~:.ei t:: '::·et·tieen them. ·~his 

nece~si tate~ inte~~si ·1e :·a tr.l.!1-~01.t-::-ce s~::-:~li,-, ":'r:> sho·r "the ~e~ree of 
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to suggest bounds within which the material may .be considered as homogeneous, 

in addition to extensive sampling of the different sources. 

FollOWing Renfrew's interpretation 'trade 1 is 1 to be understood in its 

widest sense : the reciprocal traffic, exchange or movement of materials or 

goods through peaceful human agency' (Renfrew, 1969, 152). In prehistoric 

communi ties this is not intended to imply commercial transactions or the 

presence of professional traders. 

'The scientific identification of any given piece of obsidian with 

specimens from any one deposit is beset with difficulties ••••••• yet, however, 

within limits it is possible to attain a considerable degree of probability as to 

the place of origin and further to eliminate other places as hitherto having 

produced nothing comparable to the material under discussion' ('!lainwright, 

1927,77). 'The development of a battery of sophisticated scientific methods 

has diminished the importance of typological analyses and opened up the 

possibility of writing prehistory without the encumbrance of meaningless 

cultural tags.' (Higham, 1969,149). The archaeologist no longer has to rely 

on the all too tenuous evidence Of typOlOgical similarities as a definitive 

indication of trading links. 

Trade's particular and sometimes crucial importance lies in a dual status 

as the indicator for us today that intercultural contact was taking place, and 

as a prime motive among prehistoric groups, for such contact.' (Renfrew, 1969,151) 

1:2 Obsidian Characterisation Methods 

Several different methods of ar~ysis have been employed in an attempt to 

characterise obsidian. \ofainwright ( 1927) made use of refractive index, colour 

and density to suggest an Armenian source for Egyptian and Mesopotamian material 

and to refute the long-cherished belief that obsidian recovered from Egyptian 

sites is a product of the remote little island of Melos in the Aegean. He 
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examined obsidian objects f!o m Abu Shahrein and 1/larka and made a distinction 

between t~-10 apparently different forms of obsidian know-n to exist in Armenia 

the opaque coal-black type and the ' translucent var)ing from a cylinder of 

almost glassy-grey transparency to flakes which are quite opaque. in the middle 

only becoming translucent where the material thins towards the edges' (ilainwright, 

1927,84). He suggests that the opaque type is more common than the transparent 

in Egypt whilst the situation is reversed in Mesopotamia. 

Frankfort (1927,190-192), compiled a comparative table of the physical 

qualities of specimens of obsidian from various sites and on this basis demon

strated that I-lelian obsidian bore the least resemblance to a specimen from :&gypt, 

and indeed the Egyptian specimen could be seen to stand separate from all \'lest 

Mediterranean and Aegean samples included in the comparison. 

Lynch.( Wainwright ,4:) reports that obsidian from Nemrut Dag near Lake Van is 

of two types:- one coal black and the other dark green. Tllainwright in an 

examination of Nemrut Dag museum samples again confir.ned the presence of the two 

kinds, the opaque and the translucent 'of yellowish-green tinge'. On the gro\Ulds 

of similarity of the two types to Egyptian archaeological material he suggests 

. an origin at Nemrut Dag (indeed the only sources known in the i~orth East at the 

time). With the greater bank of information now to hand regarding obsidian and 

its sources, some of these earlier observations are no longer credible. There 

was an awareness, however, of the limitations of this type of study and the need 

for back-up analyses and as early attempts at characterisation the efforts are 

worthy of credit. 

Refractive index ar-d density of obsidians were considered by Renfrew and 

Cann ( 1964) for a number of samnles in and around the r~Iecli terranean, the 

systematic variation betvreer.. sources :·;as not, ho·..tever, considered adeq_uate, for 

although grgen obsidia~s of ~r~ups ~b (Pantelleria), 4c (Lake V~r.) ~r.d 4d 

(Abyssinia, Ara'oi3., Ilibesti, Auvergne, Ken;o{a), ge:.erally exhibited ~igher 
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refractive indices and densities than the others, the overlap was considerable. 

Obsidian is divided into three broad geological types:- alkaline, 

peralkaline and calc-alkaline. A division into these types is reflected by 

variation in the physical properties (Renfrew et al., 1968). Obsidians with 

refractive indices less than 1.495 are generally alkaline or calc-alkaline and 

included in this division are obsidians from Hungary, Slovakia, Melos, Armenia, 

Southern Anatolia, Sardinia, Lipari and the Pontine Islands - Renfrew• s groups 

1,2,3 and 4a. Obsidians with refractive indices greater than 1.505 belong to 

the peralkaline type and include samples from Pantellari.a, Lake Van, Abyssinia, 

Arabia, Tibesti, Auvergne, Kenya and Sardinia - Renfrew• s group divisions, 4b, 

4c, 4d, 5 and 6 (1968,581). Appearance provides a more reliable guide than 

either refractive index or density, peralka.line obsidians appearing greenish or 

brown in transmitted light and calc-alkaline and alkelir.e obsidians appearing 

grey or colourless. 

In their a.DB.lysis of Mediterranean obsidians C.'Ulil and .Renfrew ( 1964) first 

investigated obsidian in terms of appearance and found fit to describe it in 

ter.ns of 6 properties : 'colour in transmitted light, colour in reflected light, 

~cture, translucency, transparency with internal structure and lustre' (114). 

Appearance is not alone sufficiently diagnostic but can serve as a good 

general indicator when in agreement with the results of physical methods of 

chemical :analysis. 

Appearance criteria have nevertheless been established for obsidians from 

certain geological regions. Thus a pearly lustre has been taken as an indication 

of a Melian origin ( Cann and Renfrew, 1964, 114) , a greenish colour in transmitted 

light as indicative of obsidian from Pantelleria, Lake Van, Abyssinia and other 

sources contributing to groups 4b, 4c and 4d of CarL~ and Renfrew's analysis 

(C~~ and Renfrew, 1964), and the presence of spherulit~c inclusions together 

with. the absence of striation::- '"· · ·.:. 3ing suggest:i. ve of an origin on the Aegean 
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island of Giali (Renfrew et al., 19G5). 

:iben chemical ~~lysis fails to differentiate successfully between 

sources, as for exa1uple, between Carpathian obsidians and ttose of I·!elos, then 

a distinction has been effected using appearance as a criteria. Carpatr.ian 

obsidian is black, fracturing conchoidally a..'1d sho,..d.ng a glassy lustre. In 

transmitted light it appears watery-grey, fairly translucent and trar.sparent 

though at times somewhat cloudy (Renfrew et al., 1965), and on this basis a 

separation from the grey-black almost opaq•Je obsidian of Nelos is suggested. 

A greenish colour in transmitted light has been used to distinguish 

Pantellerian obsidian from that of Lipari in the early strata on Malta ~~d on 

similar grounds a separation of the peralkaline obsidian source at Nemrut Dag 

seems justifiable (ReP£rew et al., 1966). 

~ecent investigations P~ve challenged so~e of the a~pearance c1~ter~~ as 

established by Renfrew et al. (1965), for the Aeg-ean sources of Helos and Giali. 

Shelford ( 1 S74) conducted a detailed investigation of the two obsidian sources 

on !•!elos : Sta ~·~ychia near Ad.~a.r;:as ar.d Dhea:enegaki. In a discussior. of the 

~eochemistry of the Adhamas and Dh~enegaki flows it is stated that 'pearly 

lustre is not a corr.mon feature of a~y Sta Nychia. obsidian' (Cos€rove et al., 

forthcoming) • 

Torrence and Cher~J visited ar.d described in detail t~e location ar.d exte~t 

of obsidian outcroppings on Giali (Ferscnal Co~unication) er.d concluded on 

the besis of the findings of atypical striated obsidian objects en the beach 

at the nort.l}-east end of Giali bay, that the !-'Teser~ce of stri-9.tions is insufficient 

in itself to r.1lc out a Giali source. A r.on.-Gi'ali sOu!"ce for these s~ples 

(since not in si t1l) ca&.ot ~e ruled out prior to their eX!?!r.in~tion by cr~e~ice.l 

·l'te u:-~ o:' ·1 :)llr~ :.y no-:-!.- t(:;c~ ~i c-:l .., :-: ro~c~ ::;eve rely limits the for.nula tion 
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of any definitive statements, a~d a case in point where indications of 

appearance can be a misleading guide to prover.ance is illustrated in the 

presence of red and black mottling which, although uncommon, occurs in obsidian 

from many of the ~Tear Eastern sources (Rer£rew et al., 1966)'. 

Petrological examination is of .limited value in a characterisation study 

due to the fine .texture of the obsidian. Different outcrops can have a similar 

mineralogy and the better the obsidian the smaller and fewer a.re the crystalline 

inclusions. 

Analysis of major element composition P~s also been attempted as a means of 

differentiation between sources, but the restricted range of major elements 

forming obsidian sets a limit to the usefulness of the method. (Georgiades, 1956) 

employing this method achieved a meaningful difference between source material 

from the Aegean islands of Giali, Antiparos and Melos, though that effected 

between Melos and Giali was only slight. Gordus and his colleagues comment that 

a lmowledge of the aluminum content of obsidian is not particularly useful in 

identifying the geological source of the sample, since the aluminum content of 

obsidian does not va~J markedly between sources. (Gordus et al., 1967,88). 

Cornaggia, Fussi and d' Agnolo ( 1962 and 1963) have attempted c1'1..a.racterisation by 

several of these methods and found them in general to be inconclusive. They 

decided to base their analyses on concentrations of manganese and phosphorus as 

determined by Optical Emission Spectroscopy (henceforth OES) and by this means 

drew a di~tinction between Palmarola (Pontine Islands ), Lipari, Melos and 

Pantelleria. The validity of their conclusions is perhaps debateable since the 

small number of samples ~~lysed ~ay r)t ~ave been representativ8 of the rar~e 

of rna.terial from the respective sources, and indeed their suggestion of a i·!elian 

origin for r~al tese obsidian is at vo.riar:ce wit:::. that reported by Ga!'.n and Renfrew 
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( 1964). 

An adequate characterisation of obsidian has been achieved through 

determination of trace and minor element concentration, OES, as previously 

mentioned, and more recently, Neutron Activation -~ysis (henceforth N;~) 

being especially effective. The use of X-ray Fluorescence, (henceforth XP~) 

with either solid or powdered samples, has also provided satisfactory results 

(Stevenson, et al., 1971). 

Obsidian provides an almost ideal material for such a characterisation 

study: as a volcanic glass which solidified from a molten state the effective 

homogeneity of trace and minor element concentrations \'d thin a single source can 

generally be demonstrated. In recent years NAA of Borax La.~e obsidian by 

Bowman et al., (1973) displayed in terms of variation of 6 trace-elements 

relative to iron, shared a wide range of compositional variation. Other 

research suggests that the Borax Lake compositional picture is not a common one. 

NAA of 1, 000 specimens from 60 well defined lava flows in distinct volcanic 

regions were reported by Gordus and his associates ( Gordus et al. , 1968) • 

The variations deduced were from samples 'wholly random from various points on 

the flow' and based on an estimation of manganese, scandium, lanthanum, rubidium, 

samarium, barium, and zirconium concentrations showed a range of 4o% in a single 

flow as compared with 1 c:xJ% up to 1 , ~ between two flows. 

The \•Test Mediterranean, Aegean and the Near East have perhaps focused most 

attention in characterisation studies of Old ~.·Torld obsidian, though in more 

recent times, the central European sources of north-east HungarJ a.~d south-east 

Slovakia have received due consideration. 

The pioneering work of Renf!'ew llnd his fellow--vrorkers from the early 
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sixties onwards, has led to a more thorough understanding of the si tuati.on 

regarding obsidian sources and supply, answering bewildering questions which 

had previously obscured the issue. In an early paper (Cann and Renfrew, 

1964) they reviewed the current si tuat:ion listing the sources known in 

Europe and Western Asia and assigning them a numerical classification, 

based on determination of trace-element concentrations, specifically of 

barium and zirconium, by OES. Thus, group 1 included sources of Hungary, 

Slovakia, Melos, Giali, Armenia, South Anatolia; group 2, Sardinia (2a) 

and South Anatolia (2b); group 3, Armenia; group 4, Lipari and Palmarola (4a), 

Lake Van ( 4c) , Abyssinia, Arabia, Ti bes ti, Auvergne and Kenya ( 4d) ; group 5 

Kenya; and group 6, Sardinia. These early established group divisions ha.7e 

since been modified and refined and in certain cases, though the group 

members r..ave remained unchanged, the group terminology has been revised. 

The progress of research on obsidian will now be discussed relative to 

the source areas of the Aegean, the West Mediterranean, the Near East and 

Central Europe (Fig. 1). 

As an essential preliminary to their investigations Renfrew and Cann 

(1964,118) demonstrated internal consistency within sources, using geological 

specimens from different locations on Lipari and Vulcano and also that the 

change in trace element concentration, brought about by burial over many 

hundreds of years, appears insignificant. 

1 :3:a. Aegean 

Research in the ·"-e:~q_"l are!:. will no~·T be considered in its group 1 

context. : Renfrew et ~.1., ( 1965) conclude that the only t·~;o soU!·ces deserving 
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consideration in the Aegean are these of Melos (Fig. 2) and Giali (Fig. 3). 

Antiparos is noted as a source area but is considered unimportant. Appearance 

of the obsidian is described in detail and when necessary, used to confinn the 

analytical determinations. 

Mackenzie (BSA iii 1896-97,77), late in the 19th Century described the two 

Malian quarr,ies of Adhamas and Dhemenegaki, trace element analysis by OES did 

not, however, effect an entirely adequate separation, no differentiation 

between Adhamas and Dhemenegaki material being suggested by the ba-zr plots 

and all samples falling with group 1 o 

The analyses did, however, suggest the wide extent of prehistoric trade 

in the Aegean, particularly in Melian obsidian, as early as the 6th or 7th 

millenium B.C. - a fact borne· out by more recent analyses (Durra.ni et al. 1971; 

Aspinall et al., 1972). Malian obsidian was reaching Knossos on Crete and 

Nea Nikomedeia in Macedonia in the early neolithic. On the basis of their 

analyses Ra~frew and his colleagues tentatively outline the changing pattern 

of usage and distribution of Aegean obsidian with time, thus the early neolithic 

sites in Thessaly and south Greece were fairly well supplied with Malian 

obsidian, while in Thrace and Macedonia its presence was rare. In the later 

neoli tbic they predict an expansion of trade witnessed by finds from 

Nea Nikomedeia and Servia. Samples of Melia.rt origin were analysed from the 

early Chalcolithic site of' Morali in Western Anatolia and both Melos and Giali 

material was in evidence in Aspripetra cave sites on Kos. In the early Bronze 

Age Malian obsidian was common in the islands of the eastern Aegean (Poliochos, 

Samos and Lemnos) and at the Minoan sites of Knossos and Phaistos. The pattern 

of trade throughout the period seems to be restricted to the southern Aegean, 

with lJT.acedonian sites such as Nea Nikomedeia and Si tagroi representing the 

northerly limit of f-1elian distribution (Aspii'.all et al., 1972, 334). 

" 
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A fir.m separation was achieved between Melian and Liparian obsidian 

which solved much confusion regarding the presence of ~Ielian obsidian in the 

West Mediterranean or Liparian obsidian in the Aegean. Evidence of obsidian 

indeed suggest little or no contact between the \a/est Mediterranean and Aegean. 

Melian obsidian appears to have been utilized in Crete from earliest times. 

Sir Arthur Evans referred to obsidian unCi:overed in the early levels at Knossos 

as 'Lipari te', inferring an origin on the island of Lipari, but analyses 

disprove the theory and sug~est Giali as an alternative source, belonging as 

it does to group 1 , and exhibiting a similar appearance to that cited by Evans. 

At Knossos and Platanos artefacts of transparent glass-like appearance have been 

found in late neolithic contexts. Renfrew, Cann and Dixon disputed the suggestion 

of a Giali origin, in the first instance on grounds of appearance (viz. no 

spherulitic inclusions) and, secondly supporting· their assumptions by analyses 

which placed similar pieces in group 2b. A connection between South AnatDlia 

and Crete was thus suggested rather tentatively (Renfrew et al., 1965,239), the 

hypothesis gaining credence after analysis by N4~~ (Aspinall et al., 1972,334) 

proved obsidian from the Early Bronze Age settlement mounds of Si tagroi in 

Northern Greece, to originate from the 2b source. The reciprocity of this 

traffic in obsidian is inferred from analysis of obsidian samples from Abydos 

and Myndos in ''iestern Anatolia, which proved attributable to a Melian source, 

and further implied by the presence also of spheruli tic obsidian at lo1yndos 

suggesti;;·e of a Giali origin (Renfrew et al., 1968). 

Late Minoan finds of obsidians in the form of 1~~ goods rather than 

purely functional objects, from Agl".i~. Tri.adha, Palaikastro, Knossos and 

Xato Zakro are manufactured of blac!dsr. spherulitic obsidian, probably from 

the source on Giali. 

·The predominance of the :·lelL;.n source as supplied for the Aegean area 
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is noted whilst the obsidian of Giali was exploited by the Minoans as an 

attractive material for their stone vases. 

The analyses, though a progressive step, had various shortcomings. 

Problems were encOWltered in a division of group 1, and the tentative 

separation based on strontium, yttrium, niobium, and magnesium concentrations 

was less than adequate. Sufficient data were available for l-Ielos and South 

Anatolia, to allow the use of a statistical technique of discriminatorJ 

analysis on trace-element results, in order to effect a separation between 

the two, by further division on the grounds of selected elements in 

convenient proportions. ~s rat."'ter tenuous division was supported by the 

implications of appearance and distributiOn and as predicted all specimens 

from mainland Greece and the Cyclades were clasEed as Melian, whilst those 

from South Anatolia or further east were ascribed to South Anatolian sourc~ 

No full cr.raracterisation of Giali obs~dian was acr~eved in the early 

analyses and a hint that a low calcium content might be diagnostic (Renfrew 

et al., 1965,235) is completely contradicted in a later article where the 

high calcium content of Giali obsidian is used to distinguisJ:l it from 

Malian material (Dixon et al., 1968,42). 

A different approach, through fission track ar~ysis, was thus attempted 

in an effort to distinguish between obsidian from several different sources 

when a convergent trace-element composition was causing confusion (Durrani 

et al., 1971), as in the case of differentiation of Melos and Giali obsidian 

from that of the Tokaj region of Hur.gary and that of .Anatolian Acigol, 

respectively, 1, 300 Km. to no:-th-west and 1 ,COO Km. to the east of i·!elos. 

The dete:rmiittt:i on of the date of er-1ption of the flo~·rs by fission track 

ana.ly::is was atte:npted ~si~..g group 1 ~-;a::ples previously ~nalysed by OES 

(1965 and 1966), so that the established trace-element concentratior~ could 
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serve as a basic guide. In addition three samples from the l1esoli thic site 

of Francthi Cave were chosen for fission track dating. Inherent in the 

method, however, are certain limits, since in two geographically remote 

areas eruptions may be of a similar date or indeed successive eruptions 

might have taken place over a prolonged period of time. Uranium content has 

thus been used as a further parameter. 

The method due to concurrence of eruption dates was none too successful 

in adequately separating the source members of group 1 obsidians from one 

another and it would seem that only in exceptionally favourable circumstances 

can uranium content and eruption date be fully sui table as criteria for source 

identification. 

The eruption ages for two Hungarian samples gave very similar dates, 

whilst the ages for Aegean and Central Anatolian samples, rather than giving 

Ullique ~tes f:rom each, suggested periods of general volcanic activity in the 

area. A certain sequence of eruption was observed, samples frOm Adhamas, 

Dhemenegaki, Acigol (locality 3) and Giali showing eruption ages between 8 

and 9 million years. (Durrani et al., 1971,244), whereas othemfrom Bor 

and Acigol (locality 3), Giali and Dhemenegaki showed dates of c. 2 million 

years. 

It is, however, suggested that uranium content and age determination 

effect a clear discrimination between Acigol, Giali and Dhemenegaki. 

From fission track analysis of Francthi Cave samples an origin in either 

Malian source or indeed Giali is predicted, though it is necessary to revert 

to appearance criteria and geographic location to suggest a Melian source as 

the more likely. Attribution of Francthi obsidian to a source on Melos is 

important in evide~cing maritime traffic as early as t~e 8th or 7th mille~~um B.C. 

It should be oentioned at thi~ j~~cture that a discrepancy exists between the 

date of eruption of the ~1elian flo~·;s as deter-;..:,ined by fission track analysis 
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(Durrani et ~1., 1971) and that determined more recently by Potassium-Argon 

dating (Fytikas et al., 1976). The latter tectnique suezested a date of 

1. 5 million years f: r Dhemenegaki and 0. 5 million years for ~.dhg~as compared 

to the.fission track determination of c. 8- 9 million years and c. 2 million 

years for Adhamas and Dhemenegaki. A further discrepancy exists between the 

potassium concentrations reported as the results of separate analysis 

programmes, a value of 2.63% (Fytikas et al., 1976) being comp~red with one of 

c. 2.1$% reported by Cosgrove and his co-workers (personal commurication). The 

dating problem still a~:ai ts resolution. 

In 1972 Neutron Activation Analysis w.1s ~pplied to the problel!'.atic group 

(Aspinall et al., 1972). A complete discrimination among sources was achieved 

usi~ Cs, Ta, Rb, Th, Tb, Ce and Fe, expressed rel~tive to Sc. 

The function: 

1 
Sc 

( Rb 
Cs + Ta + 100 + 

Th + La + Ce) 
10 

was plotted against ~e/Sc on an arbitra~r scale (Aspinall et ~1., 1972, 333). 

The analyses though szrJB.ll, shO":v adequate se:;ara ti on of all sources and a close 

correlation between the geological and the archaeological material. The results 

allOl·:ed a novel c.istinction to be made behreen the bro ~!elian sources of Adhar..as 

and Dhemenega.ld, only 10 Km. apart and analyses of 4 samples from the Nesoli thic 

site of FranctPi Cave (c. 7,000 B.C.) could all oe attributed to the Adr.amas 

source. The current opinion of an absence of contact between Centr-3.1 Europe and 

the Aegean, received ratification through the qr.alyses; pieces of obsidian from 

Neolithic Vinca !'rovin.s t'J be o: Cer. tr3l Suronea~ ori ;ir... 

~- study o: thQ, geoche!llstr:.r of t..dh~.:r.~s C·:elos "ti.") '3.=-'d Dhemeneg.!E!ld obsidians 

C·~elos "'J") observed t~~ t the urJ.:'or.:i t;y of c:;oposi ti on in m~j or elel!lent '.,..i. t!:i"l 
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statistical significance. Cosgrove and his associates effect a discrimination 

between Melos, Adhamsand Dhemenegaki on the basis of their results. Adhamas 

obsidians 'have higher silica potash and water content and lower ti ta.Dia, 

alumina, iron, magnesium, calcium and sodium values', whereas 'variation in 

opposite directions causes the mean soda/mean potash ratio to rise from 1.08 

in the Sta Nychia (Adhamas) group to 1.23 for the Dhemenega!d. group. They 

report, however, discordance between their own Ba/Zr data obtained by XRF and 

those obtained by OES as described by Renfrew et al., ( 1965 table 2, 246-247) , 

the latter giving higher Ba (790 p.p.m.) and lower Zr (66 p.p.m.) contents, 

thus a mean Ba/mean Zr content of 12 in contrast with 4.04 for Adha.mas and 

3. 53 for Dhemenegaki as obtained by XRF. This inconsistency in elemental 

abundance determinations (noticed also between OES and NAA) should not, however, 

detract from the credibility of souce attributions, provided both the geological 

source and the archaeological site material have been subject to the same method 

of analysis. 

Despite the absence of gross differences between Adhamas and Dhemenegaki 

obsidians: the between-group variation of such trace a...l'ld minor element 

constituents as Ni, Cu, Ga, Sr, Y, Sr and :Sa appears significant, and by 

selecting the abundance of some of these elements a discriminant function is 

achieved where 

D = Ba + Y 
Zr + Ga + Sr 

Adhamas obsidian has higher Y and Ba concentrations but lower Ga, Sr and 

Zr, thus the D value for Adhamas is quoted as 2.27 and that of Dhemenegaki as 

1.90. 

A further source of obsidian has been provisionally suggested (Cosgrove 

pri"{: ~~mm. _) at Mandrakia, though no samples have yet been analysed. 

1:3: b. :·lest ~!edi terra.-T'lean 

Turning to the West Mediterranean, the initial results from analyses by 
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Cann and Renfrew (1964,111) using OES, served to establish a basis for the 

later research programmeso These early characterisation studies confirmed 

that four main sources were utilised in the West l•tedi terranean, namely Lipar.i., 

Sardinia, Pantelle.ria and Palmarola (Pontine Islands). Sardinian obsidian was, 

at this stage, divided into two chemically distinct groups (Cann and Renfrew's 

groups 2a and 6), though due to inadequate representation no adequate separation 

was achieved between Pontine Islands and Lipari material. Since these early 

findings the progress of research has been marked : a discrimination between 

Pontine Island and Lipari obsidian bas been effected on the grounds of caesium 

content (Dixon et al., 1968, 42) whilst work undertaken at Bradford University, 

using NAA as part of an extensive project on Old World obsidian, has done much 

to refine and extend eerly conclusions. 

Hallam et al., (1976) were not able to check, by NAA techniques, the 

results obtained by OES, since wide differences in elemental ebundance 

determinations were found to exist between the two methods. Indeed, barium 

and zirconium, the discrimil"'.ant pair in OES could not be detected with sufficient 

accuracy by NAA to permit direct comparison. (Hallam et al., 1976,89). 

Attribution to source by both NAA and OES does, however, seem to be in agreement. 

In NAA of West Mediterranean obsidians the elemental concentrations of 

lanthanum, scandium and caesium are used as discriminators. By plotting 

lanthanum/scandium against caesium/scandium the four sources were successfully 

separated, and in addition a further subdivision of Sardinian obsidian was 

effected. The suggestion in 1968 (Dixon et al., 42) that caesium content could 

efficiently discriminate between Lipari and Pontine Islands material was borne 

out later by OES work, the latter material containing a significant quantity of 

caesium (Hallam et alo, 1976, 92). The original numerical classification of 1964 

is revised and a r-ew literal terminolo~; established, thus group 2a (Sardinia A) 

becomes SA; SB is the new subdivision of SarC.ir.:ian obsidian; group 6 becomes 
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SC (Sardinia C) ; group ~ (Lipari) becomes LI; group 4a
2 

(Palmarola) 

becomes PI and group 4b (Pantelleria) becomes PA. 

The Monte Arci region of Sardinia, has over many years been cited in the 

literature as a source of obsidian (Figo 4). Puxeddu { 1955-57) reported early 

findings of Sardinian obsidian : Lilliu commented on its occurrence on San 

Stefano and Maddalena between Corsica and Sardinia; Ferton in 1500 made the 

far-sighted suggestion that obsidian on Elba was of a Monte Arci origin; whilst 

Brae { 1947, 15) supported a Sardinian source for Ligurian material. Puxeddu • s 

research served to confirm the Monte Arci area as the main region containing 

obsidian quarries and workshops. 

Only few geological hand samples from Sardinia were available for NAA by 

Hallam et al., and in many cases it was necessarJ to assume archaeological 

material found close to source areas as representative of that particular source. 

On aDal.ysis, geological band samples from a source near Uras in the Monte 

Arci region grouped within the SA subdivision (Hallam et ~., 1976,95), and 

archaeological material from the same area fell within groups SA and SC. Two 

obsidian sources east of Urae in the Roja Cannas district have been described 

(Puxeddu, 1957,33), and these are therefore suggested as likely sources forSl 

and SC material. Indeed more recently, geological samples have been collected 

{by Brian Hallam) in the Monte Arci locality; from Conca Cannas (in situ), 
, 

Santa Maria Zuarbara and PerdasUrias (Fig. 4). Hallam's survey failed to locate 

Puxeddu~s reported source at Sonnixeddu, and doubts arise as to its existance 

(Hallam, B.R., personal cOtnmUDication). Analysis has, hoYTever, proven Conca 

Cannas to be the source for SA material and further detailed examination should 

provide useful information on a more precise location of the SB and SC sources. 

Basing their assumptions on evidence afforded by arChaeological material from 

Conca Ilionis and by Puxeddu' s mention of two ou-tcrops of obsidian to the north 

of ~!onte Arci Eallam a.>:.d his associates postulate tr..is northern area as the 

likely SB source. 
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(AS MODIFIED AFTER PUXEODU. 1955-7. showing obsidian source area) 
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Guided by the a.Dalyses, a distribution pattern for SA, SB and SC is put 

forward. Outside Sardinia itself, SB obsidian appears to be restricted to 

Corsica and Liguria, where it occurs at Cu:racchiaghui (on Southern Corsica) and 

at Arene Candide. In the early levels at Curacchiaghui obsidian is found in 

association with impressed ware, and not only provides the earliest dated 

archaeological context available for the appearance of obsidian in the West 

Mediterranean, at c. 5,650 and 6,610 bco, but also gives proof of early contact 

between Sardinia and Corsica. SC obsidian, outside Sardinia, occurs on Corsica, 

Elba, in Northern Italy (at Servirola a San Polo) and in Southern France (at 

Marres). SA material appears to be of a wide:e distribution occurring·in Cbassey, 

contexts in Southern France and in Northern Italy, mainly associated with square

mouthed pottery sites, though sometimes wi. th Lagozza. 

At least 4 individual flows have been reported on Lipari (Fig;. 5) though two, 

Forgia Vecchia and Rocche Rosse, have been shown by fission track dating to have 

formed within historic time (Bigazzi and Bonadonna, 1973) and have therefore no · 

relevance as sources from which prehistoric obsidian artefacts were u1 timately 

derived. The sources of importance are those of Gabellotto and Acquacalda, but 

as yet differentiation between the historic and prehistoric fiows by NAA has 

proved troublesome. 

NAA confirmed the early assertions (Cann and Renfrew, 1964) for the 

importance of Lipari obsidian in Malta after c. 4,000 B.C. Obsidian from the 

Lipari Islands, indeed, appears to be widely distributed 'in Malta and Sicily 

through most of Southern Italy, to some extent in Central Italy and then again 

in Tuscany, Umbria and the ~Iarche area' (Hallam et al., 1976,99). 2 samples 

from Southern French Chasseen contexts were attributed to a Lipari source USing 

NA.A and offered the first evidence of Lipari material in that region. 

It was supposed as likely then that the distribution patterns of Liparian 

and Sardinian obsidian were complementarJ rather than coincident, with Sardinian 

material to a large extent monopolizing the trade \d th Provence, Liguria, Lombardy 
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Geologic sketch map of the . island of Lipari 
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Fig. 5 As mod1fied after Pichler. 1967 w1th additional information on source localities (from O.Williarnsl 
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and Emilia and Lipari ·obsidian (and Pontine Islands) being predominantly used 

throughout the larger part of Italyo 

Further analyses on North Italian and Southern French archaeological finds 

were conducted to clarify the position regarding this northernmost part of the 

distribution (Williams, 1975, Bradford University M.A. Thesis). For the first 

time a Lipari origin was proven for obsidian from sites in Northern Italy, 

appearing at Servirola a San Pollo, Arena Candide, Isolino, Fiorano, Chiozza 

and Hazza di Campegino. The evidence for Lipari material in the South of France 

(as suggested by the two finds from Fonte-Marthe and La Bertaude) was substant

iated by material from Grotte de 1' eglise superieure. Obsidian from Isolino and 

Servirola a San Pollo in Northern Italy and Beaumajour and Camp Plan in Southern 

France were analysed and designated SA. 

Thus, far from being mutually exclusiv~ the geographical occurrence of 

material from the two sources overlaps considerably, presenting a situation far 

more complex than was first conceived. 

Nevertheless, contra Brea and Cavalier (1956.,92) who suggested Lipari as a 

more amenable source for North Italian obsidian when considering maritime travel 

of a commercial nature, a..'r'lalyses by NAA, when expressed in numerican terms, still 

favour a predominance of. Sardinian obsidian in North Italy as indeed in South 

France. 

Material of a Lipari derivation is generally to be found in association with 

Middle Neolithic square-mouthed pottery of c. 4,000 - 3,000 B.C. and it has been 

suggested as reaching North Italy via the painted ware cultures of South Italy 

and from Italy some may have been tra..11sported to the Chasseen contexts in which 

it appears in South !ranee. Again though, evidence is slight, Italy is suggested 

as the intemediary via which Sardinian obsidian reached France. In early worlc 

(Renfrew and Car..n, 1964) obsidian from the natural sou:rce Punta Vardella on the 

island of Palmarola, one of the Pontine Island group, was analysed by QES. 
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2 blades of glassy obsidian on the nearby island of Ponza, another 

belonging to the Pontine Island group, were attributed to the 4a source 

(Renfrew and Cann, 1964, 129). Analysis by NAA has proven a Palmarolan origin 

for glassy obsidian artefacts occurring on Ponza (Hallam, et al., 1976,95), 

indeed devitrified material cropping naturally on Ponza and neighbouring 

Procida, is unsuitable for artefact manufacture. Obsidian from these two 

latter .localities proved. to be of different trace element composition. 

Analyses show a wide distribution of Palmarolan obsidian throughout 

Central Italy and its occurrence has been noted at sites on the Adriatic 

coast of Italy a-11d at Vlasca Ja.lda. in Dalmatia. Thus, its presence on the 

Tremiti Islands (Cornaggia- Castiglioni et al., 1963,310) is likely, though 

its existence on Arene Candide in Liguria (ibid. 310) awaits confirmation. 

The distinctive chemical nature of the peralkaline obsidian of 

Pantelleria has been borne out by analysis and a high concentration of 

zirconium (Renfrew and Cann, 1964, 119) corresponds to the properties of 

Pantelleritic obsidians (Carmichael, 1962, Zei~ , 1960). Analysis by OES 

demonstrated Maltese obsidian to be of Pe.ntellerian origin (Cann and Renfrew, 

1964, 121), it is documented from the earliest neolithic levels on i•!al ta and 

suggests contact between the two islands from c. 5,000 B.C. Z~terial uncovered 

on sites on the immediate coast of North Africa has also been suggested as of 

a Pantellerian type. Until very recently this was thought to represent the 

total span of distribution of Pantellerian obsidian but two obsidian arrowheads 

from the Copper ~e dolma~ of San Sebastien in Southern France, proved on 

a.Ylalysis to belong to group Pa, (ttlilliams, 0., !~!.A. Thesis, Bradford 1975) 

though belonging to a later and separate distribution phase. 

It should be noted that ther3 is ~s yet no e~ndence for the oc~~pation 

of Sardinia in the Hiddle ''Teo~i tl-:ic ( •.-1hen finds ·11ere reg,ching ~iorth Italy) nor 

for the prehistoric occu~ation of P~ntelleria. (Fi~. 6). . - -
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FIG. 6 PANTELLERIA (AFTER IMB0,1964-1966l 
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Anomalous samples from Southern France, Southern Germany and North Italy, 

have not fallen into any currently established group divisions and the 

existence otalbeit minor sources not previously recognised, cannot be ruled 

out. 

Obsidian in the West Mediterranean did not form a major part of the stone 

industry but as an indicator of the extent of prehistoric contact by land and 

sea it assumes a position of some importance. 

1:3:c. Near East 

The situation in the Near East is verJ different, with 'obsidian reported 

from nearly every neolithic settlement, although many of these sites are 

distant from the natural sources' (Renfrew et al., 1966, 30). Indeed Wright 

comments (1969,5) that 'in terms of the amount of integrated work on both 

source and site specimens there are more data currently available on the 

percentages of different chemical elements present in 1-Tee.r Eastern obsidian 

than for obsidians from any other area' • 

Early analysis by OES (Carm and Renfrew, 1964) laid emphasis on the 

. complexity of the situation in the Near East, for example the site of 

Arpachiyah in Northern Iraq was utilising 3 different obsidian sources: 

Lake Van (4c), Eastern Armenia (3) and a group 1 source. At this stage 

difficulties became evident when attempting a separation between obsidians 

from Armenia, South Anatolia and Kenya, also betl.,een those of Lake Van (4c) 

ar~ Abyssinia, Arabia and Tibesti (4d) due to inadequate representation. 

Research on Near Eastern obsidian shortly identified the t~,o geographical 

foci of the major groups as Central Anatolia and Lake Van, more specifically 

defined by Renfrew et ·tl., as the district '.ofest of Kayseri in Southern 

Anatolia, fo~erly Cappadocia and t~~t of Eastern Anatolia with Armenia from 

Lake Van to Erev~n. 

In 1965 (Renfrew et al.) fi:1dinc:s based on a!la.lysis of a geolo~cal hand 
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sample collected by Professor H.E. Wright from Acigol proved this to be the 

principal group 1 source in South Anatolia. 

Cann and Renfrew state that no sources are believed to exist between 

Anatolia and Arabia, west of the Zagros range ( 1964, 122), and indeed Wright 

(1969,5) holds the same opinion. Spectrographic analysis of samples from 

PPNA levels at Jericho proved attributable to group 2b, along with specimens 

from Neolithic Mersin and from surface scatter at Bor and Gazi in the Kayeri 

region of South ADatolia. The Kayseri. region, more specifically Hasan Dag, 

was tentatively suggested as the source for 2b obsidian (Renfrew et al., 

1965,237). 

In 1966 (Renfrew et al.) an attempt was made to class the analyses of 

Near East specimens in their respective groups ; to establish new groups a.~d 

to define more precisely the old groups. They defined t\ro element groups with 

sources in Central Anatolia - 1 e - f' and 2b. 

The Near Eastern sub-divisions of group 1 are distinguished by high barium 

and low to moderate zirconium content. 3 sub-groups are identified within the 

group - 1h with low zirconium, lanthanum and rubidium; 1 g with high zirconium 

and 1 e - f with a zirconium content between the two extremes. Karakapu, south 

of Hasan Dag is the source for 1h material, the source is, however, of little 

importance and as yet no artefacts of 1 h obsidian have been discovered. Group 1 g 

will be discussed in its proper context with the additional Lake Van sources. 

A1 though the geographical separation between Kars in Armenia, (theoretically 

group 1f) and Acigol in Cappadocia, (theoretically group 1e) is considerable, 

trace element analysis by OES could not effect any distinction between the two. 

For this reason Renfrew and :b..is fellow-... :orkers classed them together as group1 e-f. 

The Acigol-To~ada source (Fig. ?)~located 8 Km. east of Acigol Topada, 11 Km. 

south-west of Nevsehir on the .~saray road. Todd's survey of the area reported 
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several sources in the Acig(:)l region, the most important area being the . 

northern face of Hotamis Dag, but a thorough survey of the whole mountain 

was felt necessary. 

On analysis of geological hand samples collected by Mr. A. Renfrew, the 

source for group 2b material was precisely nentified for the first time as 

9iftlik, near Meleniz Dag (Renfrew et al., 1966,33). Todd's field survey in 

the yiftlik locality resulted in the discovery of 2 sizeable sources on the 

mountain of Gollu Dag, east of yiftlik, but again the need for more detailed 

survey of the whole mountain was recognised. Nevertheless the importance of 

yiftlik and AcigOl as source areas of Central Anatolia had gained confirmation. 

Gordus et al., ( 1967) report that analysis of sodium and manganese, by 

NAA provided useful data for preliminary identification of geological sources, 

since their contents may differ respectively by a factor of two or more and by 

a factor of 10 or more. The Na and !•ln content for a specific geological source 

exhibit a range probably not greater than 1. 35. Gordus and his associates have 

refined and adapted the system so that an accuracy of 9.% cen be achieved and as 

many as 10,000 samples run per year. For final identification, five additional 

elements, namely lanthanum, iron, rubidium, scandium and samarium hav:e been 

successfully employed. 

~'fright ( 1969) makes use of combinations of the above listed elemental 

concentrations to effect a separation between the geological sources of the 

Near East. 7 localities were investigated, in the Aksaray- Nevsebir- Nigde 

region of Central Turkey. Localities 1 - 5 are east of Acigol, locality 6 crops 

out on the eastern slope of Katuyu ridge (part of the Gollu Dag mass), 30 Km. 

south of Acigel and the 7th locality is tr.at of 9iftlik (Fig. 7). Wright 

reports results from localities 2,3,5,6 and 9iftlik. 

The Acig61-Topada source (group 1e- f) as defined by Renfrew et al., (1966) 
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is synonymous with localities 2 and 3 as identified by illri.ght ( 1969,6), whilst 

yiftlik is their group 2b. Adequate separation of the localities was achieved 

using scandium, manganese and rubidium concentrations as identification criteria. 

No significant difference was noticed between localities 2 and 3, only a few 

kilometres apart, but together they shared a significantly lower scandium 

content than other flows and a lower manganese content than samples from 

locality 5 and 9iftlik. The 6 million year age difference established between 

2 samples from Acigol locality 3 by fission track analysis (Durrani et al., 1971) 

has already been noted and suggests that this locality is not a single source. 

Locality 5 showed a higher rubidium and manganese content than the remaining 

6 localities. 

Wright, Gord.us and their fellow-workers carried out NAA of samples of 

Near Eastern obsidian previously analysed by OES. In general the results from 

the two methods have proved to be in harmony, though re-analysis of several 

samples placed in groups 2b and 1 e-f by Renfrew et al., have shown an inter-

eating outcome. 

Wright expressed doubt thet only 2 sources were exploited in Central 

Anatolia, indeed Benedict's survey in the ~Tevehir-Aksaray-Nigde region, located 

5 exposures previously unreported (Wright et al., in press). On reconsideration 

of the data obtained by Renfrew et al., Wright draws attention to the wide 

variation of barium and zirconium content as exhibited by samples contained 

within their group 2b, and considers it likely that material from more than one 

element group is included. Repeat analysis were conducted serving to strengthen 

the credibility of Wright's hypothesis: a sample from Trebizond (of Renfrew et al., 

group 2b), displayed a lower mar~anese and a higher sodium/manganese content 

than 4 of ~.·fright's geological hand samples from Qiftlik. The average strontium 

content of 7 9iftlik geological samples was 13 p. p.~. iiherP.as t:b..at of the 
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Trebizond specimen was 63 p.p.m. and for a second specimen 120 p.p.m. (Wright, 

1969, 19) 

Analyses were conducted on samples from 4 sites in Central Anatolia: 

c;atal Huyuk West, Qatal Huyuk (Neolithic), Cukurkent and Hacilar II. Renfrew 

et al., placed samples from Neolithic c;atal Huyuk, Ha9ilar and Cukurkent into 

their group 1 e- f (Renfrew et al., 1966,33 and table 1,62). NAA, however, 

presented results incompatible with these earlier group allocations. Naft~ 

rati. os for 9atal Huyuk W'est samples fell in 1 e - f range, but those for Catal 

Huyuk, Hacilar and Cuk:urkent were closer to group 2b. A1 though the Na/Mn ratio 

for 9atal Huyuk samples suggested a 2b origin, a lower scandium content than 

9iftlik samples and a higher Sc/Ta ratio than either 9iftlik or AcigOl, again 

suggested the likelihood of a separate group. The analyses of Renfrew et ~ 

{1968) and Wright (1969) and subsequent survey in the field makes clear then 

the existence of several sources in both the Qiftlik and Acig()l regions. The 

resolution of the 'fine structure' of the AcigOl-Cfiftlik region is fraught 

with complications which will perhaps remain until infonnation comes to the 

fore relating the obsidian localities to eruptive centres and correlating them 

stratigraphically. 

A distribution pattern of Central Anatolian obsidian nevertheless emerges 

from the data. Material from group 1 e, notionally Acig()l, }'l..as been identified 

at early Neolithic Mersin and as far south as Byblos, later exploitation of this 

source is evidenced by finds from Bogazkoy and Kultepe. Analysis by Wright of 

a sample from Munhata also places this in group 1 e - f (\tfrights Cer..tral Ana.tolia 

Locality 3). Attribution of a vase from Tepe Gawra of the late 4th millenium BoC., 

to group 1 e - f provides an instance of C2f18dOcian material appearing east of 

the Syrian desert, ~·:-tils't q~ot~er group 1 e - f find from Bahr~n (c. 2, 000 BoC.) 

or. the Persian Gulf, nearly 2,000 KID. south east of the C~adocian source area 
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represents to date the southernmost extent of Anatolian obsidian (Renfrew 

et al., 1968). 

Group 2b obsidian makes its early appearance in Aurignacian levels at 

Oklizini and Karain, near Antalya (before 8,000 B.c.). Upper Palaeolithic 

material from Curkini is attrib't~ted a 2b source, though neolithic material from 

the same site falls within the 1 e - f group (Dixon, 1976).. 2b obsidian has 

also been recognised at Mersin, as with 1 e - f in an early neolithic context. 

The dist:z:l. buti. on and density of archaeological finds of 2b obsidian in Cyro

Silicia and the Levant suggest it as the all important source for that region 

during pre-pottery Neolithic A and B. The exclusive use of 2b obsidian at PPNA 

Jericho has already been mentioned. During PPNB times 2b is present at Jericho 

(though no longer the sole group present) and Beidha (Renfrew et al., 1966) in 

the first and second phases at Ghoraife and Tell Aswad and throughout the 

occupation of Ablt Hureyra (Warren, S.E., personal communication), and in 

aceramic levels at Tabbat al-Hamman and Tell-al-Judiadah, Tell Ramad, Ras Shamra 

and Beisamoun (Renfrew et al., 1966 and Wright and Gordus, 1969). The importation 

of Lake Van obsidian to the area by c. 6, 500 B.C. is documented by the presence of 

4c obsidian at Beidha, Tell Ramad and Beisamoun and later, c. 4,000 B.C. 2b 

material is found in association with 1 g and 4c at l'iunhata and Hazorea (Wright, 

1969,26). A first instance of its occurrance east of the Syrian desert is 

documented by a find from Tepe Sabz (Renfrew and Dixon, 1976,144). 

It seems convenient at this juncture to include archaeological material from 

Cyprus in the discussion. Obsidian formed only a very minor part of the lithic 

assemblage at pre-pottery neolithic Khirokitia, a reported 6 pieces out of a 

total of 1,051, 4 of these pieces were analysed (Renfrew et al., 1968,325) ~~d 

a 2b origin proposed. A radiocarbon date of 5, 690 3.C. exists for aceramic 

Khiroki tia, and ar:alyses suggest maritime trade ~ri th Cyprus at this time. Tl1is 

general conclusion has been coru"ir:ned by results of samples from aceramic 
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Dhali-Agridhi, 12 miles south of Nicosia, submitted to the Bradford laboratories 

for analysis by NAA (Warren, S.E., personal communication). These again fell 

within the range of variability of the 2b source material. The aceramic 

deposits at Dhali Agridhi have a radiocarbon date of 5,340 : 465 B.C., thus 

demonstrating their contemporary nature with aceram.ic Khiroki tia. 

The eastern Anatolian sources, located with the boundaries of present-day 

Turkey (principally in the Ka.rs and Van Vilayets) in the Azerbaijan province of 

Iran and in the Armenian Soviet Socialist Republic of the U.s.s.R., were formerly 

designated by the term 1 Armenian' (Renfrew et al., 1966 and 1968), hort~ever, for 

political reasons the terminology bas been altered and the region is now 

designated by Renfrew and Cann ( 1975), the Van-Azerbaija~-Armenian S.S.R. region, 

abbreviated to V .A.A. The shortened form will be employed here. 

Groups 1e - f, 1g, 3 and 4c, as defined in the original numerical class

ification based on barium and zirconium contents determined by OES, have their 

sources in the V AA region ( Cann and Renfrew, 1964) • Together with Cappadocian 

obsidian groups, the VAA groups are listed in numerical order by Renfrew and his 

colleagues with reference to their characteristic trace and minor element 

concentrations (Renfrew et al., 1966,33-35). 

Wright and Gordus effect a preliminary separation be'b11een VAA and Central 

Anatolian obsidians on the basis of sodium and manganese content. All central 

Anatoli~ source specimens have less than ;. 5% sodium, whilst Lake Van source 

specimens have more than 3.9~'a sodium (\ofri.ght and Gordus, 1969, 75). Within 

this somewhat crude division a more refined structure isestablished and 

separation of groups is purported, based on sodium and manganese contents and 

ratios and on samarium and lanthanum content where necessary. 

Obsidian st'..!di es in the VA~;. region are still in their infancy. Dixon 

defines a four-stage hei~rchical ~regression to illustrate the ultimate aim 

in a characterisation study ( sta.ge 4) and t'he stages through which the research 
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must advance on the road to this goal (Dixon, 1976, 289). The VAA region is yet 

at Dixon• s stage 1, the source location or source confirmation stage, establishing 

the link between analytical groups and major sources, or merely attesting the 

presence of sources. Indeed only two exploited sources have been located with 

BilY degree of precision and certainty : the peralkaline sources of Nemrut DES". on 

the west side of Lake ~an and the source c. 50 Km. east of Bingol, 100 Km. west of 

Lake Van. 

Renfrew et al., (1968) effected no discrimination between Bingol and Nemrut 

Dag obsidian (only noting the presence of caesium in the former) and placed both 

in their group 4c, Wright, however, was able to show disparity in the manganese 

contents of the two (1969,15) and Aspinall and Pearson, using NAA were able to 

define more precisely the caesium content, that of Bingol being approximately 

twice that of Nemrut Dag material. A Cayonu specimen ('llright, 1969,22) was the 

first to be attributed to the Bingol source, appearing with 1 g and 4c material, 

but the unpublished work of Jill McDaniels (M.A. dissertation, University of 

Bradford, 1976) using NAA documents its presence in small quanti ties throughout 

the neolithic occupation of Tell Abu H~eyra in Syria. This is the first indication 

of exploitation of Bingol obsidian from sites outside Anatolia. McDaniels 

designates obsidian from the Bingol source G 2, and variations in elemental 

concentrations observed within this group suggest the presence of sub-groups as 

likely. 

NAA distinguishes at least two separate nows ti thin the Nemrut Dag source on 

the basis of the elemental concentrations of scandium, manganese, iron and zirconium 

(~''right, 1969, 16). 'vright tens these Nemrut Dag A and B and sug_~·ests that visual 

re-examination of the :remrut Dag analytical results as presented by Renfrew et al., 

supports this division. :·remrut Dag 3 (··d. th r.igher average zirconium content), is 

equated with site material ar~lysed oy OES and attributed a 4c source. 
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NAA conducted at Bradford University using the method of Aspinall et al., 

(1972), defined groups of green peralkaline obsidian (G1 and G3) at Tell Abu 

Hureyra (McDariels, 1975). G1 has been equated with Renfrew's Nemrut Dag 4c 

source. G3 is represented by two specimens in the ceramic neolithic levels; 

and although no comparison with geological ~aterial was possible, it is perhaps 

to be equated with the alternate Nem.rut Dag source, and if so would represent 

its first appearance on an archaeological site. 

Sources imprecisely located include the 1f group. 2 1f sources are 

documented in the Kars and Erivan regions and Dixon suggest ( 1976) the volcano 

A tis or the obsidian source at Gutansar as the likely source for the Eri van 

Armenian obsidian. The need for be.ck-up analyses is obvious. 

The need for modification and revi9on of the 1966 group 3 subdivisions 

was realised and a view division outlined by Renfrew and Dixon ( 1976). It 

was noted in 1966 that the group 3 analyses were not so closely convergent as 

those of other groups, the implications being that one is dealir.g with a mu11i-

source, rather than a unique source group. Renfrew and Dixon %a-examined the 

concentration of 15 elements, eventually identifying 4 subor~nate groups on 

the basis of zirconium, yttrium, lithium and rubidium contents. The homogeneity 

of 3a and 3c analytical results lends support to the idea of a single source for 

both sub-groups. \vi thin this structure further tentative and purely hypothetical 

divisions of 3a and 3c are outlined on the basis of high iron and manganese 

contents. For reference it can be noted that groups 3a and 3b plus sub-groups, 

and group 3c are analogous respectively with 3a and 3c groupings of the 1966 

division. (Renfrew at al., 1966) o 

Renfrew et al., (1966), on the basis of their analysis of a geological 

hand sample from 3ayezid, suggested ~his as the locality of their 1966 3a group. 

The 1966 3a group is nO\·I eq-.;ated •.ri th 3a a.r..d )o and reappraisal of their ow-n 

l-IOrk and that of GarJ ':/right ( 1969) supports the non-equivalence of Bayezid ., 
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l'Ti th their new 3a group and suggests its reallocation to the 1976 group ;b. 

Both Renfrew and co-workers ( 1968) and ~'lright ( 1969) document the 

occurrence of 3a obsidian in the earliest levels (c. 5,000 B.c.) at Tilki Tepe 

on the eastern shores of Lake Van and suggest some correlation with the early 

e::r:ploi tation of group 3ao The source or sources of 3a obsidian, whose products 

though occurring mainly in the Urmia region, extend also south to Khuzistan. 

Susa and Tepe Sabz and Tal-i-Bakun and west to Tilki Tepa and Arpacbiyah, 

perhaps lie, like Bayezid, to the north or north-east of Lake Van (Renfrew and 

Dixon, 1976). The more limited distribution of 3c obsidian almost exclusively 

in the Ur.mia region and Solduz valley, perhaps suggests a source 'more accessible 

from the Urmia area than from Lake Van and probably closer to Shahpur than 

Tilki Tepe 1 (Renfrew and Dixon, 1976,147). 3d obsidian is documented by finds 

from Ra.s Shamra, Ubaid and Dahran on the Persian Gulf, and the recognition of 

3a together with 1g and 4c at Dahran suggests the exclusive use of VAA obsidian 

in the Persian Gulf. 

A shift in source emphasis in the VAA area. is implied by the distribution 

pattern thrOughout the neolithic period. 4c and 1 g from c. 7, 500 to 5,000 B.C. 

occur at many sites along the Zagros range, from c. 5, 500 B.C. group 3 makes its 

appearance, replacing 1·g in the Zagros, and group 1 g shifts westward to the 

Levant. The enigmatic group 1 g is suggested as having its origin in the Lake 

Van region, partly due to its similiari ty of distribution to 4c obsidian and 

also on account of the absence of 9iftlik material in Mesopotamia or Iran. 

Dixon mentions a geological approach to the problem by the application of 

plate tectonic principles (Dixon, 1976,304ff.). The tectonic activity of the 

V.~ area is the result of complex dJ~c interaction of large and small plates, 

tr~s process is continually changing so that the chemical character of any 

associated V\Uca..~sn:, at '3.!'-Y one centre t'-;rough ti!ne .'lnd indeed at any one time 

at different centres, might be expected to cr~~e. Since in tectonically active 
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regions along major faults vulcanism produces vast quanti ties of obsidian 

(Taylor, 1976), a study of plate tectonics could provide useful general limits 

to the area of searCh for missing obsidian sources, but introduces no real 

constraints on composition. 

Sui table artefact material occurs in the Agh Kand to Keyah Dag area of 

Iran and in the volcanoes of Artenis, Aris and Gutansar in the Armenian s.s.R. 

Tentative suggestions that these may represent respectively the sources of 3c 

and 3a archaeological material await analytical oonfirmation (Dixon, 1976). 

The occurrence of geological obsidian at Suphan Dag was documented by A1 tinli 

(Altinli, 1964,67). NAA of a poor quality specimen from this 'source' 

(Mahdavi and Bovington, 1972), compared with Wright's 1 a ar.alyses leads Dixon 

to postulate Suphan Dag as the missing 1 g source (Dixon, 1976, Fig, 15, · _.). The 

results of OES
1 

on a good quality Suphan Dae; geological sample are awaited with 

interest. ( Dixon, 1976, 309f. ) 

1 : 3: d. Central Eurone 

The present state of knOl'Tledge as regards obsidian in Central Eu:rone (Fig. 8) 

seems retarded when a comparison is drawn with the vast bank of information 

obtained from an impressive array of analytical techniques available for the 

1tlest Medi t~rranean, Aegean and Near Eastern regions. The brevity of this section 

is commensurate. 

Cann, Renfrew and Dixon in their early reports (1964, 1965, 1968) present 

in tabular form results of spectroscopic analyses from Slovakian and Hungarian 

source material and from Eu."lgarian, Yugoslavian and Rumw.ian site material. 

Geological hand samples from Tolcsva a.r:d r~ad in the Tokay region of Hungary fell 

in group 1 a, l·:r.il3t tl:ose from :Uinik in Slovalda formed a group 1 b. Arcr.aeological 

samples from Vinca in Yugoslavia, 3orscd, Eerpa.ly and Derekegyhaza in Eungary and 

Lumea Noua in Ryma."lia compared •.ri th Hunbarian source specimens ( 1 a). No samples 

1. Dixon states that a nhenocr.vst free sample from Suphan Dag is now 
to hand and analysis for Bu and Zr is intended in the near future. 
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D 5 

KEY 10 FIG. Bb 
1 TOXAJ 
2 ERQOBE!I'fE 
3 TEUIBA.~YA 
4 CSEPEGO FORRAs 
5 VINICxY 
6 BYSTA 
7 STREDA IIAO 80DROGAM 
8 MALA TORONA 
9 CEJKOV 

1011RAlYHE~Y 
11 PALHAZA 
12 FU ZERKOMLOs 
13 MAO 
14 OLASZLISZKA 
15 TOLCSVA 
16 ABAUJSZANTO 
------ RUXSARIAM 

KEY TO AG. Ba ABOVE 

1 TOXAJ 
2 ERoiiBBtYE 
3 lEIJIBAMYA 
4 CSEPEOO RIRRAs 
5 YINICxv 
6 BYsrA 

•9 7 STREDA lAD SIKIRIIGAM 
8 MALA TOROiA 
g CEJXOY 

8• 10 BANSKA snAVIICA 

11 HUNIK NAO lfROXI».1 
12 

, 
SKIDE TEPUC£ 

13 KREMKITZ 
14 

~ 

NOVA BAllA 
15 GERTSOVTSE FEDELESHOVTSE REGION 
16 KKUST 
17 MUXACEVO 
18 BEREGOVO 

~Em~:~ LAND OYER 200m. asJ . 
...... PoUTICAL BORDERS 
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from Rumania were subject to analysis, though the existence of a R~~an 

source centred on Mt. Hargitta was noted (Rer£rew et al., 1965,113). 

Fission track ar.alysis and NAA conducted on Carpathian material have been 

considered in context wit."l other group 1 material (Aspinall et al., 1972: 

Durrani et al., 1971). 

An examination of the literature and history of research on obsidian in 

South-East Europe leads Nandris to discount Rumanian and Transylvanian 'sources' 

and to conclude that much confusion in the literature arose from the visual 

similarity of, for example, opalites wi:th obsidian. 

The ' sources' of Central Europe do not generally ( Tokaj and perhaps 

ViniCky are exceptions) occur as '9rim&.rfbsidian flows but as geologically 

redeposited material in the form of volcanic ejecta or weathered out matrix of 

less glassy rhyolitic lava flows (t,·Tilliams a..'ld Nandris, 1977). This gives rise 

to problems in location of sources ar.d in differentiating between archaeological 

site deposi 1s and geological source deposits. 

Fieldwork in 1974 and 1975 concentrated on the Zemplen mountains in the 

Tokay-Zemplen region of north-east Hungar;. These short but intensive field 

surveys located sources at Erdobenye, CsepegO Forras, Telkibanya and Tokaj, the 

latter two, probably of unworkable obsidian and so of less relevance (Nandris, 

1975, T/lilliams and Nandris, 1977). 

The much quoted source at Tolscva in Hungary has been investigated by 

Dr. D. Backsay of the Hungarian Geological Survey, Budapest, and 3 obsidian 

localities reported, whilst,the occurrence of a primary source of glassy 

obsidian at Vinicky (Szolloska) in south-east Slovakia is reported by 

Dr. Rozloznik of Kosice Ur.iversi t~,r. Further 'sources' in eastern Slovakia 

are suggested at Bysta, Streda nad Bodroe~, !'!ala Toroii.a ar.d Cejkov and in 

the U.S.S.R. in the Gertsovtse-Fedelshovtse region (tlilliams ar..d ~rar:dris, 1977). 
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Samples from CsepegO Forras, Telkibanya, Erdobenye, Tolscva, Mala Torona~ 

Strada nad Bodrogam and Vinicky have all been subject to analysis by NAA at 

Bradford University. 

In a paper presented at the International Symposium on Archaeometry and 

Areb~eological Prospection research conducted at Bradford University in 

collaboration with Dr. Nand.ris of the London Institute of Archaeology is 

described ( University of Pennsylvania Conference, ~farch 1977, Warren, Williams 

and Nand.±is). Carpathian archaeological obsidian from 66 sites in Hungary, 

Czechoslovakia, Rumania, Austria, Yugoslavia and the north-east Adriatic coast 

of Italy, has been analysed by NAA. The analytical results suggested a division 

into two groups, supported by appearance criteria, called Carpathian 1 and 2. 

The tnaJOri ty group Carpathian 1, comprised of black or grey transparent obsidian 

and the minority Carpathian 2 group of black opaque samples. Geological hand 

samples from the south-east Slovakian and north-east Hungarian Zemplen mountains 

sources were analysed and equated respectively with Carpat}'l.ian 1 and 2. 

NAA has identified Liparian and Carpathian 1 material, together at the 

cave site of Grotta Tartaruga this evidence, together with previous determinations 

of a Lipari origin for obsidian from North Italy and other Italian cave sites on 

the Adriatic coast, and a Pontine Islands origin for a single piece from 

Vlaeca Jana., ~farren et al., postulate that the north-east Adriatic coast might 

represent the north eastward extent of West Mediterranean obsidian and the west

ward extent of Carpathian material. 

On the basis of analytical results the geographical and chronological 

overlap of Carpathian 1 a.Jld 2 obsidian is evide!lt; both are used fro:n Upper 

Palaeolithic through !'Ieoli thic times and Carpa.t:Uan 1 appears even into the 

Bronze ~e. 

Further research on Ce~tr~l Euro~e~n obsi~~an is ilso being undert~en in 

t~e States, usir.g &~ a~i OSS techr~ques (1asson et al., Ur~versity of Pen.~ylv~rda 
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Conference, Harch 1977). Archaeological obsidian artefacts from Obre, Vinca 

and Potporanj were examined and the K alpha spectra of rubidium, zirconium, 

niobimm, yttrium and strontium determined by a modified rapid scan XRF method. 

Barium content was detennined by OES. Computer classification of the results 

by stepwise discriminant analysis was used to effect a final discrimination. 

Hasson et al., suggest that Bosnia (Western Yugoslavia) was importing obsidian 

exclusively from the west and the Danubian area to the east was receiving 

obsidian from ~·lest Mediterranean sources as well as from the Carpathians. They 

place some of their material in Rer.frew' s 'old 1 Sardinian group 2a, and view 

this as evidence of an eastward extension of the limits of Sardinian obsidian, 

stretching over 800 Km. from its source area well into Yugoslavia. The 

hypothesis seeks con!~rmation. 

The distribution pattern of Central European obsidian, on the basis of 

current information, appears to stretch eastwards to the Black Sea and finds 

are documented from North and Central Pola~d, Austria, Southern Yugoslavia and 

Greek Macedonia (t:Tarren et al., 1977). 

The unpublished work of Olwen Williams on NAA of Central European obsidian 

(Ph.D. thesis in preparation. Bradford Uni Yersi ty) will be of much interest. 

1:4 Quantitative ·Statistical A..l1al,ses 

The study of prehistoric excf1 . .ange syste:;:S and trade mechanisms in the \fest 

Mediterranean, Aegean and Near East has been approached by quanti ta ti ve 

statistical a11alyses. 

A co~on type of quantitati,re infor.nati.on is the percentage of obsidian 

from a known source at a number of archaeolo.g:i.cal sites. In its simplest for.n 

this can involve the use of two V9.riables; the percer.tage of obsidi::>n on a site 

311d the distance of t~~e ~.:i te fron th0 S0 1.trce. 1er::ression an.~ ysis has been 

employed ?..S a :l!?r~ .•. ""ls of ex2::iYI::>.t:.or. of the rela':ions!:ips betHee!'l :he variables -

, 
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establishing that on~ variable cr~es in a predictable manner as the other 

changes. A third variable (e.g. 'attractiveness' of obsidian) may also be 

related to changes in the first variable ldth the second. 

For a detailed discussion of such models reference should be made to the 

work of Renfrew and Wright (Renfrew, 19691 1970, 1972; ~vright, 1969; 

Hallam et al., 1976; Renfrew and Dixon, 1976). 
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CHAPTER 2. 

Practicable Physical Techr.iaues of Obsidian Analysis. 

2:1 I•lacrosconic and ~Iicroscopic Examn'3.tion 

'In the past identification cf unique products has sometimes been made 

on the basis of simple inspection. Lapis Lazuli, Polish banded flint, Grand 

Pressigny flint and Olonetz slate are examples of raw materials which can 

very probably be assigned to a limited source ~rea on the grounds of visual 

inspection along'. (Renfrew, 1969, 151). Unfortunately, as already mentioned 

(Chapter 1. p.567) source attribution based wholly on the exa~ination of vusual 

characteristics is not, as a rule, possible. To quote yet another instance:-

a sir..gle piece of obsidian from Sardinia was coloured red and bla.ck with a 

sharp di.vi!rn~ line between the two, yet chemical analysis proved it to be 

indistinguishable from other Sardinian samples! The pearly lustre of i•Ielian 

obsidian and the distinctive ~;reenish colour of peralkaline Pantellerian 

obsidian r~ve been consister.tly quoted as distinguisr.ing features of these 

two well-known island sources, yet rather than serving asa~que source 

indicator, these attributes have been used in corroboration of tried and 

tested chernic~l analyses. 

Griffin et al. (1969,2) noted variations in the colour of obsidian 

witr.in a single flow and also found both translucent and opaque obsidian in 

fairly close association witrin one flow. Macroscopic characteristics can 

thus only be of superficial use. In the early stages of obsidian research 

microsco~ic exa:ti.rt'3.tion was seen g,s !3. po~sib~e ::.venue of extension, supplC?.

menting the evider:.ce from direct ·risual ins~ection. 

7ariations i:r: tre -:1etro.•rr'3~1-:ic p.n.ttern of simiL-~.r rock t:rpes (g_s seen in 

the miner81S ~·rese~:, tr'=ir :·"::-:~~, size, rolativ~ ::ropert:.'=s ~-d text~;ral 
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the mineralogical pattern and composition of thin sections of :=:>pecimens 

and their compa=ison with rocks of known urovenance it is, in cases, pos~ible 

to match the section with its parent source. 

Of prime consideration in oetrologic.;.l exa!:'.ination is the damage done 

to an artefact in preparation of a thin section. The technique is essentia.lly 

destructive in its nature, involving the removal of a thin slice from the 

object by two parallel cuts of a diamond wheel, leaving a gap c. 1mm. in depth 

and 2cm
2 

in area (which can later be filled with pl~ster). After re~oval the 

section is gro".l!ld to a smooth surf~ce t,ri th successively finer ~~des of silicon 

carbide r~pers ::j.nd this polished surfA.ce 13. ~tacr.ed to .11 .'Tl~s!=l ~lin.e by 'IIP~J of a 

suitRble tr~nsparer.t s.dhesive (i.e. c~~P..da 3~1S'3!:1 or Lakeside). r:ne section 

is further a~r2ded until c. O.C3~~. in thic~ess ~nd ~ corer glass cemer~ed on 

the slide :·r~ich -r.a~r now be excir.:~d 1.1r.':'!er -;, polaizin~ microscope. 

=~en impo~ted from some consider~':le distar.ce comes from ~·!:i.lli::-.::: Dugdale 1 s 

Antio_ui ties of '·!~~r:rickshi rc, :-;ublished i!l 1656, it is r.ot, !':o~·:e,rer, until the 

late 19th ar.1 earl~y 20th centu.rJ that the r::ethod becomes of :nore corr·on 11sar:e. 

A classic application of petrologic?~ ex~in~~ion is Tho~~s's (1923) study 

of ~he 'bluesto~es' at s:oneher.;e a~d t~s conclusion th~t the s~otte~ ~olerite 

:na.tched thg,t from Carn :v:.eini in t!':e Prescelly ::r:ount~_ins, so:ne 150 miles away. 

(It should be noted that in q recent article, Kella,·ray, 1971, the !)reser.ce of 

spotted -ioleri te in ~·Til tshire is concluded to be the result of .e-lacial erratics). 

The pioneerir.JS ~-~ork, stretching over some 25 ye.'3.r~, on Bri ti~~ ~:eoli thic 

q~ri ~arly 3ronze A<Te stone ~xes sta.!ld.s out 3S a succ:?s~ful ~pnlication of thin 

section ·11ori.:. Over 20 petr·1lOF,iC<ll cate~ories have been defined a.nd in some 
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Lincolnshire, Suffolk, Kent, Sussex or Ar.trim ( 1969, 572). 'di th obsidian, as with 

flint, petrological examination has proved unre~<~arding as a guide to provenance. 

The interpretation of thin sections of obsidian (and flint) is hampered by 

the very nat~re of the mineral. Obsidi~ns isotropic and a~orphous character 

generally precludes the identification of .g_ny distinctive !!licrocharacteristics 

which might give to obsidian from individual sources a uniqueness hitherto 

recognizeable. 

The usefulness of exa~nation of obsidian under the polarizing microscope 

appears lireited to effectiP~ the broad division between alkaline, calcalkaline 

and peralkaline types by way of inspection of phenocrysts or embryonic crystals 

(and indeed the better quality the obsidian the fewer the phenoc~Jsts) or again 

in corroboration of chemical analyses. 

Petrological methods were used in a study of i•!exican obsidian as early as 

1892 (Ordonez, 1892), a more recent instance T·ihere 9etrogrephic t..rork ila.s been 

brought to be9.r on obsidian characterisation is in a study of material from the 

prehistoric site of !•Iell'..a Konture in Etr..iopia. (i·fuir and ~ive!: .... !l, 1976). Thin 

sections of material from the site were exanined and compared with those from 

the nearby obsidi~n quarry ~t 3altchit. B~ltchit obsidi~n contained less than 

F.: of crystalline material, ne.9.rly all in the foi'!!l of microli tes··Of anortho

clase, and where2s specimens from the site itself reveal a somewhat more 

advanced stage of devi trification and !_;ydration, in every other respect, source 

and site material are virtually identical in ,etrographic character. Wet 

c~emical ~lysis and trace ele~ent analysis confi~ed the li£elihood of a 

:Sal tchi t origin. 

As ..,.fi th !i!)'9ear~nce cri ter: "!, ?etroloq-ic~~ c!'lRracteristics serve only to 

£ti.·1e evide!'lce of 9. confir~ntorJ r~~ture. 
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2:2 Refr~ctive Index and Density Deta~nation. 

Muir (1967) quotes refractive index as the most diagnostic of all the 

optical properties of a substance. Determination of the principal refractive 

indices, under a polarizing microscope, ~re generally achieved using variations 

of the immersion technique and depend on the fact that when refractive indices 

of crystal and immersion medium approach, the contrast between the two is 

reduced. In monochromatic light a liquid may be found l'lhere the refractive 

indices of mineral and liqtud mntch exactly, at this point the margins of the 

mineral fragment become invisible. The procedure, in simple form is, to place 

mineral fragments into a liquid of approximately the same refractive index and 

to achieve a match by addition of drops of a liquid of Pig~er or lower refractive 

indices, the refractive index of the liquid tr.en being dete~ined ~dth a refract

ometer. The refractive indices of liquids decrease ~dth rising temperatUre to a 

greater extent th~~ solids and, especially in the high index range, dispersion 

of liquids is ~enerally greater than solids. These properties have been utilised 

in accomplishing the ~etching of refractive indices of i~ersion media and 

mineral by way of wavelength or temperatu~e variation methods. An inteJral part 

of the equipment is a set of liquids of known refractive index from c. 1.44-

1.78 in intervals of .01, though where smaller intervals are useful (i.e •• 002 

or better) over seaected ranges tr.en this ~Y be achieved by ~ixing. 

Refractive indices have been used as a tentative guide to provenance. 

Campbell Smith (1963) used this property to aid differentiation between jadeite 

and nephrite, the former having P,. hi.~er refractive index than the latter. ge 

conbluded that the majority of 3ritish Neolithic 'jade' axes were of j~deite 

and since this minerql is not indigenan1J.s to Britain, an origin in Eh~rope, 

pe::haps 3ri :t?.ny h=.s ':Jeen sutr,::Psted but not confir::1ed. Fornaseri ~nd his 

collea:ues (:'~rYl::~se:-i e1: '11., 1 ~..,S) det.er:r.in-:;1 tb.e !'efr~c-:i ve indices for 
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pumices fOWld r:1long the north coast of Cyprus, as an aid to establishing 

provenence. The samples were grouped in interv!:lls of .002 of refractive 

index and the overall variation,from 1.4956- 1.5099 showed a clear bimodal 

distribution, with one group having a marimum in the range 1.498 - 1. 500 and 

the other group ranging from 1.504- 1.510 (Fornaseri, 1975,112). On the 

basis of this initial division, chemical analyses were performed on each 

group of pumices. One group proved to be of rhyolitic composition and the 

other of dacitic composition, each in agreement with the refractive index 

determinations. On grounds of refractive index, in conjunction with heavy 

mineral content and chemical composition, the pumice groups have been compared 

with material from sources on Iv!elos, Giali, Kos and Santorini and the two latter 

sources, Kos and Santorini, singled out as the two probable source localities, 

The refractive indices of obsidian are quoted by Read and r11atson ( 1968, 

388) as be~reen 1.48- 1.61, tending to increase 'Nith decreasing silica content 

or with an increase in the number of C~Jstalites and microlites preser.t, whilst 

Cann, Dixon and Renfrew (1969, 520) r.jve fi~~rcs as between 1.49 ~nd 1.52. Th~ 

similarity between the refractive indices of obsidian and those of pumice is 

evident. 

The use of refr~cti.ve indices as an aid to identification of obsidian 

sou::.-ces has been applied with some success. The early research efforts of 

Frankfort (1927) a~d Wainwright (1927) have been mentioned previously (C~~p. 1). 

Georgiades ( 1956) reports refrs:cti ve index measurements for AegeP.n source. 

material, giving one measurement of 1.5·-X> from Giali and raP...ges of 1.444-

1.500 and 1.480 - 1.500 from Antiparos ar.d r~relos res~ectively. t•;ayor Isla.nd 

obsidian (New Ze~land) is t:T9ically of a disti!1ctive peralkaline greenish type 

(though browr. ·-:n:d honey coloured v~rieties do occur Rnd some !>eralkaline 
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r 
refractive indices from 1.4970- 1.5070 for thiz m~terial. Ranges for 

r ~laraetai And Taupo are less distinct, showing respective ranges of 1 • 4866 -

1.4940 and 1.4867- 1.4894. Samples from Arid Islands (Rakitu) east of 

r Great Barrier Island, showed refractive indices of 1.4857- 1.4873 and as 

r 
such could fit in with a Taupo or 11araetai origin, chemical analyses were 

necessary to confirm the identif.y of the samples with Taupo source material 

( ·In Taylor, R.E., 1976). Cann and Renfrew (1964) on determining refractive 

indices of c. 55 samples from in and around the Mediterranean, concluded that a 

r difference could be seen between the broad peralkaline and calc-alkaline groups 

but felt that in ger.eral, appearance was more diagnostic of provenance. 

r Green (1962) suggested that refr~ctive index measurements might initially 

serve as a check on differences observed ~y macro or microscopic examination of r a sample and thus if a correle~ion could be established between refractive 

index and certain more easily observeable diagnostic appearance features, then 

the more lengthy and laborious task of ·~etermining refractive indices could be 

r abandoned and characterisation could be based on these features alone (1962,13). 

The author notes 'a f~ir success' in this direction between geolo?ical provinces 

but less succe ·s •rri thin a province. 

As ca~ be seen wit~ ~easurecen:s here quoted, a considerable overlap in 

r values often exists between sources, nat~~lly resulting in ambiguity of 

source attribution. The f~ct that refr~ctive indices increase ~rith increasing 

deYi trifica-+:ion (Re~vi and :t!atson, 1963, 388) pro,rides a. further obstacle, in 

r r.ecessitating the e.voidar.ce of materi~l i~ iifferent st~~es of devitrificatior.. 

3.efro.cti ve : ndex measure~ent!: -provi-ie us~ful infor...-1. tion only in the font 

r of a prelimin.?.r:;· i ..,s~ection, thou;:.:h in -sxce~-!:icn31 CAses, ~s -;d tl" '?er~lkttline 

obsidisr.~, !l r.i:~·~ !'efr··::!.Cti ·;e in~e:c, to.:;:-et::er '•'i t:-; ~"'::.e~r~::ce C~,.,racteristics 

r 
r 
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'Density is~ fund~ental and char~cteristic property of a crystalline 

substance or solid and a.s such is an important determinative property' (1f:uller, 

1967, 459). Though often assumed to be synonymous a distinction does exist 

between specific gravity (henceforth S.G.) ar.d density. S.G., an abstract 

number ~Aving the sa~e value in all unit systems, is defined as the ratio of 

the mass of a substance to that of an equal volume of a lia_uid (generally ~·;ater 

taken to be 0.988 i.e. 1) at a specific temperature (i.e. 60°~) and pressure. 

Density is defined as the ratio of the mass of t:?:r.y q,.mnti ty of a substar-ce to 

its~lume, when expressed in C.G.S. units thic becomes the mass in gr~s of 

0 
1 cubic centimetre of the substance, and ~s that volume of water at 60 F weighs 

one gram, density is then numerically equivalent to S.C. 

In determining the der.sity of rocks, ~here relatively large samples are 

available, any simple method of measurement may yield acceptable results. Mer.y 

tecr..n:iques in use necessitate the immersion cf a solid in a liouid, wherein the 

possible adherence of small air bubbles to the surface of the solid creates a 

major source of '90ssible error. rle::.surements or. obsidian may be further 

dist,lrbed by inclusions wi "!:hin the material in the fOI'!r. of gas bubbles or 

vesicles. As a general guide Semer.ov quotes the S.G. of obsidian as between 

2.35 and 2.? (1964,34) 

Despite problems ~nherent in physic~l property an~lysis attempts have been 

~de to use density dete~ination as a non-destructive ~eans of obsidian char-

acterisation. Carill and Rer~rew (1S64), or. the basis of their work, concl~ded 

de!!si t'J not to be 'ln adequate discriminaJ'lt, thot;gh in more recent years it \'las 

felt that t~e .l3.r..alysis of obsidi3.!', 'by way of dens::. ty determination warra..'l'lted 

re-exa:nin.'ltion. The densities of :::edi terrane!3.r. obsidi?..n \vere measu.red to an 

accu::-q,cy of 0~2 :: • 4.~·; wr.ere.t:~s, ifeeves B.!:.d .:.r-ni tage ( 1972) sugzest that ·,.,..i thout 
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in the source discrimin'3.tion~ so effected. Usir:~ two simple and reproducible 

methods of de~sity determination, the free flotation wethod ~nd the hydro-

static method, Reeves and A~~tage (1973) undertook a study of New ZeaJend 

obsidian. The free flotation techr...ique involves finding a liauid in :vhich 

obsidian will neither sink nor float and tte~ measuring the liquid density 

with a calibrated pycnometer. The obsidian can be floated in the more dense 

component of a liquid mixture and the less dense com!)onent ad~.ed until the 

solid is just suspended. A temperature variation version of this method was 

used ir. which the density of the flotation medium is adjusted by temperature 

+ 0 
~~anges of- 0.02 C. A suitable flotation liquid :or use with obsidian was 

prepared by the addition of 7. 36 gm. of 1 - pentanol to 85 o 55 -~· of bromoform, 

givir~ a liquid containing 92.06% bromoform by weight and hevir~ a refr~ctive 

index (ND20 ) of 1.5515, the density of which, at temperatures bet~een 9°C. 

and 45°C. was determined using a pycnooeter of Sprengel Ostwald ty·pe. A auick-

fit tube 20 x 25 em., fitted idth a ground glass joint ar-d a the~ometer wr...ich 

could be read to :!:: o.o2°C. ~·ms used, placing an u·-,_··er limit of c. 1 gram on the 

size of obsidittn sample. 'rhe tube was half-filled ·..n. th the flotation liq•.tid 

then immersed in a w~ter bath and the temperature of thi2 bath raised at a rate 

not exceeding 0.10°C. per ~nute. By this me~hod obsidi~n de~sities were found 

+ -3 ( ) to an accuracy of- 0.004 gm. em • Reeves :nd Armitage, 1973, 563 • The 

alternative method of hydrostatic weighing was found more suitable for s~"ples 

in excess of 1 gram. The technique involves the weishing of the specimen, first 

in air, ther. suspended in~ li~uid of kno~~ density. rhe obsjdi~, susuended by 

~ fine steel wire, w~s irn.":'":ersed in distilled ·,:ater llt a kno,.,T. temperature ar:d the 

de~sity of the obsidiar., ~fter co~rection ~or i~~-ersicn of p~rt of the steel w~re, 

i·:as c.::t2.cul:?.te-! fro::-. :he en'.l.~ tion: 

') 
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Where p, pw g,nd pa are the respective densities of obsidi;:l, ~-1ater and air 

and :.va and ~·lw the respective weights of obsidian in air and in water. 

Measurements on obsidians of mass 1 gram. or larGer, using this method could 

be m3de with an accuracy of 0.0010 ~· cm-3 in a few minutes (Reeves and 

Armitage, 197~, 564). 

Using "t-Thichever method was more appropriate (mair.ly due to size consid

eration) Reeves and Armitage determined the density of 61 obsidians from 6 

major sources in New Zealand, together with archaeolo-•?ic:ll S!>ecimer.s for which 

the sources had previously been ide~tified by chew~cal analyses. The results 

wer~ disappcintingly inconclusive. Mayor I~lar.d sub-grouping distinguished by 

chemical analyses (A~~tage et :ll., 1972) were not appa=ent thro~gh density 

di!'ferences, though tl:e range of re!JO!'ted densities, from 2. 375 - 2.432, allO\·;ed 

Nayor Island material to be separated from some other New Zeala!ld source material. 

I<".aeo ( 2. 403 - 2. 420) and i·Iayor Island o bsidia:: sho.,., a higher density range than 

Huruild (2. 358 - 2. '364), ~·lhi ti9.nga (2. 351 - 2. 358), Taupo ( 2. 3L16 - 2. 354) or 

Great Barrier Island (2.335- 2.354). T~e overlap is obvious and the discrim

ination achieved exclusively throw=;h der:si ty ~7e~sure!!lents is essentially on an 

'either - or' basis; ~!ayor Island or Kaeo (though appearance discri~inates 

easily between the pair); ~uruiki or ~~1li tianga and T.!:!upo or Great Barrier 

Island. 

The wi~hin-source variability and between-sou!'ce similarity of density 

determinations is err.phasised a~d this reapnraisal ~~ain demonstrates the 

:>reli::inar:; f1.Eture of densi t::r ir.. characterisation of obsidian. 

Of the ..... '3:-.y -~eo~r<:~:hic2l:y se9=.ra te obsidiPt-'1 sOU!"ces scrr.a may fortuitously 

hy •;r9.y of 'l!'~alysis Y~ el~::-.e!ltr>l CO!lce:.tr·~.-::io~~s. :J:=tti!:.:.r tcc~ric.n.Aes, €er:erally 
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giving indication of the time of eruption of the obsidian flow, provtde a 

useful alternative ~eans for identification of the geologic origins of 

obsidian artefacts. Various dif~erent ~ethods have been attempted with 

varying success. 

2:3:a Thermoluminescence 

The phenomena of thermoluminescence (henceforth TL) has to the present 

day, been utilised in archaeology primarily as a dating technique applied to 

ceramic material. Recent researc~ has, hovrever, extended the possible 

applications to dating of other silicate ma.teria.ls and to studies of proven

ance. 

It is r.ot ~.n thin the scope of this paper to describe in detail the 

mechanism of T.L and several comprehensive review articles are available for 

reference (Seeley, 1975; Fleming, 1976 ) • Briefly then, 1 TL dating !IlB...'Ices use 

of the fact that ~any crystalline materials have the ability to store energy 

dez~ved from radiations of radioactive substances and from cosmic radiation and 

under favourable circumstances, to emit a part of this stored energy in the form 

of light when the material is heated to a temperature belo,·r that at which normal 

radiative light emission ~.,rould otherwise occur 1 (Seeley, 1975). Siliceous 

material wi.ll have been subject to a radiation dosage from its ti:ne of form

ation at so~e remote geological epoch. Heatin~, whether intentional or accidental 

to above a critical temperature re!!loves the stored TL and the proce2s of acquis

ition restarts from zero, incre::ts: r:g linearly :·lith time. r:li th respect to 

cera~cs ~ is pl?.cir.g ~ date to a heP.tin~ event the deliberate. firing of the 

clay by mar:, ~·~hilst for l -:v ... t c'lo• .. ,s t:--.e rasettinc- of the ~ 'clock' i~ effecter\ 

cryztallisatiJn o~ :~e !sv~. 
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TL of lava flo~-1s or the p:-::-ducts of these flo"rs (unaltered by sub

sequent heating) ::·ay ultimately enable some degree of source characterization 

by way of variations in dates of formative vulc~Pism, though in utilising a 

dating technique to suggest heteroger:eity between sources, there remains the 

inherent possibility that t\o~O geographically separnte flows may have formed 

during a similar time period. 

TL can indicate whether heating of flint by prehistoric man (in an effort 

to improve the flaking properti-:~s of the ra\'1 material) has taken place ( Goksu 

and Fremlin, 1972; R.O\-rlett et al., 1975) and although the :;~.a plication may 

reveal aspects of lithic te~~nology it is not of rlirect relev~nce in the present 

context. 

Thennolu.minesce!lce of i.;!leOus rocks ar .. d ~inerals has not as yet been 

extensively studied but preliminary invest~gationz on lava flows in the hope 

of age determin!3.tion have so far proved discourafP_ng (Aitken et al., 1968; 

':·Tintle, 1974). .li tken tmd "b..is cc-\o~orkers conducted ther.noluminescent studies 

on lava flows of lrno·..m age from r~:ount Etna, Hawaii :.1nd Kana-a. (Sunset Crater, 

Arizona). The thermoluminescence as exhibited by •,.;hole rock sa.cples from ~iount 

Etna was lower the.n expected, thou~h between the TL ~nd the kno~·m a~e of the 

flows some relationship, albeit rough, did seem to exist. To ~ccount for the 

lor.-: equivalent dosage the authors sui{gested tha.t perhaps the natural TL· was 

concentrated in the phenocrysts. ~·liner-;l separates from the la.va flo,., samples 

were thus investig~ted a~d the e~ected dose calculated, based on betR 3nd 

go.::'l!:!a r~r!i~ 1·: on ~!".d. on the flo~-r '1:<"e. 1Jnh9.pnily tr.e eoui v~ er..t doees fror.1 the 

separates proved anomalously "b.i"Ih. ·:'he stud:; hi~hli':·hts tte difficulties 

involved in dating l:'lva flO'·rs by ti:~ n'lt•...:.:-e of tteir :'1 c>.nd ~!1~; futt:re '.:.Ot?e of 
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(~!cDougall, 1968, 533). !i'eldso.qr-rich rocks usually exhibit fairly 

pronounced glow curve peaks which decrease in hei.··ht :Hi th increAse in the 

non-TL mineral content. ~or most igneous rocks McDoug~ll (1963, 535) suggests 

that the level of TL is dependent on a ro1mber of variables; the percent of 

feldspar present, the composition of tbese feldspars and the presence of 

other T.L minerals. Thermoluminescence of feldspars may also depend on the 

temperature of formation, on trace elements 8nd on radioactive elements, though 

to what extent remains uncert?~n. Farrington D~niels (1953), Boyd and Saunders 

in an early review article pointed to a ~imple application of ·rt to geolO~J in 

identifying stratigraphy within sedimentary de~osit=. 'A complicated glow curve 

with peaks corning at defini ~e ter.:peratures provides .q, me,gns of ":inger?rinting" 

rocks of the sacre geological historJ' (Daniels 1968, 15). The exter-sion of this 

fingerprint technique to igneous roc~s and indeed to obsidian might ttus be 

expected to nrove effective. 

Provenance studies of siliceous mnt.eri~l~ by observ~tion of their TL have 

in recent years, proved successf,li. Sa~ples of m~rble from. Grecian stataes 

produced artificial TL gl~w curves, ~ifferin~ with ~espect to the materisl from 

different qu.~rries (Afordakos et 3.1., 1974), t . .,rl:ilst distinctive ::;lo~·r curves 'tlere 

obtained fro~ 7 known ~urc·pe~!1 9.-'1d :l.mericar.. sources for rr:~.jolica ceramics, 

enabling source identification of ~rc~~eological pottery finds by comparison of 

their individual glow curves with trose of the sources (Vaz ~nd Cruxent, 1975). 

Resea.rch on artificial gl?.sses suggested thqt the TL of obsidi!!n :night be 

e~ected s.nd. -;vork by Le:tch !lr.d ?~~~user ( 1977) ri~r.-:on:::tr~ted th1.t the glOt.! 

curves and the e..t!'.OU.'Ylt of ::a.rti ficia:!. l'L ir.ducerl tLYlder controlled condi tio!!s of 

p irr~d.i~tion :vere uP.iquel7 char~cteristic of i~ii ·1idual ~ou:-ces. I'r.is cttrrer.t 

r"?se.:1rch is rest!'ictei :o .·-.;.,.; ~e~2.:!::d o'csir.li"'..:. sourc~s, but in ~tie·" of it3 

co:1s:.1er~'tl2 ;:::>-::e"'.ti ·'l. ·,:.s "'='· ·~~ :er-:."?tive, ~-.. ~ ~t: !:!!":.rJ 'i.n9x:1ensive ::et:~o.::. o~ 

., 
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chargcterisation, the techr.ique employeri 'dill b13 describ~d in brief. It is 

to be hoped that extsnsion·of TL c~ar~cterisation studies to otter obsidian 

sources 1dll rr.eet the commer:.surate success. :t-7o·11ever, t~E! rr.et~od must be 

vie,tled w"i th cautious optimism. Saturation effects and the possible bleacJ:1.ing 

of TL in excavated m:tterial may create problems and the artificial glovr 

curves may therefore be more di~gnostic than the n~tural TL of specimens. 

30 mg. samples f::.:.~om each of the so,Jrces ~·rere ground, ueing a. kaolin 

pestle and mortar, then shaken in a 4 em. col~~ of et~anol in ~ test tube. 

15 seconds allows the courser fraction of the ~ediment to sink to the bottom 

and the finer fraction can be poured. off. 'I'he decanted fraction is t~en i·ta.shed 
0 

in acetone a~d dried in an oven fo~ 10 minutes qt 50 C. 3 ~~ples in ~h~ ·range 

of 7. 3 - 8. 3 mg. •,rere ta'!(en for each individual source, one being ret~ined for 

estimation of the naturF.ll TL ar:.d :he tv.'O recaining being a.IW-ealed in an electri.c 

0 
furnace at 400 c. for a.n hour. S::lri:plcs were sprel!d on sil~.rer discs then exposed 

to beta radiation from a 40 mCi 90sr - Y plaque source for 10 minutes at 300 rgds. 

per minute. TL i'ias detected ~·d. :h an EIU - 96'35 ~B bi-.s.lk.a -:.ine photomul tiplicr 

tube increasing the ter:rperat~e g,t -9. rate of 15°C. per second, ar..d the glo"r curve 

was auto~~tically recorded on nn ~- y plotter ~~d scaler. A corning 5.57 colour 

fil :er tvi. th !"lt:;.rimum tr9nsrri tta:1ce o~ the or~er of L1200 .~nr~t~')~ wes interposed 

beb·reen the photomultiplier t·..tbe and the sa":'l!Jl8 (since the radiation of interest 

is in the blue region of the spectrum). The li~ht-tight 'glo,,r oven' was evac-

uated for 150 seconds prior to -9.~2lysis a~n then flushed 'dth a current of 

r~~ly purified nitrogen durin~ t~e ~roce 1~r~ (in DVOi~ar.ce of spurious TL). 

? c·.1r.res ;.;ere obtained for ~·1c!1 sctl..!'ce ( m:i nir.ltun) • t._fter obtaining the 
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results thus only the first glo-.-~ cu~re ~-1as considered. The artificial TL 

curves were then obtained from se!)arate samples •.·rhose l'..atural TL had been 

removed by successive reheatings. Finally the normal thermal radiation 

component or black body curve is obtaned and subtracted from the total 

counts recorded by the scaler to give the integrated area for all curves. 

TL studies as applied to characterisation of obsidian may hold much 

promise for the future. 

2:3:b Fission Track Dating 

The past fifteen years h~ve witnessed the development of the fission 

track dating technique, as first described by Price and ~1alker (1963) ~!'!d 

originally applied to the dating of various natural crystals and glasses 

(Price and ·.·Talker; 1963, Fleischer ar.d Price, 1964a. and Fleischer et al., 1965a) • 

The method relies on the presence in trace amounts of the uranium isotope 

238u, in many r:ri.nerals ar.d natural glasses (obsidians, tektites, etc.). Host 

uranium atoms •N.ill decay by alpha-psrticle emission to the stable le~d isotope, 

206Pb, approximately 1 in 2 million, hO\·rever, will decay by spontaneous fission, 

•,o~hen the uranium nucleus disintegrates to form t'·rO heavy nuclei with atomic 

weights in the range 70- 160 (Tite, 1972). 7ne sponte..·eous fission of 238u 

impurities produces cinute sub-microscopic fission t;:acks or damage trails of 

the nuclear fragments in most crystalline and glassy insul~tiP~ solids. Sporttar.

eous fission of 238u contained in obsidian may be considered to take place at a 

constant rate ~.nd if the radiation d3.rr.age tracks so cre.~ted are permanent over 

geological time, the~: radiometric a~es car. be calculated by a cott .. "!t of these 

tr!!.cks. 'fhem.al f~din-;s of tr-:;cks car. occur, t!:ough it has been empiric:::.lly 

9.bove 480- 5-':G'C :-et::r: t:-:-.c:..-:s over ~eo~.o::ic~l ti::e. Thus, ir. the a.b:::enca of 
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to the uranium content of obsidian as well as to the time lapse since the 

fo~3tion of the flow, thus necessitating the determination of 23Bu atoms 

contained within the material. A track der.si ty proportional to the uranium 

content is induced by bombardir~ the obsidian in a nuclear reactor, with a 

known dose of thermal neutrons. The present day ratio of 238u to 235u atoms 

is a known constant in geological material (Fleischer, Price and Walker, 1969,59), 

thus the ratio of spontaneous to artificial fission er~bles saT.ple age to be 

determined. 

The submicroscopic fission tracks are rendered visible under an optical 

microscope by first etching with some sui table chemical reagent. For obsidian 

the preparation typically involves the cutting of ~ small piece (c. 100 mg.) 

from the sample which is then polished to an optical finish and etched ~~th 

hydrofluoric acid for several seconds at room temperature. This treatment offers 

preferential di ssol vi.ng of the damaged obsidia.n alon.:~ the fission tracks, producing 

conical etch pits which can be cou.."1ted under :rE..gnifica.tion, c. x 1 COO in the field 

of an optical microscope. After irradiation \rith ~controlled dose of thermal 

neutrons the induced fission tracks on the s~~e ~ample surface c.~ be counted. 

h . t ,... . . . 8 1 o15 . + t The alf-l1fe by spon aneOUS IlSSlOn lS C. X years, a uraP~um COnwen 

of c. 100 ppm. being necessa~J to determine in a short count period ( c. 1 hour) a 

minimum sample age of 3000 years, whereas a more laborious count of the order of 

30 to 4Q hours can facilitate determinations of more recent date. 

Fission track dating has been used in an attempt at characterisation of 

obsidian sources by their geological ages. The rhortcomings of the techr.ioue A.S 

a source discriminant have alreRd:r been disct:;;;2ed ·11i th respect to the research by 

)urrar.i et al., ( 1971) on :\egea:~, Centr'll EurC'ne:3-"1 .'3nd 2:ear :O.:aster" material 

( Ch~pter 1 , Q"C. 1 6-1 7) • The [~Aasuri r.;,~ of fi. s~. on tra ri.:: a.£:7es ~ nd of urani un:. 

rar.ea~ (Bi~~zzi a~d ~o~ador~a, 197:: Si~~~zi et ~1., i971) q~d Jan~ese obsidie~s 
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r 
(Suzuki, 1969, 1970; KaneokA. and Suzuki, 1970). Bi.2,'.'lZZi and Bonadonna exa'11ined 

r Lipariin geological material ~~d arcr~eological m~terial from sites on the 

Adriatic coast of Italy. Of the four main source flows on Lipari Forgia 

r Vecchia, Rocche Rosse, Gabellotto and Acquacalda, only the latter two proved to 

r be af prehistoric date. The sug~ested datP. for the Gabellotto flow is c. 11,500 

years in geological age and all archaeological samples analysed proved of ccmpar-

r able date. Small ::>ebbles of obsidirJn from the Acau:Jcalda pumices ttrere dated to 

c. 21,000 years ( 1973, 322). The discrimination so effected by fission tra.ck is 

r '!>artic'-llarly inter<ssting since similB-ri ties i!l the c~e~nice.l composition of historic 

and prehistoric Lir::a.rian flo~·rs had previous].y been :10'ted. 

r '3i~~zzi ·;;~.!:1 his co-"rorkers ( 1971) ::.c::iev~rl ':l di:?cri.T.ination 1-)et~-T-:!en the 4 

sou:-ce re~ons o! t!"e ·-rest :·~etiiterrane~r.., obt·?ini~:.."7 -late~ of 0.021 :!: 0.004 ..... y., 

r + .. ~ 
3.1 -0.3 m.y.; 1.7 ~ 0.3 m.y. a~d .135 ~ 0.016 ~.y., for source ~~terial from 

r Lip~ri, Sa~..inie, P.'ll::!arola ?.!'ld P~r..telleri:~. resp13cti ~,ely. 

.Suzuld. ( ~ 970) repo~s i:!;e succe::;sful 'l~:·lic.~~- tion of fission tr~ck t·rork to 

r obsidien from ~·torkc.:le sources in J?.p;.n, tl:e '""'?.terial sho,dng 9. wide r~nfe of 

mef.!sured V!3.lues of ages e:1d uranium contents, a~rarer.tly homogeneous ld tb.in .s.nd 

r heteroger-eous ben~een sources. 

The l'imi tations are set on cr'?.r~cterisa tion of obsirti.~ by use of fission 

r track (as with other dating met~o~s) in that, as see~s to be tte c~~e ~~th 

r Acigol :1nd Aegean I'Tl2. terial stadi ed ( Durrani et al., 1971 ) , simul t.<:Jneous flO\·T 

eruptions may have occurred in t·.·J'O or more geog-re.phice.lly re~ote localities or 

r indeed "Ti thin a sirl€le ~ource re~o~, successi ,e eru.'!'tions r:ay have occurred 

over an exter:-'ied "Oeri.od. 

r 
r 
r 
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40 
total pOt8ssium, the radioactive isotope K forms a constant fraction of 

~ ~ ~ c. 0.01~·~, tl':is K decays by two processes: by 'beta dec~y to Ca (8%) and 

by electron capture to 40 Ar ( 11~·{). The latter decay process provides the basis 

for age determination. 

Since argon is a gas the heating to a molten state associated with flow 

formation of volcanic rocks will expel any existing 40Ar nresent and at the time, 

t = 0, the miner~l will contain only argon with~~ isotopic ratio the same as 

atmospheric argon. The amount of radiogenic 40 Ar will increase continually with 

time as a result of 4°K decay and from measurement of the 4°K concentration ar~ 

the radiogenic 40Ar content the time lapse since the for-mation of the volcanic 

deposit may be deter.nined. In add.i tion to radiogenic 40 argon a sa.l'!lple will 

40 38 36 contain atmospheric argon with an isotopic ratio Ar: Ar: Ar = 296 

0.19: 1 (Gentner and Lippolt, 1969, 90). The ratio of 40Ar to 36Ar for 

atmospheric argon is lalown, thus by mass spectrometric deter.nina. tions of the 

40 
isotopic ratios the atmospheric Ar cont~nt C?~ be meas1rred and subtracted to 

giV0 
40 the radiogenic Ar content. 

The long half-life of 40pot~ssium of 1.30 x 109 y means that in geolo~cally 

recent rocks the radiogenic 
40

Ar content will compose only a fraction (less than 

) 40 
1~ of the total Ar present. Very real problems exist in the accurate mass 

spectrometric dete~nation of sT.all amounts of argon ar-d in normal circumstances 

contamination by atmospheric argon limits the applicability of the K- Ar dating 

~ethod to rocks older than 100,000 years (Tite, 1972, 92). 

?roc obsidian blocks embedded in a parli te !!!8-trix from the vicinity of Ura.s 

in t~/3 :::oni:e Arci area of 3::lrdiP.ia a K - .tJ..r date of 3.0 :!: 0.2 m.y. has been 

obtzi~ed (':3ell 110rnini et 3.1., 1970) · . .,r!-'J.~st fro~ r·!onte T'!'e;r.onta.!1o obsidian on 
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Sardinian and Pontine Island material of 3.1 : o.3 m.y. and 1.7! 0.3 m.y. 

(Bigazzi et al., 1971), and suggest that obsidian does retain argon and ages 

obtained are therefore justifiable. 

If a dating technique is to be used in obsidian characterisation by way 

of the contrast in ages between different sources, then difficulties inherent 

in K- Ar dating of geologically young sacples (i.e. Linari and P~~telleria 

obsidian) suggest fission track dating as more readily applicable to the problem. 

2:3:d. Obsidian Hydration Dating 

The potential of obsidiA-n hydration as an archaeological dating technique 

was brought to the fore by ?rfe.1man and Smith ( 1960). They reco¢sed that 

freshly fractured obsidian over geological time absorbed water from the ground 

surface environment u1 timately forming its hydration product, perlite. Mo:-eover 

they noted a seemir~ regularity in the extent of hydration (in the form of a 

bl 1 . ) . t"- t t t' measurea e ayer or nm ·..n. ~u respec o .. 1:le. 

Early studies encountered discrepant hydration rates, and it ·became rapidly 

apparent that the hydration process could no~ be viewed as 'addition of water to 

obsidian in the manner of a penneable seive' (Az:brose, 1~75, 85). The fundemen-

tal assumption that tha hyd_ration b;.Lnd incrc.ctses in thicf~ness with time, never-

theless rem9ined unchallenged. 

Since the original paper discussing the technique, advar.ces in this field 

have aimed mair~y ~t establisPin~ the relative importance of the rea~y variables 

contributing to ~1nd er:·ecting the rate of hydration. 

~rie<i':lc.!l g.no. ~mi th ori:::,i.r.ally determined variant .,.,:ttir~tion rates for 

differe!!t clirr.atic ~ones usi!!~ the expression x ~ ::t· ~0 r!escri te the r'=l?.. tion-

srip bet~.;eer. h;'/dr::l:ti~r. ar..rl ti:::e, · . .;here X: is the t\i~:·.:!1GS.3 Jf tte tydra.t~d :!.ayer 

i~ cicrorneter~, }: i2 the hyd:-!:1-:-i:r.. consta!'!t for ~ ~ixed ter.:perP.';ure an-i -:, the 

time l8.pse ir. years. Other ·.·10rkers in :he :'i eld :o'.;Ilri it necesl=!a.:r:y to S".J.€fest 
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alternative numeric2l variables, for the exponent of tim~. Thus Clark 
3 

( 1961, 1964) suggested x = t<:t·.: for Centrnl Californian me.terial, Heighan 

and colleagues suggest linear hydration eauations to s~tisfy data from the 

Horret site in :'lest ~'Iexico, whilst Kimberlin found x = Kt3 a sui table 

equation for this same site. ~ricson et ~1., (1975 ar.d 1976) sugg~st that 

the discordance in reported hydration equations reflects a disregard of 

systematic variables (other than time and temcerature) which maY be O'Oerative . . "" .. 

in the hydration mechanism, thus they give consideration to the alumina and 

alkali concentration in obsidian, ~te initial water concentration, ~te s~ecific 

volume, the silicon-oxygen ratio and the reaction energies of' individual water 

species in perlite ( 1976, d.)). These ~'lr:i ters in no '.•'!?..,./ im~gine these to be the 

• 
only other opereti ve variahles .gr.d on tr.i -~ ~.ccon.n-t ~,.Jg~est £ln empirical ap~ro~ch 

as essential in defifl.i tion of h.'·rlra tion rates for indi vid1.~u!. obsidia::s. Cn 

tteoretica:!. .2'rounds :teref~re, t!:ey predict different hytiration rates for 

di:'feren"t o b~.:.di.~n sources. 

i:::plicatior.s ;d tt respect. +.o ::"o.r~cte!'i.sation of tr.~ ~steria.l. Sricson ar.d 

Berger- (1976) derr:~~str~ted tr.e 20"-l:-ce S!Jecific nature of obsidian hyrlration with 

refere!lce to obsidia!'l -:.rtef9.cts f!'Om Or~0on, c.~li forni9. !?.:Crt ··rest r-~exico. 

Analysis of Cent:-al !3.-"ld ~!ort~ern /j<:l_li!'orr.i.'ln ~ource obsioians by NV\ :}llo~·ren 

a division into 9 chemically distinct ~rcupin~~ ~epresentative of 6 source 

'3.re'3.s (Sriceon and Ber~~r, 1976, 47- .18). :o :9ut tteir tl:eor:r tc t~e test 
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measurements had sholm unexnl:.dr.e1 in"te~'ll d:!.3ccntinuit:r, (Clark, 196~; 

FriedJnan, Si::ith 'ir.d ClarK, 1969) ~.,rer~ selectG(l for :·!.O.A. 3ource ·'ittribution 

by NA.A cOI"..firmed the dual-n.qtt~e of the :';orl"iard hydr~.t:.on data., whilst 

discontinuities observed ~~thin the 3lossom site dat~ suggested interval 

variation in the trace element characteristics of the St. Helena source 

area. 2 samples from the Peterson-2 site (Central Ca.lifornia) shOTtTing consis

tent hydration values were ~P~lysed and attributed both to one source in the 

St. Helena region. Su-:--ported by furt:!er riata from Oregon a::d ~;lest :'texico, 

(Friedman et al., 1976 and Kimberlin, 1976) th3 ?..r.~.unent for t!:e correl2.tion 

between chemical grouping and hydration values is convi!:cin~;;. 

In view of the recent fir.dil"€~, qttr:~pts at str~tigr1:tphic ~.::~lysis 

(Hichels, 1969, !'~ic~els, 1973 .~nd H~i ·rh::.n, 1976) by ~e~!=11..4.rerr.er..t of J'1y~ration 

rims on artefacts from each level should be can~idered r,ri th due caution. 

Heterogeneity in band Hidth of obsi 1ian f!")m ~ si!1J!le cul tur'il level has 

,reviously necessitated expl2~~tion in te~s of stratigraphic ~ixine, ~xposure 

to fire or direct sunlight, sp~lllinb·,reuse or rr:ee.~'lre7.ent error. 

~e present state of kno~·r1ed:.::e sets limi -+:s to the ,.;ide~prP.gd application 

of the techniq_ue, its refinement will denend on :ieter.!1.ination of source

sped fie hydration rates for indi v:d.ual sources :a t~in ~ ... :r-1 ven region and on 

identification of the ~rtefact source prior to 1~tir~1 (Ericson, 197?). Once 

estublished, the hydratior. phe~omenon c~n be utilised to date the e~osure of 

a ne•,r surface (either the date of for:nati. on of the flow or me.nuf~c~re of the 

obsidi1n artefqct) or ner"l~n~ ~·rhere ·:1rtef'lcts closely dated by ty-polo.cical or 

physical methods are e.vaila·:-:L; !>OU!"Ce attribution 0f ~.rtefP..cts may be !3. f·-~ture 

;ossibili ty. 
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to a thicl::ncss of 0.003 inc~1 -=!r.d coYered ·.ri th !'l ,7,la~s cover slide using 

canada b~s~. An optical petrogr~phic microscope ~rith a Leitz micrometer 

eyepiece was used to make measure~ents o: the rim at 3 or 4 different points 

with 5 readings per point (Ericson, 1975). Precision of measurements depends 

on h:·dration rim variability, instrument ar.d O!Jerator error a.nd readings are 

reproducible within 0.2 micron (Ericson and Berger, 1976, 52). By means of 

photographic enlarge~ent Finilow and de Atley (1976, 165) report a reduction 

in error to less than 0.05 micron. 

2:3:e. PalaeomaQ."'letism and -~rchaeomametism 

Igneous rocks, on cooling from the molten state and b~~ed earths on firir~, 

acquire a magnetism (due to the small percentage of magnetic minerals 'H.ithin 

the material), thermorer.!anent in orifin. The funda.!!lental basis of palaeo- and 

archaeomagnetism is that the direction of this re~anent T.agnetis~, as preserved 

in rocks and baked clays, is in accorda~ce wi~h that of the ambient geomagnetic 

field at tte time of formation or rnanuf~cture and th~t the intensity of remanent 

magnetism is proportior~l to :his field. 

An objectiYe of palaeo- and archaeornagnetism is to develop a complete 

record of the a•·cient geomagnetic field, once established this 'record may serve 

as a s'!_Jace and time reference system' reccrded by ,,olce.nic rocks and baked clays 

(Clark, 1974). The ear~h's magnetic field is ch~nging continually in both its 

direction and intensity and on establisr~ng the pattern of variation with time 

it shoul-1, in theorJ, he po:::s.i.hle to corr-el?..te ne"r direction a.~d intensity 

v;lues as recorded by rocks and clay ~~tt t~i~ patte~ and to assign a date to 

the heP.ti'1.? ovent. In ~;qcti:~P., wl-JAre the [!1.?-gnetic elemer~ts (intensit~r and 

di -ection f)~ det~~ Y'<l...l : ... u .~ec 1 l.. r~ t-io':l .,.,._~ i rcl; rr.~+-i 0"'' -F'ar ., S'!Jec-i f',; c -pod'ra .... hi c~l -- .. , ._.__ •• _ ... ..._..f.l •.J.; ... .,A. --:-- I • -~--... ~ -·· -·-·- ~- ...... , ~ ,.. .:. _..__ .:.- ~:... !"'·-- ·-

a!"ea are :-(!:0··r:-t over :: ~u.f:'icie::~l~· lon~ "!:''3riOd ( '?.s in London !3.fte!" ~. 1540) · t.!-.en 

3.rc··:9.eom~~~tic dat::.11-?" is po::·sible, but rr:o::-e of~~r! t::e :T'.:1211etic eleT.e!'.ts are 
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r ingdeq:.1ately kno'.m and :neasurements of stable ,!l::d relio.ble directions .and 

r intensities from dated roc~s, kilns and the li1~e serve to further supple~ent 

the incomplete magnetic record. 

r Direction .~.r:d intensity of the ,;:eomag!letic field both differ with 

respect to latitude a!:d 3re sub.ject to regional disturbar.ces in addition to 

r exhibiting long term or secular variation. Declinntion ar:d inclination of 

the field vary by only one or two clef."rees in c. twenty ye~rs, whilst the 

r secular variation in intensity, ~~parently unrelated to direction ctaP~es, 

r 
is markedly less. Latitudinal v3.ri2.tions in present da~" intensi ~~ values 

rq.nge from 0.40 oersted at the eouator to c. 0.61 oersted at the magnetic 

r !)Oles. 

The earliest records of geomagnetic field ~irectio~ meaEuremer.ts are to 

r be found in Paris and London dating back to the 16tr.. Century, ~·rhilst fiel:i 

intensi t:;r measurements ~.,ere initiated in the last centurJ by Gauss, ~·rorldng on 

r lavas and bR.."<ed eart.""ls. 

Huch data for secular variatior. in declin~tion (D) inclination (I) a.'ld r field intensity (?) deri ·.res from fired structures and ob.jec"ts of baked earth. 

r ::terul t~ are available from ~ranee (Thellier, 1966), J.e.:-an (":Tatanabe, 1958; 

•j • t 1 19~'"5) ~ . t . (~~t1 ~ •• 1°62 A'tk d R' 1 1967) c...a.\ia.l. e a • , o ; ..... n a~n .-u. Ken an ... :1eave'!', J ; ~ en an .. a~ ey, , ; 

r Russia (Burlatskaya, 1962) ar.d Greece (Selshe et al., 1963), el~cidatin~ the 

field direction in the se~arate areas over specific ti~e periods. Field 

r intensi~j date exists for 3urope st~etching back to c. 7000 B.C. (Eucha, 1967, 

3ucha et 9.1., 1970), for r.entrP1 America bac:~ to c. 2CGO 3.C. ("Such·~ et ~1., 

r 1970) ~nd for .J.ct~.~'1 (i·~a;r~tC\ et al., 1963; 3-?.s~.~i:na, 1965) back to c. -;ceo B.C. 

r 
r 
r 
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r for •..rorld.ng by prehistoric man (i.e.· exhibi tir:if conchoidal fra.cture) is 

pre:!omina.ntly the product of Tertiary or Quatern·~ry Yolc~nism (Cann and 

r !tenfre"r, 1964, 113), thus it is evidence on the ~eolo~ic.ql time scale ~·;l:ich 

r assumes importance. Dating of obsidian flovrs by palaeoma~etic r:eans •·l'ill 

de~end on the establisrz.ent of secul~r vqrietion curves, as 1erived from 

r rocks. Age determina:ion of obsidian artefacts derived from the flows (in 

an attempt to attribute artef~ct to source by comp~rison of their magnetic 

r dates) will necessitate the use of inter.sity mea.sure!"lents, since the origir.al 

direction of magnetisation as preserved in the in situ source m~terial is lost 

r on reo.oval of material from the flovT. 

r 
~he first syste!:atic palaeomagnetic study of secular varie.tion of the 

geomagnetic field direction, using data from the ~.;ell dated historic volcenic 

r flows of Mount Etna, was ccnducted by Che,ralier ( 1925). The favourabl~ nature 

of the materi~l for such a study encoura.ged Tmguy ( 1970) to continue tr..is 

r research and results oa~e possible the deterwir~tion of the geomagnetic field 

direction in Sicily subsequent to the 12t~ centurJ. Doell and Cox (1961, 1963) 

r have carried out inte~sive palaeomagnetic s~1di~s on prercistoric ar.d hi~toric 

:iawriian lavas, ~·milst the historic lavas of Huzi, S~lcarjuna and Ozima in Je,pan 

r 
l have also focused attention (K.!ltO and :•agsta, 1953; Yulrutake, 19€1). On the 

r geological time-scale, hOi.;ever, p.~laeomagnetic researc."! s,.:~gested the occurrer..ce 

of reversely magnetised rocks. Brunhes (1906) re:ported a di~·ection of magneti-

r sgtion, as recorded in lava flo~"s in France, pr~ctically 0:9"?osi te to th~t of the 

present day georr.agnetic fiel0, e.nd i·~P.tsuy~a ( 1929) basint: his conclusions on 

r 1a.ta from post-TertitarJ b!:ls?..l ts o: KoreA. '--t~d J:ipar., s1.:::--r.:ested p~riodic reversals 

of the ereornag!letic field. 3r:'{:'l~olfsson ( 1 957) f"':'Crr. '~--,i~ stud:r of Tertiary 

r 
r 
r 
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The available data on geomagnetic field intensity s!·~ow ~ ter:r..ency 

to>trards a continuous decrease durifl..g the past 20CO years. Japanese e.r.:.d 

r 1ussian research suggests a cyclic v~riation of field intensi t~l ~ri t!'l a 

r 
periodicity of c. 10,000 years ar.d data points to an increase in intensity 

prior to 2000 S.C. Buc~a, reporting on measurements frQm Czec~oslov~<ia, 

r postulates a maximum geomagnetic field inter~ity occurxing at around 400 B.C. 

when the field was 1.6 times its present value, and a minimum v.Uue occurring 

r between 4000 - 3500 B.C. Hr~en the field dropu to .6 ti:!!es its c,1rrent intel"si ty. 

Thellier and Thellier ( 1959) '1/0rl-:inP." in Frar.ce, found thc.t c. OAD the field 

r was almost t,.J1h ce its 1 959 value. 

Although advantageous in shO";.;ing effectively sicul t::meous variation over 

r a region several hurl!.ired miles across, d.irectio!l values may rec,;r ;·d tr. time. 

r It has been suggested (·.-Ieaver, 1966) the.t the slo~·r.vari.a.tion in field intensity 

r!la:,' allow di ~crimination between in situ rna terial for whic!: the field. directions 

r are simil3.r. :~aturally global or re~ona.l variations in field strength· prese!lt 

an advante.ge ir. r..ot requiring in ~i tu materilll, but af.$'e determinations based on 

r intensity v:Jlues sre fer less accurate th~ direction deter":'ina.ticns, since the 

overall vsriation in inte~ si ty is :: 5Q·~ of the present value and since the 

r ?recision of ~eas~e~ents is reported ~s c. 1o(: as co~pared ·N.ith 1° for nirection 

r V'3lues in favourai:le conditions. 

As mentioned, if applied to obsidi~n artefacts, .qge determination ~·rould 

r necessarily be based on field ir:.te:1sity values, th~ estimation of t,rhich involves 

comp~rison of the inter.si ty of ~..8 t·n-9~ re.:::.!J.r.ent m~gnetiEm ( prirta~ and secondar; 

r components com'cin2d) ~-ri th t:-.::. t o:· t!'ler::-.O!'e:r:~r.er.t :::agnetism (a:.~.gneti~r.! '?.fi:er 

re!!'OV9.1 ~f seconrt~ry compone:1ts) prcriuced or. hell tin~ a:.d cooling in a controlled 

r 
r 
r 
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r Tw·o main procedures are in u::~e for extraction of rock samples from 

outcrops and exposures: the bloc!-.: :nethod, involvin.~ the u~e of an 

r alucinium fr~.m:e placed on tr.e ur.per portion of the ~a'"!'lple and ~redged so 

r that the upper surface defined by its ~ides is exactly horizontal, ·then 

filled with plaster of paris; ~cd the core ~ettod, ir-volving the drilling 

r of a long core. The sample, before removgl, is oriented, so that lis 

direction of magnetisation ~~y be related to prese~t day geogra~hic co-

r ordinates. 

l 1he absence of any reg-· 1lar pattern o: variation in the geomagnetic 

r components means th::1t a mag:1etic date can be no more reliable than the 

chronology used in establisbin~ the masnetic reference curve. (Aitken, 1974). 

r There is as yet much res9arch r.ecessary on securely dated geological flows, 

r in developing a time scale for palaeomagnetic studies. At present the status 

of studies is net sufficiently ~dva~ced to f!lcili tate a:e deter::-.iri.?. tion of 

r obsidi?:. source ~~d artefactual mgter:cl, in ~n atte~~t at cr2rscterisation. 

r 2:4 ~·mssbauer :~M.lysis 

·rhe i~I~ssbauer effect refers to the recoil-free ernission (~ierthei!!!, 1964) 

r of nuclear g~a ra~rs from excited nuclei, for.r.ed in a radioactive sou~ce and 

their resonant ahsorption by nuclei cf the sa~~~e isotope in the ~o~ under 

r exa."'lina ti on. 

Iron i~1 widely distrib~.lt~d in nature so th··tt soli1 m:1terials of the earth 

r will nonn.-=tlly cont~in iron in small q,;unti ties. Ob~;idian containing a few per 

r ce~t :..;eigr:t of iron disserriT".a ted th:=-cu:~hout th-9 me.trix of ~he rr:~":eri_e.l, i~ t~·:~ 

. 1 t . . b S? . .., ''}ot b ... d . "" .... . "h ::.me:1":3..:Ls ::> exerr~~~tion y :; ;·.vss auer S:?ec .. rosco...,:; a::. ~!U0~a.1on may ,.,e 

r 
r 
r 
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s~ple are the resonant isotope 57Fe (Her?.enberg, 1970, 211) and the. 

i·~6ssbauer spectra associated 1ii th this isotope have freqye!1tly been used 

to study the iron-containing mineral phases in archaeological materials. 

The gamma ray source is provided by 57co. The radioactive cobalt isotope, 

57co, decays to a."l excited state of the iron isotope, 57Fe, ~.,hic.'fl then 

decays to its ground state by emission of recoil free g~ma rays with an 

energy of 14.4 KeV (Tite, 1972, 293). A sample, typically of c. 100 mgs. 

in weight is exposed to g~T.ma rays from the ~ource and the intensity of 

radiation detected with a scintillation or semiconductor counter, after 

absorption by the radioacti vr-~ nuclide 57?e in the specin:en. By var;1i.r.g the 

incident gamma ray energy o,rer a range of c. 1 o-5 ev and moving the source 

relative to the specimen (i.e. by mountir..g t.r.e gamma ray r::ou:rce on an electro-

mechal".ical vibrator) the i•iOssbauer spectral pattern is obtained (i.e. the i·~ 

transmission of ga!!ll!!a rays by the specimen versus t~e velocity of the ga.Inn".a 

ray source). 

The ~YPerfine in~eraction (t~e tiny 9erturbations of the nuc~e~r energy 

levels ~:" s,.trrounding electrons) composes ttree basic pare:neters, IlP_-:ely the 

isor:er shift, tr..e nuclear electric CJ:.iEdru~ole S?lj_ tti~g ~.:-.d tb.e nucl-::!3!' 

pls.cemer1t o!' tr.e m-:.in absorption peAk •·:i :!1 res:;,:.ct to zero source velocity. 

:'r.e_ quadrupole spli tti:ng of the main absorption peal< into b;o com~one!!ts is 

nepe!lde!'lt on :he electric field gr~die;.t !?.t tr.e nuclei e.r~d is rele.ted to 

poir::+.: sy.:.metr:r of the l:tttice s~Jrrour.dir.g t!;3 qto::.s. The :n~enetic field 

SJ_Jli ttir..g refers to tte -:resence of st;bsi~iA.r:' ~··.;sorotion !leaks at each side 
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information for :iistin;ui::hin~ behreen the ferric ~.nd fer···~11s iro~ sb1tes 

in obsidifill ar.d presum~bl~ reflect the differir.g con~itions of flow formation 

(temperature, pressure, cooling rate etc), rT:,ere'ls the splitting of the 

spectra into 6 ~eaks is an indication of the ~resence of magnetic minerals 

(e.g. magnetite, haematite). 

Herzenberg, (1970, 223) disc~ssed the ~~e of the M~ssbauer effect ~san 

aP~lytical tool in dete~inative rraneralo?Y ar.d ~e~tioned its possible poten-

tial in obsidi£In source c(l.aracterisation - 1-m~sbauer spectr11 of synthetic 

glasses have proven to differ ·Nith res~ect to compositional v~riations, thus 

the absorption spectra of obsician from any ~eolo?"iC'll source is composi tbn-

dep·endent -t- rnight be ex"?ected to sr..oH unique spectrg.l for::ls. 

A recer~t analysis of ':iest i::edi terr<=:r..ean obsidiar. by f1!ossbauer effect 

study, in an attempt at dif!'erenti~tion of sou=ce Material, h.'ls been conducted 

by G. Long-,.;orth in collaboration i-Ii th S.E. ·.-;~rr~n :.1t Bradford Uni,Tersi ty 

(Lon.gwort~, G. :1r.d ~·hrre~, S.~., Archueometr~r Conference P--=l:.)er, 1978). :•:uch 

of the materi:ll (bot~ ~eological ar.d 'lrc~~eolo~c:ll) un·-:er examir.a tion h~d 

previously been S'lb.ject to ."J:..~l:{sis by ?il..~ t~erefore ~.llo•t~in.P,' com9ar:i son of 

the prelioinary results o!' ~•!6ssbau~r S?ectrometry w~ t~ tr~ data P-V~ila"!)le from 

che:'.ical ar.c1yses. ·}eolo~ic~l T.a teri::1l ltT'1S pres en ted for -;;.nalysis in ;o-.. de red 

form, ~·lhereas artefactu13.1 m.q teri u \ia.s nrese:: ted in its OriE_"inal :'or.r. ( tre 

possibility of non-dest!"ltcti ve a!'lalysis shoulJ. be .~.;:c.reciated). Counting 

:>erio~ s '-Tere of' t;--.e orrier of 1 'i.ay. 

The ~:-3ctr? for 
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T iation between Pontine Island sr1d Liparian :'!'':lteria.!., t!·.ou?h a plot of the 

rnaer.i tude of quadrupole spli ttin~ of ferric ions v~rs,Js t!"'ut of ferrous ions 

r shows rea!?On~hly Qistir.ct clusters for P~ntellerie., Sardinia ~.r:d for Pontine 

r Island and Lipsrian material together. The total a.bsorption would probably 

sort out Liparian from Pontine Isl~nd source material, but ~·TOuld r..ot eneble 

r the non-destructive analysis of ~rtefactual pieces. Source material from the 

prehistoric Liparian flo·,r of G··bellotto (loc~li ty R - see Fig. 5) shOl.·red a 

r sextuplet form of spectr~ in~ic~tive of the presence of mapnetite s~aller 

amounts of magnetite ~·rere detected r,-ri tr..in other sa."":ples, note.bly in the one 

r Sardinia group C specimen included and in b10 sq.'"!lples from Vulce.no. r::Bssbauer 

r work at ~radford hP.s also bee~ cPrried out on Aege~n obsidi~~ and thou~h 

a~alysis is not yet complete, the dBta holds prOTise. 

r Further work in tr~s field is necessary to eval11ate the possibl~ contri-

bution of r4Bssbauer syect-r~ in ~alvin~ obsiii.'=l:l source di~crirni!l..ation problems. 
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Pii.RT 2. 

CHAPTEil 3. 

3:1 lvfugnetism in Igneous Rocks 

The magnetic properties of different materials will vary according to 

thermal and chemical hist,ory, composition and grain size of the material. 

Igneous rocks are formed by cooling of a solution of oxides, silicates and 

various volatiles (magma). The mineral composition of igneous rocks depends 

on the chemical composition of the parent magma and on the geological conditions 

under .which they fomed. Crystallisation may proceed at varying temperatures, 

deep in the earth's crust or, as with obsidian, upon ext~~sion at the surface. 

The magnetic properties, as exhibited by igneous rocks are generally to 

be attributed to the various iron oxides ar.d sulphides (i.e. magnetite, 

titanomagnetite, pyrrohotite etc.), comprising perhaps 3 to. 4% of the total 

a.'ld causing the rock to respond to the magnetic field in •11hich it is situated. 

The present study relies on the preser.ce within the obsidian of a small 

percentage of magnetic minerals disseminated throu~hout the predominantly 

non-magnetic matrix of the material. C~Jstallisation of magnetic minerals 

occurs above the ~urie point, often between 1,100° and 800° firving, 1964), 

and obsidian will acquire most of its magnetism (Thermo-memanent magnetism) 

on cooling through the Curie temperature~ The resulting grain size may be 

expected to depend on the rate of cooling during crJstallisation ~'ld as such 

is veroJ variable. 

3:2 jl_cc,Jisi tion of ·::l1er.r.ore::1anent rr~..?..rnetism 

Of prime import~~ce in palaeomagnetism is the t~~-fold phenomenon of 

magnetisatior.. ·:d ::.gneo·,.;.s roc~·:s on coolin!; in the earth's field. and acquisition 
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of a stable thermoremanent magnetism (henceforth TRH) in a direction parallel 

to and of magnitude proportional to the earth's field in which they cooled • 

Natural remanent magnetisation (henceforth Nru1) co~prises a primary stable 

component (TRM) and a secondary viscous comnonent (viscous remanent magnetism, VRM, 

p 83.)The 'primary magnetisati.on' is acquired as the rock cools down from its 

ttbl ten state and in obsidian this may be considered as largely the:rmoremanent 

in origin. A bri.ef exposi ti.on of the theory of TRM will be given here, though 
. . 

for greater detail reference should be made to '~Teel' s ( 1955) standard work, 

and to later ·..rorks discussing the subject· (Stacey 1963, Strangway 1'170, 

Tarling 1971, ~icElhinny 1972 and Stacey and Banerjee 1974). 

The phenomenon of TRM can be explained adeqUR.tely with reference to single 

domain theory. Neel ( 1955) defines a critical grain diameter (the blocking 

volume, VB) above which magnetic grains on recoval of the applied field can 

'block' the direction of the magnetic moments as dictated by the ambient field 

(H) and exhibit a remanence measureable in the laboratorJ. Related to this is 

the blocking tarnperature (TB), above which magnetic domainS can realign with 

the applied field a.~d below w~~ch the thermal agitation energy is insufficient 

to cause domain reversal within the time interval of observation. The theory 

of acquisition states that on cooling from a high temperature spontaneous 

magnetism appears at the Curie point (TC). On cooling below the blocking 

temperature the magnetisation acquired at this temperature is 'frozen in' and 

subsequent changes in field direction are ineffectual in altering the direction 

of magnetisation. This TRl{ is esser.tially stable through geological ti:ne. The 

magritude of the Tlli~ is dependent not only on the ambient field in which the 

1 
rock cooled (generally that due to the eart~: i.e. 0.5 oersted) but also 

on the conce!'ltration ttr.d cineralo?:r of :-.e.gneti c oxides w.i t!'lin the !Tla.terial. 

1. The ficure quoted re;ers to the approximate field strength 
at the present dBY· 
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3:3 Nineralogy of ~la.gnetic Oxides 

The term 1 ferromagnetic 1 is often used when referring to iron oxide 

and sulphide minerals but in sensu stricto these minerals exhibit ferrimagnetic 

or imperfect antiferromagnetic prop13rties and can retain a magnetisation even 

in the absence of an applied field. (This spontaneous magnetisation is the 

result of interaction between spins of unpaired electrons in neig.llbouring 

orbits). The composition of magnetic minerals in igneous rocks is governed by 

the composition and the physical conditions operative during cooling (Irving, 1964). 

The primary chemical units of ferrimagnetic oxide minerals are Fe
3
o 

4 

(magnetite); Fe
2
o

3 
(haemat:iie and maghaemi te); Fe

2 
Tio 

4 
( ul vospinel) and 

Fe Tio
3 

(ilmenite). Since the oxide minerals in rocks rarely confonn to pure 

compositions, their magnetic properti~s can ger.erally be well explained in terms 

of solid solution series between the above minerals within the Ternary System 

(FeO - Tio
2 

- Fe
2
o
3 

- Fig.9.), whilst it is convenient to consider the physical 

theory in relation to the two most important accessory minerals, magnetite and 

haemati te. The mineralogy of magnetic oxides has been reviewed in detail (Nicholls, 

1953; Akimoto, 1957; Gorter, 1957; Nagata and Akimoto, 1991; Akimoto, 1961). 

In basic igneous rocks the iron-titanium oxides are generally of a comp-

osition between ulvospinel and magnetite which together form a solid solution-

the ti tanomagn.eti te series. In acid igneous roc.."<:s, however, the ferrimagnetic 

constituent may have a composition lying between the ti tanomagneti te and ilmeno-

haematite series. 

Iron-titanium oxides in rocks have proven variable in composition a...'ld have 

shown a wide r~~e of magnetic properties, differing witr. respect to these 

variations. The intrinsic magnetic properties of intensity of saturation 

magnetisation de~end. to :-3, lc:.rge extent on cher::ical composi ti'Jr, for exa..~ple the 

Curie Temperat~re o~ ~2~etite is reported as Co 578°C. n~th a fairly high 

saturation ma~etization of 430 emu/cm-3 ~d tru1t of c~ematite as 680°C. ·n.ith a 
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Ternary diagram of the composition of the common 
iron-titanium oxides 

Ulvospinel 
Fe:, Ti~ 

llmeno-rutile 
Fe T~05 

Rg. 9 After Tarling, 1971 

Rutile 
Ti 0-z 

_...- -----

·• 

The average chemical composition of the iron- titanium oxides found in most 
igneous rocks is shown dotted. 

Haematite 
0 FetJ3 
Maghemite 
y~~ 
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small saturation magneti.sation of 2.2 emu/cm-3 (McElhinr:y, 1972 and others) 

(Kittel, 1946 and 1949). 

The grain size of ferrimagnetic rr.ir.erals in natural rocks can range from 

c •• 01 to 1 em. (Nagata and Ozima, 1967,115) though a range lying between 

.05 em. and 1 mm. in diD.IDeter is more usual in volcanic rOcks (Irving, 1964, 16). 

Unlike the properties of Curie temperature and intensity of spontaneous magnet

isation which are indeed independent of erain size, the magnetic properties of 

susceptibility, coercive force and remanent magnetisation are sensitive to 

structure and grain size of the material (NichoDs, 1955, 113). Chevallier and 

~~thieu, (1937) and Aki~oto, (1951) demo~~trated the dependence of magnetic 

susceptibility on grain size respectively for haematite and for ferromagnetics 

close in composition to magnetite. Gottscr~lk (1935) ar~ Hagata (1953) have 

both shown a general in:::rease in coercive force as grain size decreases. 

3:4: Aims of Research 

The primazy component of magnetisation (TRM) or indeed the primary and 

second.ar.r components together (NRN) may be of value in di scrimi:ra ting between 

obsidian flOl-IS. Measurement of intma ty of re~er.t magnetism, together ld th 

measurements of susceptibility, saturation lll2gnetisation and backfield o·o-

erci vi ty may be expected to varJ from one obsidian flow to another with 

differences in mode and occurre.nce of ferrimagnetic oxides. 

Early work on the remanent magnetism of I tali an volcanic :rocks (Meloni, 

1853; Folgheraiter, 1899), suggested a connection between this remanence ar~ 

the geo~agnetic field at the time of production of the rock. Since that time 

studies have gradually developed, me.k:ing use of the reme.r:ent magnetism of baked 

earths and r.a tural rocks to s tud:r the direction ~nd more recently, the inter.si ty 

of the ~eomaEp'leti c field in arc..l'~aeolo~ cal ~nd ~eolo'j.cal tioe. By building up 

:;. secul'J.r V'1:-'iatior. curve or' "\:be =~c:e:~t intc."lci ty ;~::d direction of the field, 

d.eter.ni~tions of the 'age' of rcc::s and ba}~ed eg,rths car. be ~ede. 'rhis is the 
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basis of magnetic dating. 

The present research is an attempt at ~zgnetic characterisation of 

obsidian particularly by measurement of magnetic intensities. TheOZW'J suggests 

the.t magnetic properties of obsidia..Tl may be used as discriminating variables, 

the examination of w~ich might illustrate homogeneity within geological sources 

and heterogeneity between sources. If successful in practice then valid 

conclusions could be drawn from the magnetic e.P.alysis of arcr..aeological 

obsidian artefacts suggestive of provenance and hence allow inferences to be 

made on the nature a.l'ld extent of the prehistoric obsidian trade. 

Of prime consideration in the present magnetic work is the speed and 

economy with which such analyses can be conducted, together with the non-

destructive nature of the tecrJdque. 
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CHAPTER 4. 

PROCEDURE OF HAGNETIC A!TALYSIS 

4: 1 Y..Ieasurement of NRM 

The NRM of obsidian is measured by rotating the specimen and noting the 

magnitude and phase of the alternating voltage induced in nearby pick-up 

coils. The magnitude of the signal is dependent on the intensi. ty of the 

component of magnetisation in a plane at right angles to the axis of spin 

and parallel to the axes of the coils, while the phase of the direction is 

measured relative to a fiducial mark on the rotating platfonn. 

The instrument used is a balanced fluxgate rock megnetometer, developed 

at the U~iversity of Newcastle by Dr. Lindsay Molyneux (Molyneux, 1971) and 

now available commercially. The unit compt~ses magnetometer measuring head 

to hold samples, electronics unit, computer and teletj~e (Fig. 10). 

4: 1: a. Balanced Fluxgate Sninner 

The sample is placed in position on the measuring head; a. special 

platfonn mounted at the top of a metre lo·ng shaft and surrounded by the 

balanced flu:"tgate, then lowered below the mu-metal shielding (which effectively 

precludes any ambient magnetic disturbances). The cabinet housing the 

rotating mechanism and the platform itself are manufactured from non-magnetic 

materials. The one metre shaft is tu.rr..ed by direct motor drive at approximately 

7 revolutions per second. A reference signal is generated by means of light 

emitting diodes and photodiodes ~~d the phase of the alternating voltage is 

measured with respect to this sigr~l by a phase-sensitive detector. 

4:1 :b. fi!agnetometer 3lectronics UP.i t 

The w.i t provides a 5 KHz. sigP~ to dri ~:e ~;he flu:cgate and detects the 

~agnetic disturb~ces created by rotation of tr.~ s~ple. The ~T.plifier 
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BALANCED FLUXGATE SPINNER 
MAGNEfONIETER 

tOrive Sample r-mu-metal 

Sense ~~~ Fluxgate 

~ ~~ Platform 
~ 

~Felt Analoaue 
~ngs 

Ar£ 'd .... ;-" 
Micro 16V · 

Timinq 
f- Slot 

~ 
N-ever 

Timing Rlotodiodes · 

I o 6 Disc 
~ 

Teletype ~ 
ELECTRONICS UNIT _l 

u8~t Emitting !Motor f 
.. 

Diodes 
Drive Pulley 

L=:J 

shields 

BALANCED FWX~TE SPINNER 

FIG.10 Schematic Diagram 
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sensitivity can be altered to cover a range of intensities. 

4:1:c. ~ticro 16V + ADC Computer 

The magnetometer uses a Digico ~licro 16V minicomputer with a 4J{. of 

store and a 12 bit ADC. for signal analysis. The results are printed out on 

the Console Teletype. 

4:2 Sgmple Preparation 

All samples to be measured are weighed on an analytical balance. 

The Digico balanced fluxgate rock spinner magnetometer is designed to 

measure the remanent magnetisation of rock samples which have been machined 

to a aylinder of specific dimensions and quotes an intensity in emu/cc x 10-6 

(microgauss) assuming a sample of the set dimensions. A hollow wooden cylinder 

was machined to fit within a length of plastic drainpipe (cylindrical), of 

dimensions dictated by the geometry of the measuring head and within the whole 

is placed a cylindrical plastic container holding the obsidian. The obsidian 

is held firmly in position by embedding in polystyrene. Wood, polystyrene and 

plastic are magnetically inert and will not contribute to the resultant intensi. ty. 

Measurements are made relative to an arbitra~; fiducial mark drawn on the plastic 

container (see Eig. 11). The samples were presen~ed for measurement in this for.m 

and the intensity values so obtained, cor~ected to give a result in emu/cc x 10-
6• 

4:3 Measurement of a sample r Calibration, usir.g a test sample containing a strip of megnetic material of 

r 
r 
r 
r 

lmown intensity, is carried out as a preliminary to measurement of obsidian 

samples and due to drifting of intensity is repeated approximately every half-

hour. 

A proced.t.U'e i!lvolvine 6 spi:-~s is used (Fig. 11). ~vith the computer 

integrating over 24spirs (i.e. 16 spins over 2.3 sees.), it is possible to 

measure app!"Oxi!:lately 30 sa:--ples per hour. ?or each of the 6 spins of a 
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a Sample 

drainpipe 
fiducial mark -4--11'------i ....... -wood cylinder 

,___--....._.. • ...-Jt=-=:::;----Plastic container 
rock platform 

SPIN No 1 

SPIN No 2 

SPIN No 3 

FIG.ll 
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SPIN No 4 

SPIN No 5 

SPIN No 6 



compl ete measurement the rnagneti c vectors i n tv10 directions are measured ; 

x i s t he component alOI1.g the f iducial , y at right angles to it and z along 

the axis of the sampl e· cylinder. At each spin the t1·ro components perpendicular 

t o the axis of rotat ion are measured. . The platform is raised and the sample 

pl aced i n position ( 1) with fi ducial mar k on the Sar.lple aligning •IIi th 

f iducial mar k on the sampl e holder (Fig. 11). The sampl e i s then spun f or 

the preset number of rotations and the declination fo r the fir s t position 

print ed ou t and stored •ri thin memory. The rock sample is rotated through 

0 
90 and r esults a r e obtained in this plane (spin 2) . Readings cor responding 

to spi ns 1 a.."ld 2 are t aken 1vi th the sa~ple rotated through 180° (spi ns 3 and 4) . 

The i ndividual results for each of the four orientations are stored a .>1.d 

combi ned to give t he l!!2.gne·.:L sati on a long the three orthogonal di r ections . 

Af ter measurement of 4 positions the three orthogo!1~ components are combined 

and the complete r esult i s printed out : the total intensi~J in tenns of 

emu/cc x 10- 6 (to be corrected) , the decliv-ation and inclin~tion. 

T1-10 further measurements are made (suins 5 and 6) in dif:erent orienta tions , 

t hus completing an equal number of mea surements of all axes . The resul:s a re 

again printed out founded this time on 4 measurements of 3 axes r ather th2n 2 . 

The latter t;vo spins act as a check on the original results . 

4 : 4 Steu Demae:netisati on of sa!!!ules by a l tema ti ng fields 

The systematic use of alterna ting field demagnetisation in pa l aeomagnetic 

work vras intro d'..lced by Thellier and Rimbert ( 1954 and 1955) a.."ld further 

established by As a..~d Zijderzeld (1958), Creer (1 959) a..~d others . 

The seconda ry components of magneti sation (vru1), particl es •Nith relatively 

short relaxation tirr.es char~cterised ·'Jy a loH coerci ve force , are eliminated by 

al tenatiil.g fi e l d de:::::. ; ::etis.:.::ior. , leaving bebnd t he hi E;h coer cive force 
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-~ter measurement on the spinner magnetometer of the initial -iirection 

and intensity of remanence, the obsidian samples still oriented in the plastic 

containers are placed w:i. thin a coil and subjected to an a1 ternating current of 

peak intensity (~). This field is then reduced slowly and smoothly to zero 

by decreasing the current of the field coil. The magnetisation of the 'larger' 

grains (magnetically softer) with coercive force less than the magnitude of the 

peak field is randomised and effectively removed. The magnetisation of the 

sample is then remeasured and the process repeated at progressively higher 

al ternat:i.ng field strength. 

For the procedure the full symmetry of the field is necessary. Even 

harmonics of the alternating field are precluded by tuning the demagnetising 

coil and steady (de) field effects by cancelling the geomagnetic field at the 

demagneti sing coil. Demagnetisation is carried out in field-free space to 

prevm t acquisition of anhysteretic remanent ma.gnetisation (A..lll·!). Spurioue 

components comprise less than 1% of the total current. The apparatus used is 

of the general type described by Creer (1959). 

~ithin the demagnetising coil the specimen is 'tumbled'· about three 

mutually perpendicular a~es. The grains r,rl. thin the obsidian are thus presented 

to the field in all possible orientations. Imperfect annulment of the earth's 

field, assymetry of the alternating field and the polarising effect of the 

alternating fie~d are effectively reduced or counteracted by sample rotation. 

The al ternati.ng current for the solenoid is obtained from the normal mains 

supply of frequency 50 cycles per second (Creer, 1959; Irving et al., 1961) a~d 

controlled by a potentis.l divider to .g,void abrupt jumps in the current. 

An empirical a~proach is employed since prior to de~agnetisation the optimum 

a. c. field tre3.tne::t to effect !nag:1etic 'cl€'.'J.nine' is 1.1!'Jrn01·m. A Jltunber of pilot 

s:r:'?les are s1.1b.5ect to aoc. dema.~e+,isation at pro~-ressively increasing field 

v~lues. 'Cle~nir~' inte~sities used for t~ese s~ecimens are 25, 50, 75, 100, 

150, 200, 250, 300, 400, 500, .qnci 750 oersted iri th mee.surement of re.r:a:1ent 
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magnetism between each step. 

The re~~ning samples are subject to a.c. de~gnetisation at ~ro 

successive field values (200 ~~d 500 oe.) as dictated by visual examination 

of the demagnetisation curves,reinforced by the less subjective method of 

computation of the stability index of remanence (section 4.5) for the pilot 

specimen. 

As a general guide, optimum field treatment in the range of 150 - 300 oe. 

for igneous ti tanomagneti te bearing samples (though higher peak fields for 

haematite-bearing samples) has been suggested (Stacey and Banerjee, 1974). 

4:5 Computation of the Stability Index of Remanence 

Objective choice of the optimum field treatment for magnetic 'cleaning• 

is based on computation of a Stability Index (SI) for the pilot specimens 

(Tarling and Symons, 1967), a property related to the remanent magnetisation 

and changing during al temating field de!!!agneti sation. 

The Stability Index is a function of the direction of remanence (irrespective 

of intensity) over two or more successive increases in field expressed in spherical 

statistics a.."ld the range of field over ~·rhich the directional change is least 

(Tarling and Symons, 1967,443). 

SI =max (Range t/circular sta11dard deviation) of three or more successive 

directions for each progressively de~gnetised pilot specimen. The range of 

field which yields the stability index is the range of the most suitable 

'cleaning' field for isolating the stable component of magnetisation. SI exists 

as a dimensionless fig'.lre allo·~ring comparison of stabili t;y of ren:anence within 

a!!d bett·reen sotFce T.aterial. 

4:6 Lo· .. r Field Suscentibili tv of S· :!r>les 

Susceptibility :':'!e~sureme:1ts ·,1ere r.t':lde on :1ll srtples 3.fter completion of 

a. c. field treatment. ~\p:par'ltus used to !!le.'J.sure i!'.i tial susceptibili ~J of 
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magnetic technique has much to recommend it as an alternative method 

of characterisation. Mae,netic analysis is essentially swift and inexpensive 

and its• non-destructive nature is a major advantage over OES, which 

necessitates destructive sampling. 

With very small samples a real difficulty in the present stu~ was 

that of integrating a weak signal above the noise level of the magnetom-

eter system in use. On this account a sample mass limit of c. 0.7 - 1 gm 

was introduced,( pl46 ) below whioh results were considered less reliable. 

This is an obvious disadvantage of the technique over OES and NAA, both 

of which are capable of analYsing samples less than a milligram in total 

mass. 

Although further evaluation of the magnetic distinction of obsidian 

sources is yet required, the present stu~ confirms the general validity 

of this approach and demonstrates that it may, on occasion, be used success

fully as an alternative to trace element analysis. The extent of overlap 

in magnetic properties of obsidian observed from the Aegean, West 

Mediterranean, Near East and Central Europe suggests that the magnetic 

approach will never supplant characterisation by quantitative determin-

ation of elemental concentrations, either by OES or NAA. Essential11 

its' current importance lies in its potential as a swift and economic 

means of prelimimnry examination, giving a sound basis for source 

discrimination, which may be later confirmed by detailed trace element 

analysis. 
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obsidian S&11ples is of the type described by Collinson ct :.11. ( 1963) · • The 

transformer susceptibilit.y bridge consists of a balanced circuit of coils wound 

on two ferrite rings, in both of ·..rhich a gap is cut. Each ring has primary 

windings or exci t:i..ng coils which carry a lON frequency alternating field of 

approximately 10 oersted. The secondaiy windings or pick up coils on either 

side of the core gaps are connected in series op:posi tion. Initial balancing 

of the circuit is achieved by controlled adjustment of a small ferrite slug 

lying close to one of the core gaps and is calibrated by measuring the 

deflection produced by standard discs containing ferrous sulphate and adjusting 

the sensitivity accordingly. 

The sample is placed between the gap faces of one of the core rings giving 

rise to ir.tbalance of the c:i.rcui t. The amplified out-of-balance signal from the 

cores produces a direct current proportional to its magnitude and phase (shown 

in the deflection produced on the output microammeter) - i.e. in proportion to 

the mass of the material and its susceptibility. The attenuater setting can be 

altered to cover the range of susceptibilities apparent in the obsidians 

measured. By this method a hundred or more specimens cen be measured in one 

hour. 

The deflection in microamps produced on the output microammeter is corrected 

to give the total susceptibility of a 1" cylindrical sample. This fig'.n-e is 

then divided by the mass of the obsidian to give the~ susceptibility in 

/g -6 
emu m x 10 • 

4:7 1-teasurement of Sa.turation !~agnetisation a.'1d Coercivitv of Remanence 

Experimentally 'ferromagnetics' are char~cter~sed by hysteresis or 

irreversibility of ~~;r.etisation (Stacey ~d 3anerjee, 1974). 

Saturation magnetisation (I·~c,rn) ~n::l coercivity of remA.nence (Her) are 
'-'..:1.-

measured by ~ea~s of ~r. iron-cor~d electromagnet producing a hi&~ field in a 

Collinson, D. lo./. , IvJolyneux, L. , S tone , !) • 13. , 196 3. 
A Total and Anisotropic J.in;~nc L:i c .31J~>cepti1)i 1 ity Hctor 
T,..,,. ..... ...,.~1 ,.._f' <::,._..; --~,-t-~ ('~,... T.,,.l,-.,,.,,, .. ,,1 r~ /() ·~·J()_'?l") 
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3 em. gapo The apparatus consists principally of an iron yoke, iron-alloy 

pole pieces and two coils carrying electric current to build up a.Tld maintain 

the flux in the yoke. Only a few kilowatts of electric power are required. 

The sample, illi tially in a demagnetised state is introduced into the 

pole gap and the field applied in the direction of the fiducial mark (i.e. 

along the direction of the x component) effectively magnetising in tr~s 

direction. On applying a field (H) the magnetisation changes slowly at 

first and reversibly, with increase in the strength of the field (H) the 

magnetisation changes more rapidly and irreversibly and on reducing the field 

to zero the magnetisati on does not fall to zero but to a remanence value. (~~m1). 
The field values used for the pilot specimens are 200, 500, 1 ,000, 2,000, 

3, 500 and 4, 500 oersted. Between each step the intensi t'J of magnetisation of 

the x component is measured on the spinner magnetometer (spin positions 5 and 6). 

The intensity of this component ~hould be approximately equal for both spins 

(within:!: ~), the best value being obtained by averaging the data from these 

spins. 

The material is driven into saturation by a field of appropriate strength 

in one direction, then the field direction is ~ev~rsed by turning the sample 

through 180° and placing in the pole gap. Fields of increasi~ strength are 

applied in this direction until the magnetisation. falls belO\i zero (indicated 

by a negative x component on the m3gnetometer printout). A reverse field of 

100 oe. is produced, increasing in 100 oe. steps as necessar,y. 

Hae,~eti.c hysteresis curves of igneous roc!~s generally sho'\·T saturation of 

magnetisation to be attained at m~gnetic fields of c. 3,000- 4,000 oe., a~d 

coercive force of o~~Y a few hundred oersted (though 1,000 oe. ar.d over if 

haematite prese~t). ~ata frcm the obsidian 

pilots specimens ~ener<:Jll:/ CO!"...:'"'or~! to th9se ~:-.!:<~ms ~!".d the rem:rinii'.g samples 
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are only treated in saturating fields of 1,000, 2,000 and 3,500 oersted. 

Graphical presentation of saturation magnetisation curves sho,.rs the 

saturation magnetisation (HSAT)~ the field required to saturate (HSAT). 

4:8 Precision, Accuracy and Estimation· of Errors 

Precision 

Precision of remanent magnetisati.on measurement using the 6 spin 

procedure is dependent on the noise level of the instrument together with any 

operational errors. Instrument noise of a mechanical type produced by the 

rotating mechanism is kept to a minimum by the use of carefully made synthetic 

materials in manufacture. A greater source of error is that due to electronic 

noise. In principle, since the magnetometer employs linear integration to 

calculate a result, all information is weighted equally and reduction in noise 

level is inversely proportional to the sq_vare-root of the observati.ol".al time 

(Molyneux, 1971). With the computer integrating over 27 spins (ie. 18 seconds 

per spin), giving a total n:easurement time of under 4 minutes, the noise level 

of the machine has been quoted as 25 x 1 o-9 emu/ cc. In theory a spin-time of 

210 should reduce the noise level to 9 x 10-9 emu/cc. 

Checks on the noise level of the instrument using a time-constant of 24 

(the spin time generally used t~JQughout the present work) were made by t~king 

a set of measurements 'N-lth no obsidian sample present. The noise level indicated 

by the printout of the three orthogonal direct:i ons and defined .as the largest of 

the x, y or z components, was found from a series of runs. The 'worst' component 

-s I or effective noise level was determined as 28 x 10 emu cc. 

The magnetometer is capable of :neasuri!'.g rocks td th an intensity of 

magnetisation ~s low as .5 x 10-7 gauss, provided the saoples are rotated for 

lor..g e~ough s~in ti:nes, allo~rin£:,· inte:~;ration of tr.e sign_~.l atove the noise 
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level. :Obsidian samples yielding low uncorrected intensities (either due to 

intrinsically low intensi. ty or to very small s::.rnple mess) \'tere measured first 

. 24 th . us1ng as e sp1n constant, then repeat measurements were ~de at a spin 

time of 2
6

, the respecti. ve time for 6 spins being approximately 1 minute and 

6 . 15 seconds. Results obtained using a time constant of 2 were not cons1dered 

sufficiently more accurate than those obtained over 24 spins to warrant the 

extra time spent. Intensity measurements proved comparable to within 2. 5% 

and declination and inclina ti. on respectively to ~d. thin • 3° and • 35°. A much 

longer spin-time would be necessary for integration of the signal above the 

noise-level, however, due to the restricted period of study tf1is was not 

feasible. 

Estimates of reproducibili~J of intensity ~nd direction of remanent 

magnetisation have been quoted respectively as ! 3% and ! 1~;. To ensure 

precision of the present experimental meP..surements, 10 successive 6-spin 

measurements were made on a selected sample. The results.obtained are in 

accordance 'With those quoted (see r.rable 1). Repeat mes.sure~ents on selected 

samples were conducted after a time lapse of up to a month, the results are, in 

general, less precise though still reproducible r,.r.i thin 57~ for intensity 

detennina t:i. ons and within 4 ° for direction deter::Una ti ons • 

. Components of magnetism of the roc..lc platform and th~ standard deviation 

for each orthogor~ vector of the result were computed for c..~osen specimens. 

The oaximum noise level of the platform over 89 full measurements is 

I -6 .631 emu cc x 10 , though the value is more usually of one or of ~vo orders 

of ~gr~ tude lo~·rer. The fiducial mark dravm on the cylindrical container is 

invariably c. 1 - 2° in ~·Tidth ::.nd c~n result in some loss of precision in re-

:;>Osi tioning of th~ sa::pl e on tl:e rod: holder 3.fter eacl': sr-in. Th3 stand::-trd 

de·IJiation on tr.e x, y g.::d z :'!;nmor.er..ts O!"' 3. meas'J.renent sh.OiiS the operator 
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error in positioning the sam~les and on average the error observed over the 

89 measurements ttas .094 emu/cc x 1 o-6• Occasionally very small specimens 

appeared to be adversely affected by exposure to a.c. field, exhibiting 

large and erratic directional changes and acquiring a spurious magnetisation. 

Such results are naturally viewed •N.ith extreme caution and where possible 

duplicate or similar specimens of larger mass were obtained for measurement. 

Error due to intensity drift was avoided by regular calibration. 

Precision of susceptibility measurements is depernent on the ability of the 

operator to determine correctly the deflection produced on the microammeter. 

The a.c. susceptibili~J bridge microammeter used in the present research can 

be read to 1 micro amp with some degree of certainty, further interpolation of 

the microammeter scale is impossible. Repeat susceptibilit,y measurements were 

conducted on selected samples about 1 month after the initial measurements, the 

results so obtained shOt..;ed reproducibility within 1 micro amp. 

Accuracy 

The accuracy of both spinner magnetometer ar.d a.c. susceptibility bridge 

measurement are assured by regular calibration. Specimen sha~e and ::nagnetic 

inhomogeneity have little effect on s~inr.er magnetometer accuracy, being largely 

counteracted by specimen rotation in the 6 spin positions. For accurate deter-

!Ilinations of susceptibility with the rock in bulk .form, the magnet:i. c material 

must be uniformly distributed through the predominantly non-magnetic matrix of 

the sample and errors may occur, rri th increasing anisotropy. Samples in 

po,otdered form should be efiectively isotropic e.!!d as such .!ire sugt"'ested as 

giving more reliable susceptibility i _ ter.:ina tions as T.easured by the tra"lsformer 

susceptibility bridge. Time shortage precluded the po~ .. rdering of selected se.mples, 

in ordP.r to deduce tl'le statistical si€!'.ific~.:·.ce of the error intrOd1.lced by sa'llple 

in.i,omo~enei ~J. 



r 
In several instances, with samples of very small mass, no deflection 

was observed on the microal!:IIleter. This did not necessarily reflect the 

r intrinsic 'zero• susceptibility of the material, but gave an indication of 

the practicable sensitivi~ limits of the apparatus in use. An empirical 

r check was made on this by observing the deflection produced by comparable 

or duplicate specimens of larger mass. The practicable mass limit, below 

r which accurate detenninati.ons cannot be made on the apparatus in use, depends 

r on the intrinsic susceptibility of the material, the present analyses, however, 

suggest that erroneous results may derive from low susceptibility obsidian 

where less than a gram of material is present. 
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TABLE ] A TEST ON PRECISION OF NEASli''ruJViENT 

Results of 10 successive 6-spin measurements on a selected sample (~L~ 185) 

Declination Inclination Intensity of NRM (emu/ccx10-6) 

47.9 -56.9 253.0 

47.2 -55.8 254.1 

44.6 -55.2 251.9 

46.7 -55.5 256.1 

48.0 -56.7 246.7 

47.3 -56.9 249.3 

45.8 -56.0 248.6 

45.0 -56.6 251.3 

50.5 -57.8 249·9 

45.9 -55.3 248o7 
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CHAPTER 5. 

ivi~;.TE:UAL A[ALYSED A::ID R3Sli"LTS G.? :\.:·;ALYf.,IS 

5:1:a., ~ateri~1 Analysed 

A total of 216 samples of obsidian \'Tere analysed. Table 5 documents 

the provenance of the material and Table 6, the results of the prese~t 

analysis together wi t'h details of e::~pearance for each piece. 

Geological s~~ples comprised m.::.terial from Ae.geen9 r:iest ~·!eC!i terra~ean, 

Cen-:ra~ European ar.d Near Eastern sources. (Figs. 1 - 8), in all 106 s~ples 

~.,ere a.'lalysed and ir..cluded:-

32 fragments from Helos 

22 It II Giali 

II " Eisyros 

II " Kqrpe.t!!os 

17 II II Lipari 

2 II It Vulc,!!nO 

II " Italy 

II II Sout!"l Frarice 

4 It It Sardinia 

" " s. Antioco 

2 II II ?~.ntelleria 

4 It " Pontine Isl~~~dz 

7 " !I ~-: m: ·:-.~~~ 

" II s:o-;,ra:;;..:.a 

,, II .l.ei:::-ol-~ov~~~a 
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108 archaeological cbsidiaJl sa-nples included:-

a fragments from :;reece "' 

7 " " Giali 

3 It It Karpathos 

2 It It Lipari 

It " North Africa 

4 It II South France 

27 It It Sardinia 

12 It It Corsica 

6 " It Pantelleria 

10 It It Pontine Islands 

4 It 11 Italy 

5 II II HungarJ .. 

3 
,, II Slov.:::kia 

12 II " Syria 

3 " II C;y"'!JruS 

The choice of sa=ples ,,;as influenced to 3. 1.-=lr'-~·e extP.?::t ~~ .. the o"cjecti ves 

of the a~lysis, i.e. to estaclish the valitii ty al'ld tAseflJlr.·-=ss o! the tech-

11.ique. 1~eny of the sarrrples chosen had been ;Jreviousl~T a!'.alysed ::1t the 

Bradford laboratories by the successful discri:nimtorJ techniot!e of [·ieutron 

Activation Analysis. The data from HP_A. prorided ~n independent refere!lce for 

comparison ,.n. th results of magnetic analysis. 

.\ d.istincti. or. is ef:ected in the tn't:1 :::s be ':"·r!ee~ aL'3lyse.~ of irradiated 

P..r:d ,_mrrad.:.ated obsidiar: pieces. ·:J!:er. e. sP.cple fo:r.1erl~: irradiated ar::.c. 

~n ~sterisk. 

fc:o refer~r~ce. 
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C~ol.· ce o .. _ .,..~ter .. _: al ·.·ras 1.· _nf'l_,ue., .. ced tl"'\ t .,_ b ., ~ ., · + ~.J ·~ _ ,J some ex e .. "' y aval.-2.01.-l. .. y of 

sar:.ples a."ld in sever31 instances where fe~., or no :eological ha."ld specimens 

were accessible,archaeological material, previously analysed and attributed 

to so~ce by NAA has been taken as representative of that particular source 

(i.e. Tell Abu Hureyra and Cyprus archaeological obsidian pieces, attributed 

a Ciftlik origin by NAA are taken as characterising the Central Anatolian 

Ciftlik source)o 

For the purpose of the present analysis samples have been allocated 

magnetic analysis reference numbers which ~dll be used throughout discussion 

and interpretation of results (i.e. M.A. Nos. 1 - 210). 

Drawings of selected artefactua.l material are presented in Figure 12. 

At a late stace in the present research, after completion of aP~lysis of 

212 sa~ples and compilation of Tables 5 and 6, several Pontine Island samples 

were :received from A. Ammermarr of Parma University. It was considered of 

value to inclu~e some in the aP~lysis and for this reason the four samples 

chosen appear at the end of T~blP.s 5 al!d 6 rather than •,:i t~ the other Pontir.e 

Island material ~r2lysed. 

5:1:b. Tests of Homogeneitv 

Five large geological hand samples from five geological source localities 

on Lipari were each broken into 2 or 3 pieces and aP~lysed separ~tely. S~ples 

initially from one geological hand sample are given a single magnetic ar~lysis 

number but identified by a suffix (P., b or c) P..nd sho~·m bracl.ceted together in 

Tables 5 ar.d 6. ·rheoretically, S8~plP. homo~e~ei~r stould ensure identical 

re!=n.!.l ts from the m:;:[::etic .·i.~ly3i s. rhe error observed, 1ue :nainly to magnetic 

-=nisotro!ly ef.:ects, :-;u:~~;~sts li::U ~!=J :,;i t:-.in ~·!~.ic!--. -iiscrep~nci~s m.;.y be considered 
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FIG. 12. TYPICAL ARTEFACTUAL MATERIAL ANALYSED 

SCALE 1: 1 
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MA 134 

MA 106 

MA 105 

j (r, 
w ~ 

MA 136 

I I ~ 
MA 135 

I ~ ~J~· ·1 

~ 

MA 137 ' 
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1A:n.~: .2. PE:RCEN1'AGE DIFF~!HEHCE BET'IIEEN INTENSI'J'Y VALUgs FUR sUJH.SAf-TPLES FROM IJIPARI PARENT SAMPLES. 

District Sample No. M. "t M f.i?OOoe M sat3500oe Susc. 
~m 200oe 

--
H·1ccl :i~ Ho:--:!>e MA 76a 100 100 100 100 100 

b 72.1 62.2 58.3 74.5 102.4 
c 62.8 62.8 53.9 64.9 98.5 

i1'0 r,) !:: \f ~cchi a HA 77a 100 100 1CO 100 100 
b 84.4 86.3 87.1 127.5 149.3 

·iilo r····j ·: V' Bcehia !:.!>. 78s.l 100 100 100 100 100 
b 130.6 134.3 148o8 83.7 78.3 

·.n 
(D 

Acr.o~,:(:··l·h r-lf.. 91a 100 100 100 100 100 
b 94.0 97.8 97.0 115.0 108.0 

' : • I hf ~ 11 V I. t 0 hA 93n 100 100 100 100 100 
b 62.7 62.0 60.3 94.5 79.4 

I·!ot.e : !1'o ef'fE;ct 3. comparison in eP..ch CHse values for Rub-srunp] e - a. - are corrected to 100}6. 
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5:1:c. Tests of Internal Consistencv 

As an essential preliminary, representative sa~ple b~tches (of c. 30 

pieces) from the Adhamas flow on Melos and(of c. 20 pieces) from Giali 

were analysed to demonstrate the degree of internal consistency within a 

single flow. (~IA 1 - 29 and 42 - 63 in t~ble 6) 

5:2 Abbreviations used in Tables 5 and 6 

Source attribution by·both NAA and ~~gnetic analysis is included in 

the tables under the heading 'group'. Melos 'A' indicates Melos Adhamas; 

Melos 'D', ~ifelos Dhemenegaki.; Gi, Giali; Li A., Li .3, Li G, Lipari A,E and C, 

three magnetically nistinct groups on Lipari; SA,S3,3C,SD, Sardir~a A,B,C, 

~r.d D, four magnetically distinct groups on 3.!!rdinia; Pa., Pantelleria; 

PI, Pontine Islands; Ac A (-:!right's localities 2 and 6), Ac B (i>!ri~ht's 

locality 3) and Ac C (·:lright' s locality 5) ,.Aci[.'t.n A, B e.nd C, three magnetically 

distinct grcups in the AcigBl-'ropada re:-·;ion; Ci, Ciftlik; and Carp A,B,C,D, 

four ma~netically distinct ?roups 'rithin Slov~kian and Hungarian obsidian. 

Several entirely new groupings are represented. :.There group membership remains 

ur~ltered but where the revised literal terminolo£~ is used, these individual 

groupings are equated, \d th the former numeric8.1 groupings of Renfre't et al 

(1964, 1965, 1966, 1968.) in table 3 and the terminology here employed \rill 

be further explained in sect~ 6:1. 

~·ihere attribution is hqsed exclusively on the results of magnetic 

9-nalysis the tenta ti .. ,e source ?rouping: is preceded b~r an g,steris~ in the 

eroup colu::.n. ··ihere !3-ttributior.s "':Yy tl;e techri.aues io ::.ot seem to be in 

5;J~eement. tr.e .:;ot~rce .:=:-rou~l!'lft i~ prece~;e,_~ b:r iTAA (su~;resting that the 

group is bas-::·: on ~ .. _; results) e1r..d the i:nnlica+:ions ~P:e niscu:::.~v~d in t~e 
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et al ( 1976) are· retained. Colour of specimens in tra.r.smi tted li?~t ~re; 

R: red; G: ~rey or smoky; B: bl~ck; ~·I: clear (,,,hi te); E: green; Br: bro,m. 

A cross in the col~~ headed Suitability (Suit) indicates irre~ar or 

pitchy fracture, otherwise conchoidal fracture can be assurned. 

r The transparency/translucency scale (T/T) is after Capn and Renfrew 

( 1964) :-

r 0 not transparent/opaque 

It " /al!!lOSt op:1aue 

r 2 II " /fairly translucent 

r 3 fairly II /almost opaque 

4 It II /fairly tre.nslucent 

5 II " /translucent 

6 transparent/ " 
r 
r In the 'Remarks column , P indicates pearly lustre; S: striations 

r in transmitted li.~ht; V: white spots (vesicles); N: mottled in direct li.trht; 

C: opaque clouds; G: gritty and Pt: pitch~tone. 

r In table 5 G.H.S. indicates geological hand specimen_. This ter:n includes 

both primary source material and secondary source material, the latter 

r occurring as scatters of obsidian lumps ~·rhich B.re either volc~rrilc ejecta 

r or the products of weathering and fragment~tion of flows. 

r 5:~ Results of Analyses 

5:3:a Estimation of Reliabilitv 

r A problem raised in the context of the pr~sent st11rly is to deci'ie on 

~;~ ir.r:iex of reliability for s~~'?le r~s,~l ~s. ·~'~e St::.o:.li t:: I.=:d.ex(SI) exists 

r 
r 1irectio~ fro~ st.e~ tc ., ( .. ,.,~ 

. . . ... - ,;.::::'. ,.,., ~""'-Q '·. ·'; • vn ···-~ .,R 

r 
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SI thus inco~orates both v:=.t!iA~les !].nd :::.s such shoul-! give a true 

indication of reliability of results. In the first instance computation 

of the stability index for pilot specimens was used to suggest the optimum 

field treatment for 'magnetic cleaning' ar:.d it seemed th.~t thi;:: di!r.e~sionless 

f{gure could be used as the four..dation on which to €e!Uge reliability of re~-

ultant discri~nations. (table 4). It was therefore decid3d to compute SI 

for all remaining samples, but based only on the change in direction of 

remar.ence over two increases in alterr~ting field (at 200oe. a~d 500oe.). The 

stability index f~r these samples, h~rever, pro~red incorparable ·.ri. th t:-.at 

computed for "?ilot s-pecimens over eleven directional cha~ges ar~.d fifUres are 

not included in the SI column of t:~ble 6. T:i!"'.~re '3.n indicaticr. cf s~ple 

stability is 1J£ef~ll therefore, pilot speci:ner.s fro~ ~ pg_rticul:::.r source are 

often assuned to 'h~ typical o~ s.~plt:?s of sir~1il::ir :-r.~.ss from the like source. 

5:3:b Homoger.~i~~ of S~£r.les 

As can be ~een in table 2, tests on fr~~sr.ent S'3."":ples from Lipari ( 3:1: b) 

sho,,., large vari:~""i.on~ in icter.sicy v-:1lues ~-tithin the ;.;l~ole. The perce~tage 

di f~ . . ... ~, . t . t. (•• ) 
~ erence 1n 1m t1ar. 1n en;::1 :.es .·~. . .. 

l!U: 
in fra~~:ents frcr:: the s:;.lle !)ar~r..t 

to Yf,.~ (for 2 Gabellotto locsli t:r r frag:1ents, rv:.A.l'io~. 93 a & b). V.-;riations 

_ ... . . ~ 

., ., - . --· 
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Considered in isolation the apparent magnetic inhomogeneity exhibited 

by certain sub-samples from Lipari parent samples assumes some importance. 

Two explanations are postulated to account for the non-equivalence of 

magnetic values from Lipari sub-samples. Firstly, close examination of 

appearance characteristics reveal the presence of spherulitic inclusions 

and vesicles within certain of the pieces. Prehistoric man would 

natural~ have a preference for good quality obsidian, fracturing cone-

hoidal1Y and wherever possible this would preclude the use of material 

of a spherulitic variety. The non-e~uivalence of geological Lipari 

material ana~sed in the present study with archaeological pieces 

ana~sed (having been previously activated and assigned a Lipari origin 

by NAA ) has been suggested in the text.(pl58) Therefore the sample 

inhomogeneity may reflect the unsuitable spherulitic nature of the 

obsidian and if such be the case then close agreement of magneti~ intensit

ies and susceptibilities from these pieces might not be expected.Indeed 

the apparent magnetic inhomogeneity might be an indication that the 

ver.y nature of these pieces precluded their use in prehiato~. 

A second suggestion to acdount for the diversity in magnetic values 

is the use of sub-samples whose total mass falls below the limit 

suggested on page 146. 

It should be strongly emphasised, however, that representative 

sample batches from the Adhamns flow on Melos and from Giali (totalling 

some 50 pieces) were analysed as a preliminary test on internal consistency 

of magnetic properties within a single flow and results showed a 

relatively good degree of within-source consistency. 

It is suggested therefore that the discrepancies observed between 

certain duplicate pieces of Lipari geological obsidian are atypical 

and should not invalidate the magneticapproach to obsidian characterisation. 
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Present Te~nolO~J 

~Ielos I A' 

r.!elos 'D' 

Gi 

Li A 

Li B 

Li c 

SA 

SB 

sc 

SD 

PI 

Pa 

Ac.A 

Ac.B 

Ac.C 

LV 

Ci 

Carp 

Carp 2 

Carp 3 

Carp 4 
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TABLE 3. 

Source Rer£re'ir' s Grouping 

Helos Adhamas 1c 

!"!elos Dhemenegaki 1c 

Giali 1d 

Lipari A 4a 

Lipari B 

Lipari C 

Sardinia A (Conca Ca~~s) 2a 

Sardinia B 

Sardinia C 6 

Sardinia D 

Pontine Islands (Palmarola) 

Pe.ntelleria 

Acigol - Topada A 1 t3 - f 

Aci~l - Topada B 1~ - f 

AcigOl - Topada C 

Lake Van area 

9iftlik 2b 

Erdobemye 

Tolcsva 1P-

Vir.ic~~' 
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'1'1'.BLJ.~ 4 S'l'ABTLTTY IlifDEX .fOil PII.O'r fJ'PECIMENS 

hj..!C: ~i 'i;; ~~1 :~ .. ~;ific:.1 ti on :- TJn:;table 
·li~Ui ly li1.k;: :- 0-0.5 

Metastable 
0.5-1-5 

Poorly Stable 
1 • '3-2. 5 

Stable 
2.5-5 

·-·- ········-------------·------------·--
NA ;>O) HA 160 MA 14 .~ MA 16 11 

Al·u Hureyra PBnteJ 1 eria M8] o:..; 'A' Nelos 'A' 

MA '32* 
Giali 

I~IA 64 
ra~Ji 

HA 72* 
K!·rpnthos 

N.B. * indic~ten ~ t7P.OlO{{iC~Jl hand samplA. 

Very Stable 
5-10 

NA 1*Melos 'A' 

~1A. 3* " 

l\1A 4·~ II 

i•Lt.. r)* " 

filA 6·it " 
kA 9* II 

kl\. 10* II 

i-..4 11* II 

''.A. 12* II 

i~tr.. 13* " 
I-1A 36-i<·Me] os 'D' 

Hb. 42i:·Giali 

~!A 55·1·r:ia li 

l·iA 77b*Forgia V. 

- . ·----~~==r 

~ ~ ~ ~ 1-~'"=-j ,_, ) 

Very Stable (cont) Extremely Stable 
Over 10 

MA 99 Tour '11ou r ~JA 2*~el os 'A' 

MA 104 Tanca 'r~mis l'IIA 7"" II 

MA 109 Monte Arci NA 8* " ~ 

0 
VI . 

l•111. 131 *S. 1•1. Zuarbara I•1A 1 5* " 

MA 145*Pontine Is. M.l\ 20* II 

MA 153 Molise t'lA 23.-t " 
~1A 164.(·l~rdt)benyA MA 91b* Ac~u~cRla~ 

f4~ 16B,:·Tolcsva ~!A 93b* Gabellotto 

r4A 173' CsepegB F'. Mi1• 76b* Rocche Ho~sc 

MA 181 *AcigBl MA 9S* GoneR CRnnqs 

!VIA 189;;. " MA 112* Sonnixe~du 

iYlA 20') Dhali Agrin1d J~A 117 Basi 

~1A 12'3 Grotta :jn Ucca 

~lA 1 33 Monte Grosso 
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5:3:c. Choice of Discriminatinf.r 'lariables. 

The data •-ras scam1er1 to determine r,rhich of the "lJ:lgnetic varir;.bles 

~'l'ere likely to prove the betters discrirnina ~ors. Of the range of II18.gnetic 

variables considered ir. the current research sor::e prove 'better discrimin-

ators than others. Examination of results st~r.est~d t~at sources could be 

best distinguished on the basis of bro variables; intensity of effective 

saturation magnetisation and intensity of r.~tural rew~nent magnetisation. 

A third variable, lOl-t-field mass susceptibility, 9.l~o proved on occasion a 

usef,.ll discriminator. 

Saturation magnetisation (~1 J is assumed g.s having been attained on sat-

application of a !':1.agnetic field. of 3500oe. this figure U·!c: t-.r
500 

) is 
.. a ~ oe. 

quoted as the effective intensity of saturation, thus avoiiing subjective 

estimation of tte intensity value by vi:::ual exa'nination of the maf!'Iletisation 

curves. In this choice the assu:nption is i:::plici t that saturating field 

(H t) is not diagnostic, an asst:mption sn: ~ested by literature ref~rences 
sa 

(page 87) and supported by the present ar..E.lyses. 

Backfield coercivity (Her) for the btJlk of pilot speci:nens from all 

individual areas fell in the r'1nge of 150-250oe, a ver;I few sho,·red hi~her 

coercive force in tte reM. on of tl.COoe ~r.~. only one gave a v~lue in excess 

of 9COoe (r•L;, i 73) su:sgesti ve of t!!e prese::ce of h·~err.?. ti te ~r~.ir:s ·.-ri t~in 

the material. Coe~cive force is reli~nt on vari~billty in the structure 

and ~rain size of the obsidian e.nd al thou;;h sou!"ce-dependent are !10t 

sufficiently mArked to he source-discri!":".iPP..nt. 

The stren?th of remanence i~ a sueci~en r~l~tive to the aunntity 

of ma;znetic .. .i~erel i~ 3:q~re~·seri ir. ter.r::: o:, :J. p::::-a":eter Q. (the Koenigs-

~tion tc 
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'\·rhere t•11NT is the remn.r:ence of a s-p~ci::1e~~ in tr.e eorth' s field ( ei tter 

the initial intensi t~r or that :1fter step de~~gnetisation at 200 or 500oe.) 

and A H is the magnetisation ind·.1ced by a lOi·r field in the lc;tboratO~J ( 10oe.) 

Q values, lik~ coercive force Rr~ ~epender.t 'on ~r~in size of the sam~le, 

spinel minerals (i.e. m:lgneti te) giving v!:l_:!,ues of one order of magnitude 

lower than those for hexaRonal minerals (i.e. haematite). The ratio c~~ 

thus give information aidin~ i~entification of magnetic minerals wittin the 

material. Comparison of 0. v~lues for :he th~ee intensity vahtes (H .. t 
~m' 

M
200 

H
50

'"' ) i-Ii th res!ect to su.sce~tibili ty of indi vid~.;al sa=ples can 
oe. \..·Oe. 

be a valuable indication of whether or not the r-.::~.t·Jral rema~1ence is tl'!errr.o-

remane~t in ori~n. 

Perce~tage ch~~ge from one ir.te~sity v~ue to the next ~~th ~.c. de~~g-

netisation can also ~"ive an indication of !'!'agnetic miner~logy. Hinerals of 

spinel for.n ~·rill ~enerally he riem~.§:neti~ed to le!=>s than one h~lf of their 

initial value by 1 !nagnetic cleaning-' in fielris of up t~ sever~l hu.VIdred oersteds 

whereas ilmeno-haeTatite is demagnetised ~ruy a little even on axposure to 

fields in exce~s of 1000oe. T!le ahove car. OP~y ~-ive qualitative ir.fo:rr?.tion 

on magnetic 2iner~lo,T,Y, in itself tri2 is ~ot sufficie~t to effect source 

discrimir..a ti on. 

Indeper.rle::t consfderation of eA.ch of the T...'ljor ,,~rie.bles pemi ts certain 

divisions between source materials and demagnetisation ar-d magneti~ation 

curves of selected samples (Fiis• 13, 1d, 16 and 18) and histcgre~s of 

S1.1scer-tibili ty ~r!:llues (?ig. 20 ~ a.r9 included for com~a.rison \d thin ~r.d 

between sources. Jis~ussior: o: t!:e :n!!crnet;ic tin.ta is based on considere.tio~ 
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r 
plot ( simul ta.r.eous consider~ t:.on of the bro !J::.ra.";l8ters of i!'ltensi ty of 

r natural remane::ce '!nd saturation rnn?:netis.'lt;:on '1.._;r.ears to proYide +.he best 

discrimination). Secondly, mean a!'ld sta~dard devi~tion ~n individual 

r meQsurernents of t}1e 5 VBr:atles ( !·!. . t. :'·!
2

n
0 :tm", OJ • 

~ ~uoc ~~d ~ ) ma~ be . 5CO OJ -
0 

-·. • t . J .I 

' SP-

r caiculated and plotted ~raphically. 1hirdly a non-statisticP-1 ~pproach 

(i.e. cluster analysis) and fourt!'J.y a discriminant function A-nalysis mP..y 

r be atten:pted. A discriminant ftmc:ion ar .• ·1lysis pr"J~rmne ¥i:.!.S nesly available 

nt Bradford but 'tl.'JS .still beiYlr~ tested on !llter:--.ati.ve data. 

r 5:3:d. ~regtment of Resul~s 

r It is proposed t!'lerefore to ~isnJe.y tr.e r!~t:~ in three d.ifferer.t w~~rs. 

In t:r..e first instance, where .q sta.tistic'1lly ~i~fic~!"t number of tfe0loLj..cal 

r sarnnle s ( 5 or o'rer) or archaeol Ofi cal NAA source-a ttri bu 'ted -pieces ( •,reig!:ing 

over 0. 7 gram) from a sin::le source '.·rere avP..ila.ble the. :nean and standard 

r deviation on individual measure:::er.ts of the five variables (N. ·t r·1
200 ~m. ; oe.; 

r 
\\~i ·,r Susc I "ere c!'llc•'ltlted 1'"'e !'!'e ... ~ v!:'l1u:::.s of ;nt.enc.-.;ty .. c::oo C> • 1- t'2c:oo . . , ,. '·- .... - • .... . .• ~.. c:.... - • " .__ ... 
~ o ..... , SA. .J .; oe • , 

together i-Ii tr. appropri.'l te star:da.r:i devis tion v~lues nre given in table 7. 

r As mentioned, the coercivi ty and saturation field ve.lues do not varJ signif-

icantly from source to source and t~~erefore these results are not included her~. 

r Tr..is treatment suggested t~e extent of within ~·ource variation to be exrected 

e.r.d also shO'-·led certain patterns emer~ng ·.·1i thin the data. 

r In an attempt to emphasise differences ~ong ~ources all other groups of 

de.ta ~-1ere compared '.vi th the. t from :·:elos Ad.h~~as (i:•I. A o 1-29) wnic.~ ,.,.;as selected 

r as :t 'standard' scurce. The choice of ;·.~alos 'A' •..r.s.s not purely arbitrary but 

r 
r 
r 
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deviations for other source :~ateri3.1 are plotted, assuming Melos 'A' to 

be standard. 

Intensity of remanent magnetisa tion for e.ll sqmples • .. res measured prior 

to any treatment (M .. t) then after exposure to a.c. peak fields of 200 ar.d 
1IU 

500 oe. (M200 and M500). Calculation of the standard deviation on a measure-

ment for each of the three treatments indicates the group of measurements 

giving the closest statistical spread. In the alterT2tive data display 

method, on the basis of this information it was decided to use the values of 

initial ma811etisation (~1. . t) as one of the discriminating variables. The initial 
1m 

intensity (NRN) is composed of prirnar:r and seconda!"'IJ components, the !Jresence of 

an unstRble seconda~J component need not preclune use of the initial magnet-

isation as a d.iscri:ni.nator since the mat:ni t'tlde of TPJ·~ and VP .. N tcr.ether will 

reflect the T.aterial composition, ~rair. size qr.d the like. Secondary m~gnet-

isation acc:_uired by 9.rchaeologic.?..l ~!lterie.ls ?-fter remove.l from the flo~.,. \·Till 

be negligible compared to that 9.ccumulated over the interval from the tiiT'e of 

fo!"!:iation of the flo~; to the time of rieliberate removal of obsidian by =nan. 

Thus the secondary components of artefactu.e.l ~aterial ta..~en from any partic•J!ar 

flo,..- should not bP. VP.r'"'J different from secondaD.r componer.ts of the so~ce mat-

erial itself. 

In this second form, tl:e results are displa:Jred on 9. t-..;o--dimensional plot 

with saturation mu.gnetisation (:·., ) 3-S the ordin~te ~nd intensity of .. 3500oe. 

re~anent magnetisation ~s the abscissa for convenience a log-log scale is 

adopted (?igs. 15, 17 , 19 , 21 and 22) •. ?rorr. thir; t:reat:!!ent certain cl~ar 

di:.·crirninations and grcupirur.s ·,rit~ir. the rl.qt8 ::tre ~pparent. The second pre-

ser:tation er-.~hles inccrooration of ~rc:~:-\eolo~ical m~terial ~:ls Hell ?.S J!eOlo~ce.l 
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108. 

Cluster Analysis of selected .t~.egean and '.•lest Hed.i terranean samples 

is attempted in an effort to verify or clarify the discriminations effected 

by subjective visual ex~nation of the magnetic data presented in table 6~ 

and moreover provides a means of displayi~~. in dendogram fo~, the data 

for more than two variables. Clustering procedure and results of Clustar 

PJ1alysis are discussed in Chapter 7. 
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Gronp l4. A. llo. District Site Cultural Context Object Collected by From NAA RWl Reference 
No. 

he:los 'A' 1 t4elos Sta Nychia (Source)Loc,No.1 G.H.So P.H. Shelford Prof.C.A. Renfrew 584/11 ti 
Nr. Adhamas Horizon No.1. 

II ~ II II (Source) Loc. N:l1 II II II 584/5 1IV 
Horison No.IV 

II 3 II II (Source)Loc.No.2 II It II 584/10 2IA 
Horizon No.I 

II 4 II II (Source)Loc.No.2 II It II 584/3 2IIIB 
Horizon Nb.III 

II ? II II (Source)Loc.No.2 II II It 584/16 2VIB 
Horizon No.VI 

0 

II G II II (Source)Loc.No.! II II II 584/24 3II t\ 'D 

Horizon No.II 

II 7 II II (Source)Loc.No.3 II . II II 584/25 3IIC 
Horizon No.II 

II H II II (Source)Loc.No.3 II It II 584/26 3VIIIA 
Hori?.On No.VIII 

II 9 II It (source)Loc.No.4 II II It 584/9 4IA 
Horizon No.I 

II 10 II II (Sol.U'ce)Loc.No.4 II II II 584/90 4IIB 
Horizon No.II 

II 11 " II (Source)Loc.No.4 It II 11 584/2 4VID 
Horizon No.VI 

II 12 II II (Sol.ll'ce)Loc.No.4 II II II 584/6 4XA 
Horizon No.X 

TABLE 5. THB PROV!t~NAUCE 0? MA'l'J•!RIAL AHALYSlo~D 



~ ~ ~ ..----, ~ ~ ~ ...----, .., ~ ~ .., ~ ~ ~ .., 
~ ~ ~ 

Group H.A.No. District Site Cultural Context Object Collected by From NAA Run Reference 
No. 

~1f: 1 OS • At 13 lVIelos Sta Nychia (Source)Loc.No.4 G.H.S. P .H. Shelford Prof.C.A. Renfrew 584/4 4XIIA 
Nr. Adhamas Horizon No.JHI 

II 14 II II (Source)Loc.No.4 II u II 584/14 4XVA 
Horizon Ho. XV 

II 15 " II (Source)Loqt.!o.4 II II .. 584/15 4XVC 
Horizon No.XV 

II 1( II II (source)Loc.No.4 II II II 584/13 4XVIIB 
liurizon Ho.XVII 

" 17 II II (Source)Loc.No.5 II II .. 5IIA 
Hori:1.on No.II .... 

·~ . 
II 1t3 II II (Source)Loc.No.5 II II .. 584/23 5IIIA 

Horizon No.III 

II 1,9 II II (Source)Loc.No.5 " .. .. 584/8 5VA 
Horizon Ifo. V 

II 20 II II (Source)IJoc.No. 5 II .. II 584/19 5'fiA 
Hori ~on No. VI 

II :?1 II It (Source)Loc.No.5 II II .. 584/21 5VIIB 
Horizon No.VII 

II 22 II II (Source)Loc.No.5 II II II 584/28 5VIIIC 
Horizon No.VIII 

u 23 .. II (Sou!'ce)Loc.No.5 .. II .. 584/29 5XA 
Horizon Mo.X 

II 24 II II (Source)Loc.No.5 II II II 584/22 5XD 
Horison No. X 



~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .,..., ~ ~ ~ ~ ,..., ~ ~ ~ ,_.., .) 

Group N.A. No. District Site Cultural Context Object Cibllected by From NAA Run Reference 
No. 

Ned. OS 1 A 1 25 t1elos Sta Nychia (Source)Loc.Na.6 G.H.S. P. H. Shel ford Prof.C.A.Rer~rew 584/17 6! 
Nr. Adham~s Horizon No.I 

II 2~ II II (Source)Loc.No.6 II II II 6III 
Horizon No.III 

" ;•7 II II (Source)Loc.Ho.6 II .. u 584/1 6IVD 
Horizon No.IV 

II 2d II II (Source)Loc.No.6 II II It 584/12 6V 
Horizon No. V 

II ;aJ II II ( ~;ource) Loc. Ho. f) II II II 5~:4/27 nVI 
Hori :!.On No. VI 

'·':J l ~ 'l cedo!-Iia, Servia Late Ueoli th i c Flake Cressjdn Ridley Cressida Ridley *5R3/1 t~1 0/T).-P 
:~reece. 10/D Bnulk 

H 373? 

II ~? 1 II II II Blade II II *5B3/3 EO/C 

II ·-~·? II It !~nrly JJeoli tpi c Flake II II *5B3/5 3601(SI.i' 952) 
Varytimidnes V 

" II -:s·:s 'Phessaly, Lagonissi Unstratified tl Dr. J. Nandris 
Greece 

l·ielos 1 1J' 3tl Me los Dhemengald.. (Source)Loc.Ho.7 G.H.S. P .H. Shelford Prof.C.A.Renfrew 584/7 7I 
Horizon Uo.I 

II 35 II II (Source)Loc.No. 7 n II II 584/20 ?II 
Horizon l'To. II 



r-=-=m ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ •-=, ~11 ~ 
,_., 
~ ~ ,..., I,·.·.·.·., .. , .• , .. , •. ')U .a 

Group N.A. No. Di~trict Site Cultural Context Object Collected by From NAA Run Reference 
No. 

Me los 'D 1 36 Me los Dhemenegaki (Source)Loc.No.7 G.H.S. P.H. Shelford Prof.C.A. Renfrew 584/18 ?III 
Horizon No. III 

;:.~.A ·~7 t•1acedonia, Servia Late Neolithic Flake Cres~ i.ria Ridley Cressida Ridley *583/2 E10/A 
f<elon 'i1 1 Greece. 3737 

II 3B II It Middle Neolithic/ Blade II II *583/4 F10/a 
Late Neolithic 3014 

II "")9 II II Early Bronze Age Flake II II *583/6 F20/A 
or Late Neolithic 7 H20 

" II tlO The~;saly, Lagonissi Uns tra Lificd Blade Dr. J. Nandris 
Greece. -~ 

II ,11 II II II II II 
1'\) . 

:;i Jl? Giali Area A (Source) 1st G.H.S. R. Torrence & R. 'rorrence & 623/16 A1 1 
(see· map) •rransect 0. m. J. Cherry J. Cherry 

Bottom 

II ,r; II II (Source) 1st II II II 623/20 A5 5 
TrAnsect 12.m. 
Bottom. 

II 44 " II (Source). 1st II II II 623/24 A9 9 
'Pransect 24.m. 
from Bottom. 

II 45 II .. (source) 2nd II II II 623/27 A10 10 
Transect ·;4. m. 
u.s.l. 



~~~,_,~ .------, ~ ~ ~ ~ ,.,.., ~ r'=-'j ~ '-=j ~ ~ ~ ~ .... 

Croup I•1 .A. Ho. District Site Cultural Conteit Object Collected by From NAA RUn Reference 
No. 

Gi 46 Giali Area A (Source) 2nd G.H.S. R. Torrence & R. Torrence & 623/27 A12 12 
(see map) Transect 54.m.a.s.l. J. Cherry J. Cherry 

II ,17 II II {Source) 3rd II II II A13 15 
Transect Bottom, 
Sea Level 

II 4<:3 II " (Source) 3rd II II II A15 17 
Transect Top of 
Cliff 

II tl~ II Area B (Source) 1l:3t n II " 623/31 B16 1 
Transect 20~m. 
a.s.l. 

II 50 II II (Source) 1st II " II 623/33 B18 3 'vJ . 
Transect 

II ?1 II II (Source) 1st II II " 623/35 B20 5 
•rransect 

II 52 II II (Source) S. end of It II II 623/36 B21 
B, Sea Level 

II '53 II II (Source) N. end of " u If 624/1 B22 
B, Cliff Top 

II 54 II " (Source) N. end of If If If 624/2 B23 
area B. from outcrop 
N, of 



.-----, .-----. r--1 r--"j ~ ~ ~ ...--, ~ .--, r--'"] ~ ~ .----, ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ··dl 

Group l•i. A. Ho. District Site Cultural Context Object Collected by From NAA Run Reference 
No. 

ra '55 Giali Aren C (Source) 1st G.H.S. R. Torrence & R. Torrence & 624/4 C25 
Transect at S. end J. Cherry J. Cherry 
samples taken 
Horizontally from 
s. to N. 

II ')(i II II (Source) 1st II II II 624/8 C29 5 
Transect 12.m. 
along. 

II ')'f II II (Source) 1st II II " 624/12 C33 9 
Transect 24.m. 
along 

~ --
II ~() II II (Source) 2nd It II II 624/14 C35 1 ~ . 

Transect at N. 
end from N. to S. 

II 5':J II Area D (Source) 1l=>t II II II 624/20 D41 
Transect. Hiddle. 

II tJO II Area E (Source) §. Wnll It II II 624/22 E43 
of Valley 

II t11 II II (Source) N. Cliff II II II 624/23 E44 
of Valley at Head 

II f>?. II Area G (Source) 'fop of II II II 624/24 G45 
Tallest Hill. 
Eastern Side. 

II 63 II Area C (Source) 2nd tl It II 624/17 c:;a 4 
Transect at N. 
End from N.to S. 



~ ~ r----m .__, .--.----, ~ ~ f"'C, 
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Group f4.A. No. District Site Cultural Context Object Collected by From NAA Run No. Reference 

It {;i '? n4 Giali Beach at N.E. Unstratified Rolled R. Torrence & R. Torrence & 626/2 46/2 
end of Giali Pebble J. Cherry J. Cherry 
Bay 

·;t II ? C5 II II It II It II 626/9 46/10 

lf- II ? bG II II II II II II 626/15 46/17 

-it II ? 67 II II II II " II 46/26 

tt II ? 6H II II II II II II 46/61 

·Jt II ? 6<J II II It II II II 46/68 

* " ·r '70 II " II II " II 46/76 ·Jl . 
71 Nisyros II G.H.S. G.H .. S. " " 624/25 

(Greece) 

7? Karpathos Vrontounb1 G.H.S. Flint II 01ristc5 Dounes Prof. C. A. Rert'rew *460/ 4 A 226 
(Greece) 

T; It II Unstratified l!,lake II II *460/3 A 225 
Flint. 

74 II II II Lump It II *461 /1 A 220 

75 " II II It It II *461/3 A 222 

* J,i A 76 a Lipari Rocche Rosse c.H.S. (see map) G.H.S. 0. ~lilliams 0. \iilliams 467/1 

l76 b 
·lt II II II II It It II II 

it II 76 c " II II II ,, II II 



~ ~ .--, .---, ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .--, ~ .--, r~ ~ F· :tl ~) 

Group N.A. No. District Site Cultural Context Object Collected by From NAA Run Reference 
No • 

.. 

* (}i 77a Lipari F.orgia Vecchi.SJ. (Source) Loc. h. G.H.S. Oo \'lilliams Oa Williams 467/9 
'rop of Forgia 
Vecchia 

1( II 77b II II II II II II It 

if- II ?Hr1 " " (Source) Loc. i. II " It 467/8 
Bottom of Forb~a 
Vecchia 

tl· II 78b " II II II II II II 

II II 79 II Acquacalda (Source) Loc. j. II " II 

in situ. but 
redeposited bed 0"\ 
W. end of . 
Acquacalda 

,;. II 00 II II (Source) Loc. 1. II II " 467/4 
Boulder on 
Acquacalda beach 
E. end. 

* " U1 II II G.H.S. II BM93466 

-11: II 82 " Rocche II II B.M. Nat.Hist. B.M. Nat.Hist. 236/2 Bt-150540 
Rosse 

* " s; II Campi It " tl It 236/3 RN50482 
Bianco 

* " 84 II Vulcano II II o. Williams Oo Williams 467/6 Vii 



~~,._,~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
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Group t•l. A. No. District Site Cultural Context Object Collected by From NAA Run Reference 

No. 

* Gi 85 South Font-Martha Neolithic Blade M.Jean Courtin M.Jean Courtin 188/4 
France (Chasseen) 

II 86 Lipari Capri (Neolithic) Lump M. Cavalier M. Cavalier 194/5 

~ II 87 Italy Biferno Valley Appenine Bronze Flake G. Barker G. Barker G1 VII 
Molise Age 12 A2 

-.It II '? 8d Italy Biferno Valley II u II II G VII 
Molise 3· Dl 

l·l!\A Li 89 Lipari II Capri (Neolithic) II M. Cavalier M. Cavalier 195/6 

NAA Li CK> North Bechater Chip M.Jean Courtin o. Williams 
Africa --l 

"* Li B 91a Lipari Acquacalda (Source) Loc. k. G.H.S. O. Williams 0. Williams 
Acquacalda Beach 
E. end. 

-;f- II 91b " " II II II II 

li- " 92 II II (Source) Loc. m. II II n 

Acquacalda Beach 
E. End. 

* Li C 93a " Gabel lotto (Source) Loc. r. II II II 467/7 

'It II 93b " II II II II It II 

94 II Volcano, G.H.S. II Dr. P. Baker Dr. F. E:"lk~r 2?JJ/6 474/1T 
Della Ji'ossa 



...-, ~ ~ ~ ~ ,_., 
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Group M.A. No. District Site Cultural Context Object Collected by From NAA Run Reference 
No. 

SA 95 Sardinia Conca Cannas (Source) 1st Flow G.H.S. B. Hallam B. Hallam 572/6 

II 91) II tt (Source) 2nd Flow II " II 572/10 

II en II Ile Monica Nr. Unstr-d. tified l.t"lake .t-1.Jean Courtin t~.Jean Courtin 185/7 
Str. of Bonifacio Neoli thi.c 1960's 

II ( ;:·~ South Narres, Southern Chasseen Blade M.Jean Courtin M.Jean Courtin 188/2 
Fr·-1nce Rematuelle Excavs. 1967. 

II ljq II Tour Tour (Var) II tl M.Jean Courtin M.Jean Courtin 188/5 
1960's 

#: n 1W Sardinia Tancu Truni s Unstratified Lump B. Hallam B. Hallam 572/3 co 

~ " 101 II Grotta Sa Ucca 
(30 Km. S.S.E. of 

Chip Dr.D.H. Trump Dr.D.H. Trump 558/6 T/10 

Sassari) 

k ,, ? 10~ II Grotta Del nuerno II II II T/14 
(4 Km. S.E. of 
Sassari) 

II- SA? or 103 It Perdas Urias Unstratified Lwnp B. Hallam B. Hallam 572/4 
SC? 

"* SA? 104 It Tanca Tamis II Scraper II II 572/3 

* SA? 105 Corsica Monte Grosso Level IVb Late Flake M.F. de lanfiandhi. Dr.P .Philips M.G.3047 
Neolithic 

* St~? 106 II II 'l'est. Pi t-Sondage II II II M.G. 673 
Late Neolithic 
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Group M.A. No. District Site Cultural Context Object Collected by From NAA Run Reference 
No. 

SB 107 SF.trdinia Monte Arci Unstratified Flake M.Jean Courtin M.Jean Courtin 185/2 
1960 1 s 

It 1CB II II II II " II 165/3 

II 109 If II II II II It 186/1 

II 110 Corsica Currachiaghj u Level V Late II M. F. de Ianfamcthi. M. F. de Ianfrancfui 201/5 C5b 173 
Nr. Levie. Neolithic Excavs. 1968 

c. 2980 b.c. 

II 111 Sarrlinia Grotta Ba Ut:=ca Chip Dr. D.H. Trump Dr. D.H. •rrump 558/1 T/6 
~ 

1(- II 112 II Unstratified Lump B. Hallam B. Hallam 572/7 
\.0 

Sonnixeddu 

* II 113 II Santa Maria II II II II 572/2 
Zuarbara 

* II '? 114 II n II II II II II 

* II 115 II Tanca Tamis II II II II 

sc 116 II Ile Monica Hr. 
Str. of Bonifacio Neolithic Flake M.Jean Courtin ~t.Jean Courtin 185/6 

II 117 Corsica Basi (Coffres Upper Neolithic It II II 1A9/1 
De) 

II 118 II Vascolaccio II Ltmtp M. F. de Ianfiunctli II 200/3 C 3a 

II 119 It Coffres de Upper Neolithic u n II 200/7 C 4a 
Ti volnggio 

•••mmilllfiE&Iltt~~:.li.i-' 
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Group l'l.A. No. District Site Cultural Context Object Collected by From NAA Run Reference 
No. 

~c 120 South Marres Neolithic (Chasseen) Chip M.Jean Courtin M.Jean Courtin 211/9 
France 

II 1 ?1 Italy Servirola a San II Dr. D. Evett 229/6 
Polo (Emilia) 

II 12:~ Sardinia Grotta Sa Ucca II • Dro D.H. Trump Dr. i>.H. Trump 558/2 T/3 

*II 123 " II u II 558/3 T/4 

*" 124 II II Scraper II II 584/33 T/5 

*" 125 II " Flake It " 558/4 T/7 
I\.) 

558/5 T/9 
0 

*" 126 II It Scraper tl It 

*" 127 tl " Chip II II 'P/11 

·It II 128 II II Flake II II 584/32 T/12 

Jtll'? 129 II Grotta Del Chip II n 584/31 T/13 
Inferno 

*II 1?';() II II Flake " II 558/8 T/15 

*II 131 II Antioco Porcu G.H.S. G.H.S. B. Hallam B. Hallam 572/1 
E. of Santa Maria 
Zuarbara 

*II 132 II II Unstratified Lump II II 572/2 



--, ~ ,.._., 
~ 
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Group M.A .. No. District Site Cultural Context Object Collected by From NAA Run Reference 
No. 

*SA 133 Corsica Monte Grosso Level IVb Late Flake M.F. de Lanfrancthi Dr. P. Philips H.G.3029 
Neolithic 

*II 1 ~14 It It Level II Late II II II M.G.3165 
Neolithic 

*" 1 ri5 II II Level IV Late Blade II II M.G. 660 
Neoli ttJ.c 

*" 1)6 II Scaffa Piana Flake II II S.P.1525 

..... 1-·57 II It Level XXB Blade It II S.P.3346 

Ji-ll 1~ II Ariguina Niddle Neolithic Dr. D. H. '!'rump Dr. D.H. Trump No. 2467 
Layer XVb 1970. f\) _.. . 

... ~!) 1)<J Sardinia Perdas Urias G.H.S. G.H.S. B. Hallam B. Hallam 572/5 

1(-11 1-10 II II Unstratified Lump II II 572/4 

*" 1 41 II SuniDli t, Nonte II Inake Dr. P. Philips 
Arci. 

1 '1:? !·!r. S. Antioco G.H.s. (Rhyolite G.H.S. Dept. of •aneral- Dept. of ~liner- 198/7 
Sardinia Pitchstone) ogy & Petrology, alogy & Petrology 

Cambridge. Cambridge. 

? 14-~ Italy fvfarostica G.H.S. II Dr. C.Cornaggia 189/7 
Castiglioni 

144 South It II Harvard 
Ic,ranc~ University 

PI 145 Pontine Palmarola " II M.Jean Courtin M.Jean Courtin 189/2 
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r~roup lol.A. No. District Site Cultural Context Object Collected by From NAA Run Reference 
No 

.. 
PI 146 Pontine Palmarola G.H.S. G.H.S. M.Jean Courtin M.Jean Courtin 189/3 

Islands 

ll\A PT 147 " Panza Unstratified Blade Dr.G. Buchner Dr.G. Buchner 189/4 OES. 18 

II 14B Italy Palidoro (Latium) Lower Neolithic Core Dr. D. Evett ?11/2 

II 149 II G1·9tta Sant 1 angelo Lower-Middle 
(Calabria) Neolithic 

Flake II 211/3 

II l ~;() II Grotta Delle 1-.tiddle-Late Blade II 211/6 
l!,elci (Capri) Neolithic 

II 1') 1 II Monte Circeo Chip II 229/1 
(Latium) 

f\.) 
1\.) . 

II 1 :>2 II Campo Mezzomonte 
(Latium) 

Unstratified Blade II 229/2 

,. ¥I 1~3 II Molise Neolithic II G. Barker G. Barker C186 II 1 
Probahly Early 

1 S4 Pontine Panza, Chiaja G.H.S. (Pitchstone) G.H.S. B.M. Nat.Hist. B.M. Nat.Hist. 232/8 BM56612 
Islands Di Luna 

1'5? II Procida Island. " II " " 235/5 BN456 

p,, 156 Pantelleria Unstratified II Mrs.P. Guido 193/1 

II 157 II II II " 193/2 

II 1 ')8 II II II II 193/3 

II 1'59 II II II II 193/4 



~ ,..,_, ~ ~ ~ ,_, 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

,.., ~ ~ ~ ~ J 

G1·oup r.r. A. No. Distr.i. ct Site Cultural Context Object Collected by From NAA Run Reference 
No. 

Pa 160 Pantelleria Citta Unstratified Flake Dr. C. Cornaggia 193/5 
Qastiglioni 

II 1 () 1 II II II " II 193/6 

? 162 II Salta Lu Vecchia G.H.S. G.H.S. Dr.De Michele 
Geol.Mus. Milan 

i!.!.A - tC3 II Mida, E. of Cudda G.H.S. (Pitchstone) It B.M. Nat.Hist. B.M. Nat.Hist. 236/7 

"*Cnrp A 164 N.E. Erdobemye G.H.S. II O. Williams 0. Williams 615/7 3 1\) 

Hungary VI . 
*Carp ;\ 16lj S.Hungary Zengovarkony Lengyel Blade Janus Pannonius 587/6 1936.14.6/ 

Nr. Pees. Museum, Pees. 3d.b./936 

II 166 N.Hungary 'ri zsacsege E. Linear Blade 589/4 3 
Bandkerrunik 

11 It 167 s.~. Bohdanovce Bukk II Vychodoslovenste 593 
Slovald.a Museum Kosice 

CSSR 

*Cc.~rp B 168 N.F;. Tolcsva G.H.S. G.H.S. 0. \Villiam s 0. \Vil limns 614/7 4 
Hungary 

It- II ? 169 S.E. Bohdanovce Bukk Blade Vychodoslovenste 593 
Slovakia Museum Kosice 

CSSR 

*Carp B 170 N.Hungary Tizsacsege E. Linear II 589/5 
or c Bandkeramik 



--, .--, ~ ~ ~ ,....,., 
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Group 1't1. .A. l~o. District Site Cultural Context Object Collected by From NAA Run Reference 
No. 

*CA.rp 171 S.E. Kasov Neolithic? Surface Blade Slovenske 593 
~3 or C?? Slovakia Find. Narodne Museum 

Martin CSSR 

-+c·~rp c 172 H.E. Csepeg(:i Forras G.H.S. GoHoS. 0. Williams 0. Williams 
Hungary 

1t II 1T) II " II n II II 612/3 3 

* " 17L1 tt Erdobenye II II II tt 615/6 2 

+. II 1'15 II II II II II II 

;. " 17G S.Hungary Zengovarkony Nr. Lengyel Blade Janus Pannonius 587/6 
Bees Museum, Pees. 

,·,) 
~ . 

17'/ tL.}<}. Lebuj TokAj G.H.S. G.H.S. 0. \'/illiams 0. Williams 
Hungary 

~c·1rp D 17t) Slovakia Vinicky G.H.S. II II II 611/1 

179 S.Hungnry Babarc. Nr.Pecs. Lerlf,.ryel Core Dr. Eva Harf Janus Pannonius 
Museum, Pocs. 

ot !I.e A H30 Cappadocia E. of Acigol, (Source) ·Loc. 2. G.H.S. Peter Benedict G.A. Wright 355/1 A 200 
AcigOl-Topada OB 676 

1t II H31 II " II II II II 355/2 A 201 
OB 677 

it- II 1B2 II u u II II II 355/3 A 203 
OB 673 



~·~~~~~ ~ .---, ~ ,.._, .----, .----, ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,._, 

Group J11.A. No. District Site Cultural Context Object Collected by From NAA Run Reference 
No. 

*Ac A 183 Cappadocia E.of Acig(il, (Source) Loc. 2. G.H.S. Peter Benedict G.A. Wright 355/4 A 204 
Acigol-Topada OB 674 

* II 1 ~4 It II II " tl tl 355/5 A 205 
OB 675 

* II 1::)5 It II It u II II 355/6 A 206 
OB 678 

"'t- II 1B6 II 30Km. S. of (Source) Loc. 6. II It II 356/3 A 210 
Acigol OB 559 

* II 1.:37 II It II II It II 356/4 A 211 
OB 660 j\) 

01 . 
1t' II H*3 II II II II It " 356/5 A 212 

OB 661 

M-AC 13 H.·;g II E.of Acigol, (Source) Loc. 3. It tl n 355/7 A 207 
Acigol-Topada OB 666 

*AC C 190 II II (Source) Loc. 5. II It II 356/2 A 209 
0B 654 

11- II 1 q1 II tl It II tl II 356/2 A 209 
OB 654 

L.V. 192 Syria Tell Abu Hureyra Late Aceramic Excav. Blade- Andre\'l Moore Andrew Moore 445/4 B23 F150 1 
Level 23. let. 1973 Excavs. 1973 Excavs. 

" 193 II II Late Aceramic Excav. n II II 449/13 B53 F95 2 
Level 53. 

It 194 n II Ceramic Neolithic Blade II tt 459/6 B30 F47 
Excav. Level 30 



.---, ~ ,__, ~ ~ ~ ---, ~ .--------, ~ ..----, ~ .-, ~ ~ ~ .---, ,.., ~ J 

Group N.A. No. District Site Cultural Context Object Collected by From NAA Run Reference 
No. 

L.V. 195 Syria Tell Abu Hureyra Cerruuic Neolithic BladeEt Andre~ Moore Andrew Moore 459/11 B?O F54 
Excav. Level 30 1973 Excavs. 

II 196 II II Late Aceraruic. II " II *449/11 B10 F15 
Excav. Level 10 

1'1 f~A II 197 II II Ceramic Neolithic Blade • II *459/6 B30 F47 
Excav. Level 30. 

c i 19B II II Early Acerandc Blade:!Bt II " 445/11 B147 F228 
Excav. Level 147. 

II 1')9 II II Cera11ri c 1~eoli thic Tang of II II 459/4 B30 F44 
Excav. Level 30. Prqjectile 

Point I'\) 

-~ 

II 200 II II Ceramic Neolithic Flake Andrew f•loore II 466/3 72-B30 F6H 
Excav. Level 32. 1972 Excavs. 

II 201 II " Ceramic Neolithic II " II 466/10 72-B40 F89 3 
Excav. Level 40. 

II ?02 II n Ceramic Neolithic Blade Andrew Moore II *459/12 B30 F55 
Excav. Level 30. 1973 Excavs. 

II ?0) II II Ceramic Neolithic Ifudelet Andrew 14oore II II *468/2 72 B28 F4 
Excav. Level 28. 1972 Excavs. 

II 204 Cyprus Dhali Aceramic Neolithic Chip Y ech.i el. ~~. LEha vy Yech.iel M.Lehavy 610/21 732 
Agrid.hi Area 2. 76 

Locus 015 s. ~1. 
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Group M.A. No. District Site Cultural Context Object Collected by From NAA Run ·Reference 
No. 

-· 610/22 9 i ?.05 Cyprus Dhali Agridhi Aceramic Neolithic Blade Yechiel M.Lehavy Yechiel M.Lehavy 777 
Area 31o76 ~ent 
Locus 003 N.E. 

II 206 II II II ChlLp II II 610/23 855 

PI 207 Pontine Is. Pedal Freno Scraper A. Ammerman A. Ammerman 

II 20B 'J Italy Fondi nr Flake n II 02-1 
Sperlonga 

II 209 Panza Punta del Chip It II PP3 
Papa 

II 210 II II Flake II It PP2 
.... 
1\) 

-l . 
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'-'/E:ight H •. ~. No. 
([_':ill) 

'1. 1 J~9 PT. 1 

~.~;f1n PI ? 

0 • ,, (, 5 p 1. i 

t1.~J;)7 Pl t1 

? • 6 ~? Pi ·-

0.7' PI ( 

1 • -~ >i. PL '/ 

1 • 1 () 1 ~- 1. .. 

1 • •)_r-: ;--·L 9 

1 • 1 '~ 1 PL i :) 

'). 1 76 PI. I 1 

o.rl12 PL 1? 

4. 299 PL 1 ~~ 

1. '503 Pl. 14 

1 .049 PL 15 

o. ~)?b PI. 16 

Hn t. Origin 
Sow'ce 

"It Adhantan 

* II 

* II 

* II 

• tl 

~ II 

~- II 

* II 

~ " 

* II 

* II 

* II 

* II 

* II 

* It 

* II 

(In emu/cc x 10-6) emu/~e 
X 10 

emu/~g 
X 10 

Group M/,1~ 
i nit 200oe. 500oe. 

I 
Susc. % I 

~00 Q500 ~1sat3500oe. SI 

Melos 1 A' 842.4 794.'5 545.'3 63.48 13.3 12.5 8.6 26364.2 

464.3 41.16 15.0 16.6 11.3 25026.6 " 
II 

" 
II 

" 
II 

It 

II 

It 

II 

II 

II 

It 

II 

II 

615.3 684.9 

1 39:2. 4 1 302. 2 

109').0 1005.3 

1213.3 1308.9 

40'3. 7 ljo-;3. 6 

6R1.4 700.H 

735.6 6t18.5 

546.3 616.4 

')76.0 492.8 

631.5 7'58.0 

538.5 644.6 

592.2 741.0 

439.8 592.7 

456.2 609.5 

1088.5 569.6 

S59.8 70.54 19.7 18.5 7.9 41087.5 

'345.7 67.84 16.2 14.8 5.1 ~434.4 

615.7 51.97 23., 25.2 11.9 21427.2 

?n1.tl ?H.12 14.t1 17.? 9.3 2609H.5 

,196 • 4 6 3. 38 1 o • g 1 2 • o 7 • e 2 4 1 3 3. s 

~36.0 44e69 16.5 14.5 A.n 32910.3 

370.6 49.10 11.1 12.6 7.6 30616.2 

290.8 64.23 S.9 7.7 4.5 28735.8 

383.0 33.27 19.0 22.8 11.5 29339.0 

349.3 50.25 10.7 12.8 7.0 22525.6 

405.1 43.87 13.5 16.9 9.2 28872.9 

332.2 64.11 6.9 9.3 5.a 23315.3 

361.6 58.63 7.8 10.4 6.2 31880.6 

291.5 77.65 14.0 7.3 3.8 33212.4 

TABLJ<~ 6. Rl'!SUTli'S O:ii' AlJALYSES 

7.85 

24.78 

7.57 

14.?? 

7.81 

7.114 

20. 7t3 

16.21 

11 .84 

11 .01 

5.78 

7.38 

13.32 

2.34 

25o28 

4.h6 

Colour Suit T/T Remark 

B-G 

B-G 

B-G 

B-G 

B-G 

G 

B-~ 

B-G 

B-~ 

G 

B-G 

B-G 

B-G 

G 

B-e 

G 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

p 

p 

p 

PS 

PS 

p 

PS 

p 

p 

p 

PS 

PS 

p 

p 

p 

PS 
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~·Ieight l•l.A.Ho. Hat. Origin 
(r ... m) Source 

').425 17 '* Adhar11as 

2. 4(~() 1U * II 

6.9~4 1CJ * II 

1 • 4ln l-L?O ~ II 

4. 6')() ?1 * II 

1. (_()(:, ?? * II 

.) • tj'~[} ?'') * II 

1 • "?;.!Y ~4 -,to· II 

r. :-. i ·· ?') " 
• J • .·~• lr) ?i~ * " 
?.'">21 ?7 * II 

1 • '7'_,{., P L?d * II 

1. ~"8:~ ?") * II 

2 •. 101 )() Servia 

0.672 ~~ 1 II 

1 • Hrj5 '3? II 

0.-111 )) Lagonissi 

Group lvl. . t 
~m 

t-1 M 200oe. 500oe. Susc. Q0 Q200 Q500 Msat3500oe. SI 

Melos 'A' 1038.0 896.9 484. 1 53. 1 0 19. 6 1 6. 9 9. 1 30486. 6 

806.0 55.70 19.3 19.1 14.5 33012.8 It 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

" 
II 

" 

" 
II 

II 

II 

-It- II 

1074.0 1065.2 

2384.2 1986.9 1207.2 49o68 4b.O 40.0 24.3 19990.6 

1115.1 965.4 617.5 68.93 16.2 14.0 9.0 30337.6 

1731.9 1465.4 1005.9 11.90 145.5123.1 04.5 31938.4 

900.·5 1388.8 

997.6 841.8 

1 31 o.o 1089.5 

536. '3 31\11.5 

r107 .0 h3B. 6 

511B.6 499.0 

596.9 446.6 

11 98. 6 1 021 • 7 

841.5 570o0 

544.9 4'57.6 

526.3 42'1.2 

1222. 1 954. 3 

466.4 71.24 13.9 19.5 6.6 32227.2 

~)84. 7 34.A6 28.6 24.2 1n.H 18038.9 

711.3 70.9() 1H.5 15.4 10.0 2691q.4 

191\.5 49.08 10.9 7.0 1\.0 ?2073.5 

~65.0 24.7 24.7 19.6 11.? 18671.0 

247.6 J0.84 17.8 16.2 R.O 20641.5 

267.0 80.55 7.4 5.5 3.3 22494.6 

517.8 66.42 18.1 15.4 7.8 27151.2 

375.7 38.42 21.9 14.8 9.8 18996.4 

169.1 57.96 9.'1 7.9 2.9 26013.3 

263.0 40.89 12.9 10.4 6.4 25298.2 

410.8 64.84 18.9 14.7 6.3 34412.2 

27.85 

H~. 78 

Colour Suit T/T Remarks 

B-G 0 

G 0 

G 0 

G 0 

G 0 

B-G 0 

B-G 0 

B-G (· 

G 0 

G 0 

B-G 0 

G 0 

B-G 0 

G 0 

G 0 

G 0 

B-G 0 

PS 

PS 

PS 

PS 

PS 

PS 

p 

.. 

p 

p 

rsr.r 

PS 

Pl-~ 

s 

s 

P~1 

~ 

1\.) 

....0 
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rc~i!rht N.A.No. 
c~;) 

) .r37·1 ~54 

• ??n ~'S5. 

; J~9~) lJL -,(J 

i. 1lJ1 

i .. ·~:'11 

• (J;)-~ 

• 1r ~(~ 

) • ?~if) 

'L,'f 

')i; 

":t(l 
)J 

'li) 

41 

) • 110 PL42 

). 7d4 4j 

.) • 067 44 

I. 51 G 45 

) . ')()() 46 

I • '[)7 4''/ 

1.4?"5 48 

1.?29 49 

N:1t. UrifP,n 
Source 

Group Minit M ~~ 200oe. 500oe. Susc. % Q Q M SI 200 500 sat3500oe. 

* Dhemener:aki Melos 'D' 238.8 236.3 165.5 53.95 4.4 

267.7 50.08 9.9 

152.7 80.62 3.3 

235.4 75.13 7.2 

4 • 4 3. 1 1 4652. 5 

1fo II 

·It- II 

Servia 

II 

II 

L!1~~onissi 

II 

II' Giali 

It II 

·It II 

1t II 

1fo II 

1t' II 

* " 

* II 

It 

tt 

NAA 
Helos 'D' 

It 

It 

* It ? 

* n ? 

Gi 

II 

n 

II 

II 

II 

It 

II 

49}~.8 409.9 

267.4 216.9 

539.9 '386.3 

125.8 141.4 

251.8 210.5 

501.1 374.7 

4?1.2 226.5 

100.3 67.0 

62.9 82.1 

9B.7 85.7 

206.2 121.3 

101.0 80.5 

117.7 48.3 

41.2 73.8 

101.9 89.6 

82.8 66.13 1.9 

87.5 70.14 3.6 

8.2 5.4 15008.3 

2.7 1.9 15098.7 

5.1 3.1 30057.6 

2.1 1.3 23400.6 

3.0 1.3 10324.4 

220.2 ?3.06 15.2 11.3 6.7 16045.0 

201.8 19.90 21.7 1.1.4 10.1 18352.9 

51.7 29.15 3.4 

54.3 13.07 4.8 

70.8 25.44 3.9 

91.2 51.39 4.0 

54.2 26.09 3.9 

42.2 23.20 5.1 

54.2 24.49 1.7 

66.8 40.03 2.6 

2.3 1.8 4251.9 

6.3 4.2 3829.4 

3.4 2.8 2849.9 

2.4 1.8 4186.4 

?.1 2.1 3848.4 

2.1 1.8 321~.3 

3.0 2.2 4467.6 

2.2 1.7 4376.9 

5.07 

Colour Suit 

G 

G 

G 

G 

G(E) 

G(E) 

G 

B-G 

G(Br) 

GUT) 

G 

G(&) 

a(&1 

'; 1G(Br) 

G(Br) 

G(Br) 

T/T Remarks 

0 

() 

0 

2 

0 

0 

0 

5 

5 

5 

4 

5 

6 

5 

4 

PS 

PS 

PS 

s 

p 

p 

_. 

c '-"' 0 

vc 

vc 

vc 

VC 

vc 

vs 

vc 

vc 
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Heit~ht f'!:. A. No. Hat. Oritrin 
( ('ln) Sottrce 

o.g6o '::o * Giali 

1 .. 2.51 ~; 1 * It 

1. 9.1H l'L 1 II 

1 • 6b 1 c:::·~ 
~, * II 

1. 9tl6 L)tl .,.. It 

1 • 4 ),1 P L •j •: 1t' II 

1 • ~f/) Ll') * II 

1. ?26 L;'1 * II 

1.047 ~)·' * II 

0.947 5':1 * II 

1.?0? ()() * II 

1 .FP7 Gl lt- II 

1.172 (:? * II 

o.son 6·-s * II 

·1. 9)7 H.64 II 

0.8HS 65 II 

6.963 66 II 

Group 

Gi 

It 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

It 

It 

II 

II 

*" ? 

*It ? 

*II ? 

Mini t M200oe. 

97.4 73.2 

207.8 168.7 

113.9 41.9 

321.9 61.5 

141 .1 103.3 

261 • 1 213.7 

392.5 338.7 

128.0 102.9 

300.9 235.0 

62.9 53.8 

341 .1 294.9 

300.2 264.5 

38.7 3A.2 

32.3 50.1 

16.0 

18.7 

3.1 

17.2 

36.4 

3.3 

M500oe. 

58.1 

147.2 

51.8 

31.1 

71.2 

137.7 

236.3 

73.6 

143.2 

39.8 

223.9 

186.4 

29.5 

46.8 

9.8 

20.1 

4.2 

Susc. % 

17.08 5.7 

69.94 3.0 

28.41 4.0 

,4.56 9.3 

17.91 7. 9 

32.88 7.9 

48.53 8.1 

11.70 1 o. 9 

25.45 11 .8 

54.12 1.2 

Q Q M ~ 200 500 sat3500oe. 

4.3 3.4 4800.0 

2.4 2.1 8779.0 

1.5 1.8 4434.8 

1.8 0.9 3243.6 

5.8 4.0 4943.5 

6.5 4.2 6688.3 

7.0 4.9 16119.1 

8.8 6.3 4377.7 

9.2 12.1 12614.8 

1.0 0.7 3143.8 

3.43 

12.32 

17.05 20.0 17.3 13.1 4893.8 

61.71 4. 9 

12.24 3.2 

12.69 2.6 

3.32 4.8 

4.62 4.1 

1.47 2.1 

4.3 3.0 9444.3 

3.1 2.4 2747.4 

4.0 3.7 1957.1 

5.2 3.0 1230.4 

7.9 4.4 1341.7 

2.2 2.9 306.2 

4.18 

Colour Suit T/T Remarks 

G 

G(Br) 

G 

G 

G 

G 

G 

G 

G(Br) 

G(Br) 

B-G 

G 

G(Br) 

WG 

B-G 

G 

G 

4 

5 

4 

3 

4 

5 

4 

) 

3 

4 

2 

3 

4 

6 

0 

5 

4 

vc 

VC 

VC 

vc 

vc 

v 

VC 

vc ·~ 

vc 

v 

v 

v 

vc 

vs 

s 
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Hci.":ht 1·1. A. No. Nat. Ori M n Group 
( r,o) Source 

o-. 799 G? 

0.864 ();-~ 

• r_J57 f·lJ 

).1tlf) 70 

1 • g;Y( 71 * 

~).2'_)1 PL7? * 

,·. 1 ')') T) 

l.~)i~_) . 7 tl 

6. 1':}) 75 

-~. f)9~1 7·:,.! * 

~ .. 75') f'L'/6h '* 

1. ;:->o; 7oc * 

1 • 2~')~~ P L77 •1 * 

'J• 661 TTo * 

).CU'.) 1~-:1 * 

1 • ~~;,9 7(~b * 

Gi!lli *Gi ? 

II * II ? 

II * II ? 

It * II ? 

Nisyros 

K.::trpathos 

II 

" 
II 

!\Ocche t(O~~se *Li A 

" 
II 

b,orrda 
Vecchio 

II 

II 

II 

II * II 

II * II 

* " 

* II 

* II 

* II 

Minit M
200 

M
500 

Susc. Q_ 
oc. oe. \J 

Q Q M ~ 200 500 sat350Qoe. 

45.5 

19.5 

8.2 

2.9 

25.3 

16.9 

20.4 

?.7.2 

9.1 

41.2 

25.4 

12.9 

8.1 

24.2 

7.5 

e.o 

9.4 

4.2 

386.7 330.H 

265.8 205.9 

242.8 207.9 

216.1 177.9 

182.3 153.5 

4 1 5 • 8 3411 • 7 

543.2 462.9 

30.6 

26.4 

10.8 

8.3 

23.3 

7.5 

9.2 

14.4 

3.2 

25t3. 1 

1 ')(). 5 

139.0 

1r5-:.o 

115.9 

260.6 

387.8 

12.83 3.6 

4. 75 4.1 

3.2 2.4 2001.4 

5.4 6.6 991.1 

1 • 05 7. 8 1 2. 3 1 0. 3 674.6 

758.5 3.26 0.9 2.5 2.6 

11.70 2.2 2.1 2.0 1127.5 

70.7 

111.9 

270.1 

36.9 

13.86 27.9 23e9 18.6 9078.1 

14.19 1A.7 11.0 10.6 6767.5 

13.65 17.H 15.2 10.2 5893.3 

8. 31 26.0 21.4 16.0 3014.7 

12.41 14.7 12.4 9.3 3842.8 

15.95 26.1 21.6 16.3 8563.0 

12.49 43.5 37.1 31.1 7164.7 

2.90 

2347 

10.62 

Colour Suit T/T Remarks 

G(~) 

G(Br) 

G 

G(Br) 

G(Br) 

Br. 

B 

Br 

B 

G 

G 

G 

G 

G(Br) 

G 

G 

X 

X 

X 

X 

6 vs 

6 c 

6 s 

6 cs 

4 VS 

0 Plir.t P' 

0 

0 

2 

4 

3 

4 

" P' 

II p: 

II p• 

c 

c 

c 

VCM 

Vi•l 

F 

,...-J 
f\) . 
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~·Ieight f1I. A. No. Nat. Origin Group 
(gm) Source 

6.543 1CJ * Acquaca.lda * .. 

0.7B9 en "* II * II 

2.7?1 b1 * Lipari Is. * 11 

t>. CJ2C ~; * Hocche htsse * 11 

1.1':jd E) 1t- Campi Bianco * 11 

1 .(:64 rJt1 * VuJcano * II 

().;:;1~(, :;.C) Fon t-I·larthe " ? 

~). 221 :.\.; Lipari II 

0.14.5 ;·:n I•:olise * II 

u.soo t~~ ~ II 1f II ? 

0.1.~6 t)C) Lipa ci NAA Li 

0.095 90 Eechater II II 

1. 113 9l:i * Acquacalda * Li B 

2. 466 Pl.91 b * II * " 

2.665 9? * II * II 

?.360 9'=Sn. * Gahellotto * Li C 

9. 159 PL93b *" II * II 

M .. t 1D1 
M M 200oe. 500oe. Susc. % Q200 Q500 M sat3566oe. SI Colour Suit T/T Remarks 

299.8 

223.0 

238.8 

195.2 

287.1 242.4 

251.9 228.6 

544.3 477.5 

336.7 173.5 

120.8 152.4 

252.3 289.6 

291.6 255.1 

97.7 70.8 

153.3 212.1 

597.1 186.3 

8655.8 7516.4 

8133.2 7153 4 

173.8 

124.3 

100.7 

166.5 

365.1 

66.9 

152.8 

233.6 

315.~ 

102.5 

253.1 

128.9 

3655.8 

3547.2 

12353.1 10747.1 7831.6 

9f02.6 8450.4 3245:7 

1 4. 41 20. 8 1 6. 6 1 2 • 1 

2.60 85.8 75.1 47.8 

11.30 25.4 21.5 16.0 

4.43 56.9 51.6 37.6 

7235.2 

5372.7 

7564.3 

6572.4 

10.27 53.1 46.5 35.6 12712.6 

31 • 47 1 0. 7 5 . ' 2 • 1 

9.28 27.2 31.2 25.2 

14.34 20.3 17.8 23.5 

8.20 11.9 8.6 12.5 

?.1.58 21.1 8.6 6.o· 

8811.5 

3762.6 

4285.2 

6760.5 

5383.6 

803.4 

259.6 

1~14 62.7 58.9 26.5 98740.0 

W9.23 53.5 47.9 ~3.8 113575.2 

107.88 114.5 99.6 '72.6 119788.1 

444-94 21.6 19.0 171727.6 

6024.1 5239-3 195 5..7 353.40 17.1 14.8 5. 5 162347.1 

B-G 

G 

G(Br) 

B-G 

B-C 

B-G 

G 

G 

B-G 

\1-G 

G 

E 

B-G 

16.25 B-C 

B-G 

B-G 

20.08 B-G 

3 

4 

3 

5 

X 2 

2 

4 

6 

3 

5 

6 

0 

0 

X 0 

X 0 

X 0 

c 

VC 

vc 

v 

v 

c 

cv 
~ 

'·~ 
vi 

CN 

c 

p 

p 

GPt. 

GV 

G 
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\Jeit:-ht 1•1.A.Iio. Nat. Origin Group 1-1. • t M200 t-1 500 Susc. % Q200 Q500 M sat3500oe. SI Colour Suit T/T Remarks 
(r,m) Source l.m oe. oe. 

2.839 94 * Vulcano - 2070.3 1792.6 1315o9 52o66 39.3 34,0 25.0 4340499 G 2 v 
Della Fossa 

3.49G PL9rj * Conca Cam1!1S SA 511.7 456.5 364.8 17.59 29.1 26.0 20o7 8051.0 45.31 G 4 cs 

1 O!j15 ~)6 * II II It 282.8 229.2 151.7 14.65 19.3 15.7 10.4 5514.6 G 4 cs 

0.721 ~7 Tle Monica II 533.5 .454.4 425.6 28.43 18.7 16.0 15.0 10451.0 G 4 SGC 

o. 1 <:JG <il I~arres II 978o3 1123.0 951.1 20.92 46.8 53.7 45.5 13211 .8 G 4 SG 

0.?16 PV}J '!'our Tour II 828.0 648.5 635.6 9.49 87.3 68.3 67.0 12319o6 6.20 G 4 

r r. u(>CJ lOU 'l'unca '!'ami s * SA 195.2 166.3 119.7 14.88 13.1 11 • 2 8.0 6575.1 B-G 0 
~ 

• .N 

G(Br) 
;::... 

·;. I 1 ~') 1 () 1 Grotta Sa * SA?? 159.6 144.1 107.2 11 • 19 14.3 12.9 9.6 4566.8 4 s 
Ucca 

(). T5''> 102 Grotta Del * SA? 58.4 51.7 40.5 33.56 1.7 1.5 1 .2 10731.9 G(Br) 4 c 
Inferno 

1.'l19 1(l) Perdas Urins * SA? or ?(:69.5 26B3. 3 2456.B 21.67 141.7 123B 113.4 11630.6 B 
SC? 

1 • 121 11104 'ranca Tami s * SA? 285.0 225.6 169.9 20.12 14.2 11.2 8.4 2896.8 G 5 SGC 

0.403 105 I·1onte Grosso * SA? 589.1 493.4 421.6 25.43 23 .• 2 19.4 16.6 14402.6 G 4 GC 

o. 3f3') 106 II II * SA? 1124.5 1025.6 862.2 15.97 70.4 64.2 54.0 12860.1 G 5 SG 

O .. H52 107 IWJOnte Arci SB 152.9 157.8 103.2 43.31 3~1j 3.6 2.4 18557.1 G 4 s 
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Hei.gh t l•i. A .llo. Nat. Origin Group M. 't M M Sus c. ~ 8200 Q500 M sat3500oe. SI Colour T/T ( f .. m) Sout·ce 1n1 200oe. 500oe Suit Remarks 

f).9'n7 1 UrJ l~ionte Arci SB 394.3 322.9 228.8 65.11 6.1 5.0 3.5 24331.4 G 4 SGC 

0.521 PLlr;q II " II 440.3 350.5 246.1 59.02 7.5 5.9 4.2 24701.3 G 4 SG 

0.070 110 Curacchia- " 1021.5 1026.7 948.8 58o57 17.4 17.5 16.2 17845.5 B-G 
chiu V. 

2.475 1 1 1 Grotta Sa II 380.0 314.1 2H2.9 48.04 7.9 6.5 5.9 18823.0 B-G cs 
Ucca 

·;. ·f~{5 PL112 Sonnixeddu * SB 721.7 607.9 533.1 20.93 34.5 29.0 23.3 17625.7 30.21 B 1 c 

·1. 7,;-H 11 ') Santa Marin * II 180.6 213.5 123.5 55.94 3.2 3.8 2.2 17944.3 B-G 0 s 
Zuarbara 

~ 

JJ 

2. Go~; 1 i 4 II * " ? 1243.8 1095.6 1014.6 34.65 35.9 31.6 29.3 23317.0 B-G 0 s \.J1 . 

4.0'15 115 '!'a nc ;1 Tami s * " 861.2 741.3 616.2 39.24 22.0 18.9 15.7 17584.8 B 0 

1. 1 ?4 116 Ile ft~onica sc 43680 h 29370.1 7695.G 76.60 570.2 38'3. 4 100.5 104412. 1 B-Br 0 

0.326 117 Bat1i II 2429~ 8 20671 . 7 14573.4 81.75 297.2 252.9 178.3 66292.1 15.17 G 0 

0.100 11A Vascolaccio " 2445.8 2154.9 1698.0 82.00 29.8 26.3 20.7 46116.0 B 0 

0.244 11 'J Ti volam•.i.u " 43811.4 36006.3 21722.7 75.61 579.4 476.2 287.3 107225.4 B 0 

0.112 1~0 Mcil·res II 6500.2 5582.6 3303.7 54.91 118.4 101.7 60.2 49220.4 B-G 1 s 

0.060 121 Servirola A II 1460.5 1432.2 440.4 170.83 8.6 8.4 2.6 57289.2 B-Br 0 
S3n Polo 

O.H13 122 Grotta Sa II 11396.1 1 C616. 5 8149.0 113.47 100.4 93.8 71.8 50397.6 B-G X 0 SPt 
Ucca 
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Height t~.A. !·Jo. Nat. Origin Group M. 't M200 M
500 

Susc. Qo Q200 Q500 M sat3500oe. SI Colour Suit T/T Remarks 
{grn) Source l.n1 oe. oe. 

1.092 PL1tJ') Grotta Sa * sc 6502.8 5965.5 3985.9 90o 11 72.2 66.2 44.2 66292.1 20.68 B-G X 0 Pt 
Ucca 

~ .H(J) 1 .> tl II 1f- II 13404.7 11018.7 4 361 • 1 100.42 133.5 Dg. 7 4).4 71489.) B-G 0 

·;. H'{~~ 1 )') II * II 7883.5 7402.0 6830.7 9B.74 79.8 75.0 69.2 65899.1 B-G 0 

1 .c/d 1 ,, II * II 5568.2 2517.9 871.0 36.70 151.7 6d.6 23.7 30258.5 G-Br 3 s r • 

I • ·;)'71 1 ;17 II * II 12)2.9 901.1 555.2 95.70 12.9 9.4 5.8 29304.2 B-G 0 v 

. -,_ . ..;p 1 '): .. " * II 10030.6 9:37a.2 856B. 1 97.13 103.~ 101.7 88.2 46333.7 B-C 1 GPt 
_. 

( ) • ( ; ~· '1 • • I 1 ''- J G1·utta Dt~l * "? 203~.8 1859.8 111 (, 1 • 3 52.94 38.4 3~).1 27.6 31156.1 G 4 s .>J 
0'\ . 

Inferno 
1-J. ,•;')lJ 1'~0 II * II 15?.53.8 11119.7 5994.6 58.64 2b0.1 189.6102.2 55558.3 B-G 0 s 

i . 1 U· 1 !1.1 .... , * S. ~1. Ztrarbara * II 6359.5 548:3.4 21f17. 1 138.64 4S.9 313.6 17. 1 86067.8 9.07 B-G 0 s 

;_. t>i··: 1 ·~) II * II 8592.1 7724.0 4924.8 128.4q 66.9 60.1 3H.3 171252.2 G 0 PVS 

<-). 4·r.:J '·t. 1 ·;;-) Jwlonte Grosso * II 12719.4 12200.7 7583.3 52.34 243.0 2)3.1144.9 40465.4 18.16 B-G 0 SPt 

• :. -.v-~ 1 '):l tl 

* " 12789.4 10995.2 7589.9 88.85 143.9 1?.3.8 85.4 53368.4 B-G 0 Pt 

J. 177 1')5 II * n 4411.5 4376.6 4017.1 69.49 63.5 63.0 57.8 78087.0 13-G 2 Pt 

0.415 116 Scaffa Piana * It 10636.4 9581.1 6979.1 74.10 143.5 129.3 94.2 87699.7 B 0 Pt 

o. ?~)"~ 1.57 II * It 1645.7 1233.2 537.6 89.13 18.5 1}.8 6.0 29042.3 B 0 Pt 
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'.: t.:i t~h t I•i. J. •• l·lO. fb t. Origin Group ~1. . t 1m. M200oe. r.1500oe. Susc • QO Q Q M SI 200 500 sat3500oe. Colour Suit T/T Remarks 
( ''1~!) :-:iource. 

1 .. 175 PL1S1 

1 • ()<_)(~ 1 :;t1 "* 
1 • ·,/ l;.j 1 : ':· 

('or)'(/., Fr 

(). :;'/1 l ~ .. ( 

(J" 11 ') 1 'y; 

I} • -..t.1 II 1 :):) 

(). 1 (H F I. 1 Cl; 

t ~. 1 t ;, .. ~ 1(i1 

(). ·yg 1 ():? !t 

o.::~-, 1•)'3 * 

0. 7.1; ~ !"1.1 ; 't1 * 

0.?09 1 f,t' 

o. 311 1 blJ 

1. f.?? 1 en 

5.609 PL16H * 
0. 9d1 169 

0.557 170 

Holise * PI 

Ponza 

Procida 1 ~-~. 

Pr'.itell erin P::1 

" 
II 

" 
Citta 

II 

S:ll to lH 
Vccchia 

II 

II 

" 
II 

II 

? 

Pantel 1 ed.a NAA -

134.8 107.0 97.6 40.13 3.4 2.7 2.4 29088.5 

10.7 20. 7 11 • 6 . 2 . 42 4.4 A.6 4.8 192.7 

1H?.4 119.7 ~11.6 1578.60 0 .. 1 0.1 0.0) 17103.9 

8.9 H2 .6 119.0 7. 51 

71.6 57.7 83.6 

99.1 201.~ 211.8 35.65 

35.3 H?.O 75.2 6.4~ 

41.4 71.3 43.8 20.60 

6').2 162.6 102.6 

0.69 6.'5 2.4 11.72 

9. 1 26.~ 2B.q 5.5? 

1.2 11.0 15.9 

2.8 5 .. 7 5.9 

5.5 13.5 11.7 

2.0 3.5 2.1 

0.1 0.6 0.2 

1.7 4.H 5.2 

155.4 

164.8 

402.6 

218 .. 6 

1'18.6 

273.1 

20.0 

320.6 

l~r,1obenyo *C~~~ A 1800.3 1171.6 110.8 16.44 109.5 71.3 6.7 21897.5 

Z<:ll:~OVf" "!'-

kony 
Tizsacsep:e 

* " 
* II 

Bohd.qnovce * 11 

4127.1 

2029.6 

490.6 129.9 

205.8 165.6 

39.23 105.? 12.5 

46.14 44.0 4.5 

?.3 

3.6 

15'12t1.5 

1-2863.6 

4429.3 1450.4 164.3 32.76 135.2 44.3 5.0 12776.5 

'folcsva *Carp B 281.3 273.5 226.3 13.52 20.8 20.2 16.7 8486.4 

Bohrlanovce * 11 ? 

Tizsacsege * " B or C 

76.0 

270.3 

47.3 38.5 29.26 

114.7 35.5 25.76 

2.6 1.6 1.3 8239.5 

10.5 4.5 1.4 12021.4 

B-G 

B-E X 

B X 

B 

E 

B 

E 

6.79 E 

E 

B-G 

B-E 

9.59 G 

w 

w 

ltl 

13.47 B-G 

W-G 

W-G 

0 

0 

0 

4 

0 

0 

0 

0 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

VS 

Pt 

Pt 

s 

c 

s 

Pt 

s 

s 

s 

s 

s 

'-.>-I 
-J . 
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V/ei.ght l·l.A.No. U<.~t. Origin 
( 1~111) Source 

Group Mi . t M200 r-t
500 

Susc. 
ru. oe. oe. % 0_ Q M SI 

~00 500 sat3500oe. Colour Suit T/T Remarks 

2.004 138 A.rih"Ui na * sc 15550.4 13709.3 10582.8 90.02 172.7 152.3 117.6 69420.7 B-G 0 Pt 

4.067 139 -it-

I • 1 OG 1!llJ 

o. 54(, 1ti1 

;~ .076 1 ·1;! ,.. 

0.720 14"3 * 

1. ;;·~? 144 * 

1.Gt;' l'L1415 * 

0.797 1 .~6 * 

ll. 1'"i') 1tl7 

0.0?0 148 

0. ?.':J(> 1·19 

0. {.)(,7 1 r)o 

t,.J. (; ~- ~~ p::1 

0.1.lF> 1'1.J 

Perdas Urias * SD 

II II 1t It 

t•ionte Arci 11- II 

S. Antioco 

I'iarosti ca ? 

South France ? 

Palmarola PI 

II II 

Ponza NA.A PI 

Palidoro NAA II 

Grotta Sant NAA 11 

'Angelo 

Grotta De Tie NAA 11 

?elci 

l·~o~ I.e Ci rc~o NAA 11 

3.9 

7.6 

28.2 

0.9 

18.5 

43.5 

3.6 4.03 

17.3 3.71 

43.3 

5560.3 950.3 579.6 254.B2 

86o5 61.9 50.0 8.54 

73.5 67.7 30.3 448. 3·; 

267.3 243.3 188.2 66.13 

184.0 145.3 94.0 59.16 

83.8 205.0 1P.5.0 30.83 

733.3 1399.9 1278.7 205.00 

111 .4 49.5 12'3.3 13.85 

81.7 90.8 7n. 7 15. ~~6 

340.8 355.0 319.4 24.12 

C·~~ro 
Nezzomoute 

.NAA " 16?5.5 1457.6 16n7.B 27.7 

1.0 0.2 

2.1 5.0 

21.8 3.7 

10.1 7.2 

0.2 0.2 

4.0 3.7 

3.1 ?.5 

2.7 6.7 

3.6 6.8 

8.0 3.6 

5.3 '5.9 

0.9 

4.7 

225.5 

302.6 

117.0 

2. 3 227540.1 

5.9 5059.2 

0.1 2927.4 

2.9 31904.4 

1. 6 35562.6 

6.0 12928.6 

6.2 27194.3 

8.9 10559.2 

5.0 9867.3 

14.1 14.7 13.2 40692.3 

58.7 5.2.6 60.9 20961.0 

Br 

G(E) 

G 

G X 

G 

B-G X 

8.46 G 

G 

G 

G 

B-G 

G 

B-G 

B-G 

4 

3 

5 

0 

5 

0 

0 

4 

4 

2 

2 

vc 

vcs 

vc 

SPt 

Pt 

c 

sc 

c 

c 

\..-I 
U) . 



~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

.Jei~:llt J':!.A.iHJ. Hat. Oritd."il Group M. •t M200 M500 Susc. % Q200 Q500 M sat3500oe. SI Colour Suit T/T ( !~n) ~.iOUl"CI:: 
1CU oe. oe. Remarks 

0.312 1 --~7 * Acigol *Ac A 195.8 196.2 82.4 1 ~. 14 14.9 14.9 6.3 7115.2 W-G 5 

o. a4 1 ; .. , it It * It 42.3 35.4 50.6 9.38 4.5 3.8 5.4 5394.2 W-G 4 to! ·' _.} 

<i. 9?7 PL 1 · .rJ * II *Ac B? 899.0 808.1 602.0 37.59 23.9 21.5 16.0 34694.4 5.69 B-G 3 s 

1 • ?11 1 (!() '* It *Ac C 16').3 161 .o 113.7 1d.62 8.9 8o7 6.1 15652.4 G 3 C£.1 

o. r,·-n FJ1 * II * II 247.8 187.3 145 .. 2 19.31 12.8 9.7 7.5 21596.4 G 3 I•1 

\). ·~ -'9 11.) 'l'ell Abu LV 2'74.7 298.5 202.5 - - - - 1626.0 vl-G(E) 4 c ~ 

,>J 

Hurcyr:1 ·..0 

1 • ()•_/) 107 II It 122.6 131 .B 50.6 - - - - 2179.0 G-Br 1-3 s J I 

2.63CJ 1 ~q It tl 423.6 461.5 360.1 - - - - 4175.3 B-G 1-3 s 

0.70') l'jr) II tl 57.B 45.2 49.7 - - - - 710.6 W-E(Br) 2-4 c 

0.27''5 1':)6 tl II 140.7 115.0 127.4 - - - - 1951.8 Dr 1-3 

0.147 197 II NAA" 742.9 730.5 262.2 - - - - 5276.8 B-G 1-3 cs 

0.925 19R II Gi 340.9 292.1. 272.0 2.20 155.0 132.8 123.6 4814.3 G 5 

4.174 1 ~i9 .. II 2049.6 1987.9 1397.0 5.40 379.6 368.1 258.7 21490.9 B 0 

2 .1d1 200 II tl 688.2 724.9 633.3 2.53 266.7 281.0 245.5 7939.6 G 5 s 

7.939 201 It II 876.0 905.4 628.8 2.82 310.6 321.1 223.0 9282.6 G 2-3 

o.09j 202 It II 561.7 285.4 1H1 .1 - - - - 7626.9 W-G 5 
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\·Ieight f·1 •• ~.No. 
(gm) 

1.683 171 

0.'310 17? 

0. ·50~} PL 1 T5 

o. 40d 17,: 

(). 5")3 1'/5 

0. iL2'( 17G 

u. ·-v r, 1'17 

{ .t)i.,Q 17o 

6. 71 ·1 179 

1 • ')41 1HO 

1 • 'j 1 B PL 1 h 1 

2.149 182 

7.011 1d3 

0.437 1H4 

1. 913 Hj') 

G.77d 1H6 

Nat. 
Source 

* 

* 

* 
if-

* 

"* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

Oriein 

KasO! 

Csepe~o 
lt'orrns 

II 

Erdobenye 

" 
Zengovar

kony 
'roka,j 

Vinicky 

Babarc 

Acivol 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 
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6:1 Introduction 

r Comparison of the magnetic data from the four rec;i.ons under consideration; 

the Aegean, the ~~est !•ledi terranean, Cer.tral Europe and the Near Ea.st, shows a 

r degree of overlap. This does not inv~lidate use of magnetic analysis as a 

r discriminant tec!'-Jlique provided certain ~ priori e.ssumptions are made. 3"or 

the purpose of the present attempt at characterisation it is supposed, for 

r example the.t little or no interaction exists bet•.,reen the ·,·iest ~·:edi terrar..ean 

and Aegean, or indeed the :·Test r~~edi terranean and :;ear Sast, and th.?.t in general 

r obsidian from a geolo5~c~l source loc~lity icill have been predomir2ntly utilized 

r in the immediate environs. Indeed all 9.rci:aeolo~:i.cal material to date ~.nalysed 

by NP~ from Sardir~a and Corsica has been attributed to a Sardinian source and 

r therefore \·ri. t~ respect to the rna~neti c a~!1.l ysi s cf .Sardii"I~ ::1n '3.nd Corsic.~ .. !1 ::ateriaJ 

( -..rhere HAA results are not availe~le) t.he ass1;m"9tion of a Sardinian origi!1 is 

r im-::licit. 

r 
Evilderlce to date from ~iftlik, f.r~;los nnd '}i:~J.i.does, ho··rever, su~:.":·est tl:e 

reciprocal tr:=t:'fic of obsidi:.; n be tvi~•:n South An:.1 tali~ :1r.d the Aef:eP..n are d. ~:.!ld it 

r is thus importar~t to 9. ttempt di sti!:ction betv;ee!! ":!-le three sources. Carp2.t~ien 

ocsidian 'has bee::. identified by N.-Lt... ~s occurrin-:.:, tc,g-ether with Pontine Isla.r..d 

r and Lipari obsidian, on the f.7orth East Adri.e.tic COP.st. Tnis situation most 

probably reflects the bour!.:~s of distributior;. r:1ther tt2.n t!-le o .. rerla.ppins 

r -ii2tri butior.. o!' t"!:e sot::.=ces invol veC., t::. u.~ i:.. ·::L: c~~~e, sou::-ce se~ara tion 

r 
r 
r 
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In accordance ~vi th tr.~ revi::ed !rrou~ ter:.·inolo0 set up by E~llam et al., 

( 1976) for ··!est :·:edi terr8ne8.~ obsir1.iPr., I h1.·:e r:tdopted 9. li ter~l terr.lir.ology, 

equated with Renf:-ew' s original numerical clg,ssification in Ta:)le 3. Sub-

divisions suggested in the course of discussion ( desig!'-ated :\, 3, C etc.) ere 

essentially h;ypothetical ~nd tentative and should be vie,·red in the manner of 

a provisional explanation of the observed data. 

6:2 Imulications of the I~:~.RJletic D:-1ta 

6:2:a. Aegean ~eoloP-"ical ~nd Arch9.eolo~?icnl ~::Jteri-~1 

Tabular and g=aphical presentation of geoloF;ical Ae~·e:~~ obsidian data 

(table 6, Fig. 15) suggests a generally cle.-:1r discrimination between I·:elian ar.ri 

Gialian materia:!.. A distinction "ceti'le·.~n the •::e!.igr. flO...,.lS of .~.dr.e:.:as and 

Dhemenegaki appears also to emerge from m:..gnetic ?nalysis of the geolo.~cal 

material, though it Gluat be noted th~ t only three :•!e l cs ' D' ( Dhew.enega..ld.) . 

sa-r.ples vrer'3 availa~le for e.P...c.lysis. 

;.r3gnetic res,Jl ts from three archaeologic31 pieces (E.A. '33, 35, 37) 

previously irradiated ~~d ascribed ?. :>:elcs ':~ 1 (.-·.~:r. .... ~~?s) source, fall 'trell 

\-ri. thin the rar.ge of variability observed '..ri t~in Eelos 'A 1 geological m:?.. terial. 

This is highly s~tisfactorJ, unfort~~~tely tte simple ~iscriu~nation is confused 

~-Then sou:r-ce ascription by :•TAA of fur--:::~r irradiated artef?..ctual materi.2.l is 

compared with that S'legested by r::agneti c result;;. Thus, nobri thstanding the 

fact thg,t three ~:Telos 'D 1 geologicBl sHcples shot .. red in7ensi ty values (P..s A. 

rest~ t of i1e~ tic:: l traa tae,.._t) c;trD:i n·~ly :1o£r:o~e~eous •·:i t}'l..in tr:C!:se 1 ves yet 

for di?cre~~~cies in 

tec!".r.ic'..A.es. 

.::''l.t~ri .1' -::r.irdly 
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r 
r possible '?.r..ona.li.;tic m?g:!etic nature o:' th<? sa.!71.ples. On tte basis of 

r addi tioP..al ana.lyses tne first S1J. .. _~!-;estion ca!: be I"':led out ~u'.d the last, 

though feasible, see~s ur~ikely. ~he second alternative i3 sun~orted by 

r the material ar..alysis; of three sa:::ples attributed a ~··~elos 'D' source by 

~T.:LI\, only or~e f3lls rerr:otely •,·ti thin the expected ran~e of VA.riabili t~j' and 

r this sample weighs in the region of 1 iZ'lll· C·1. A. 39) in contr~st to the t~·TO 

remaining pieces weighi~ respectively, c. 0.2 .qnd 0. 3 gm. (?·I.~. )7 ?..nd 38). 

r l'J:agnetic analysi3 of the three ''lrch;H~olo.'s-ic:ll ''elos 'A' pieces (~~1.~. 3"3, 35, 

r 37), •..teighing from c. 0.7 to 2.4 f,Til: h8:r.:Or..ize ·t~ell with the !IVaile.ble source 

!.lnalyses. \·ii th very s~"? 2.1 sa::ples 3. genuine problem a~pears to be thA.. t of 

r integra tin~ a ver,/ wenk sip~r.a 'l ~'cove t!:e !:Oise levt:?l of the ~:.1trnetometer 

syste:r. in use. It is impossible to pl'lce ~ -::tr:ct li:nit en size since intrinsic 

sa~ple magnetisation r:ust be taken into eccour..t but in .g,.,oidance of erroneous 

r group attributions, a saxple ~~ss limit in the r~~~e of 0.7 - 1 gm. is suggested 

belo~·T · .. ;r.ich results tr"ou;h inc:t.:de:1 in the +.::ables ::mst be tre~ted ·..:i th rese!"1re. 

r Cl;:;arly there is a r..eed for further i~·iestig.'l ~;ion of the ~r..2g-r.etic properties of 

:;eological Dhemenega.ki obsir1i~n. 

r :i.esul ts of :;.nalys~s o1=' ·iiali 'l!'l ~eolo;;_;i c~.l :n:• ":erial from a r2.n:-:-e of s-9-:::p-

linf~ localities on the isla~d ~!':o• .. : ir. ::e:.er'll ·~- hig!: degree of ir..terr..:::l consis-

r tency suppo::-t'ing the sugt-:estion ttG.t e.re~s A,3,C and J (see Fig. 2) are -'?.ll 

r part of the sa..11e fl~.; (Torre;~ce and Cherry, personal comr::unication). fiiateri.al 

from area C. exhibits g greater r:1r:?e of :-:-.~;:netic vs.riability thHn that from the 

r Ot~cr , oc'.'l""'i onq • +-.-. -·~ e"'r) ·· (· · : .::::~ ........ ,..; ~-~ ', .:·-=- •r::::> "'- o~--~ ~~-1 v ,_ . .,..; :· .. r·e ..... _ 1· ~--·.: t,i ~.!. i .. n+-el'.'.-"'···- ~ "-'-'-'- 1~ • >.~.tV.·..,...._~ ••··• _.,~ --.••·"' ,J.J, •••· ·_... .4- __ . .L-t.. .o. ---- ..,_ 

r 
r 15;. 

r 
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Fig. 15 Attnbution to source groups by means of Magnetic Analysis. 
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r 
r Interestir~-€ implications err.erge fron: ~J-::~i :iera ti or. of the Giali beach 

data (;.:.A. 64-70). Seven samples (~rcb~hly re-r:rese?;tative of ::~.rtefactual 

r rna teri9l, though altered by 'oJ&. :er '3-Ction) for .s.!:·=.ly:3i 8 ,,.rere chosen from 80 

collected on the beach at th~. nort!:-e.'lst 9r:d of Gi <:l.li bay. Selection of 

r s~pl~s for ~na!ysis ~as not comfJlstely ~rbitra~J: based on detailed 

r appearance criteria 'rorrence ar.d Cterry (personal cou:r.:unica tion) suggested 

the presence \vi thin t:b.is batch of two vis1Jally distinct groups of obsidian; 

r the one contaiP.ing inclusions typical of the geolo,:ical speci.mer..s and the 

other containin? fe~v or no inclusions, :~·o·-:. r.g d~,..•r clouds, blotches, streaks 

r and striations and appearing :nore tr:.:.::s~-::..:·r;·.- than in situ geolo~"ic~l s:~mples. 

Samples v1ere selected ~vi th a vieH tJ coveri!·.,· the range of !3.p~earru.c'1 

r c::aracteristics reported. i·Ia~-r:et:.c dat,~ frc::: these ?iec?s proved ·:.::.ter.:.qlly 

r homogeneous (contra Torrence 9!1d Ch-?:-ry) yet distinct fro~ the bulk of Gialian 

geological m~terial. A non-Gi?li origin for ~i~ces fo~~ in such clo~e prox-

r imi t7 to an ah;ndant ~ou!'ce secr':s inh-;ren:~y ·Lllllikely :1nd i ': -::.:-.:.y b~ supposed 

either that the tr1e r:1r.ge o: va:i.::1b:.li ty o: IJig.li s-eo!ogic~l rr:.'lteri~: is not 

r represented cr t!:~t '.~·ater actior.. ::~2 -:.l tered the r::::::nati c mi::er~lC£:7! of tte be~ch 

r s~:u;lples. Sir.ce haemati te may fo~: f-:'Om :iecorr.posi tior. of paramaenetic iron-

be.'lrin!! miner:.1ls (i.e. ali vine~, ~mlf-hi bo l c:s, py r·oxenes) oft•:?!i gssociA. ted wi tr. 

·-rea t~ering ~he lTtter s'.:g~estion see~:s nl3u.s: bls --.r:d cculd :tccoun-: for the low 

satur::ttion intensity exhibited by th~ b3-:lc!': s~-::?l'3s. 

r 3R.sed solely on close visual insuection vf ~re ore~ent ar.c'llytic~.'l.l data 

t~'i'O ?Ossi blF.- SO'li'Ce c:::.::d.ide.tes :ll:~:ht 'a€ urovision:..~.lly p!'Opo.sed. '!\;o ~teo logical 

r "' •• ·!"'_.:-_ ...... ~ .c::.a""'._..,..,_l ..... ~ (:-,T"_e::~. r .. , ~·1 •. .:. •• h __ : q_r_.a· ·JT'C-:.'"' •• 1 o~"'?) ~r",... :·;'='1..: ,...,.,....,l.·,.:;e !!l"'..,..,.,et1.'c - ..., '-- - __ • 1' ._J _ --"·· .It •·· .• ~. _ 1 - ·•·· ..r_.__.J.. •.J-·..J· ...&. r-~u • 

r 
r 
r 
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r the 

r 'Je~ch rlat~. Ind~ed Ji.·:.li li::s b~:·.-.·e:en th~ i:~J..~':ld.s ')f ~Jisyros and Kos, only 

r 
r 

?.1 tered t!le r:tacroscop:.c c::aracteristics o: ~vr:e o: .. t::e beach S?ecime:.is 

analysed. Confir.n2tion or refutation of <:Jny of the abo,re suggestions !~lust 

r e:11ai t the results of elemental ~.r.alyses. 

7 our SB.!:lples from the site o7 ~rrontounta, ~{.~~.~thos (r~!.A. '??., 73, 74, 7--:,) 

r 
in the ·~:-'.2-lysis. The pi·~ces !'roverl internally cor.sistent yet c.i c:;tir!guisl:able 

r from tr.e E"las8y obsidi3.n of thr~ '1e~rhy islet o: Gi '11i by vi r-+.:ue of their very 

r lo·~ in:ensi ty of ss.t·ITation ma~etis:1t:.on ~r.~ treir 'zero' susce:;tioili t.y 

value~. ~eservations previously ~entioned (4:8) reg~rding t~e ~~~cticable 

r se!1si ti vi ty li!!'J. ·.-s of the ~.c. s·1sce9ti 'oil.i ty brid£''J stould be ineffectu.~l 

sine-:: .·:.:n~le :nass is i:1 tte r2.:--.. ge of c. 1.5- 6 ~· !l!!d a:1 intrinsic'zero' 

r 
r 

s~~-pl es :ro:n t::::.rpa th0s by N.U h:1s, ~0\.rever, nr-:v~n the !'!i~ teri::tl to be other th:u:. 

obsidL3.n !3r:d. r~r:-.aps flint. I'hc pi te!hy ar..d irregul'lr n:::. ture of the fracture 

r of t~e r.l3.teri;.l fro-:1 K.~'!.rnat:r.os ~·IOul•i in ~e~er:1l !:?.ve !'lrecluded i :s u'·o for 

artefact manufac~.t=:-e -:...-!"~er~ an inte:-e;.t::; ~ore ::. ttr~cti ve :;;;:. teria.2. -,T~s a·-~dl~ble 

close at hand. 

r ( ':I; -:""'" 1 - .Q, • -l 1 4 \ ') .... ~ ""· ... " .. - ·. ... • .- .... ~ . . .... .. .._ __ .v 

r 15. 

r 
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r 6:2: b. ~·Jest l\~edi terr::r---e~n Geolocic::a.l ~!ld .~rc'b.aeo1 ori CP..l £•!~tez"_al 

Detailed inspection of the magnetic dat:?.. fro~ the ~rPst ~:Iedi terrauean 

r suggests that so~e meaningful source discrimi.P.a tion a!:d sub-division is 

possible. 

r The distinctive nature of P~ntelleritic obsidian, well known for i~s 

r peralkaline properties has long been recognised in its characteristic ~?eePish 

colour in transmitted light, high refractive index and more recently, in the 

r presence of high concentr~tions of sodiu.'"n and iron ar.d l~·r concentrations of 

scandium and cabal t 9.S detected by NAA. ~!agnetic analysis of Pantellerian 

r samples, both archaeological Wld geological, once more emphasises the dist-

r incti. ve nature of this obsidian as exemplified in the very low intensity of 

rem~ent magnetisation and saturation magnetisation values (Fig. 17). 

r Only two geological Pantellerian s~ples, one of pitchstone variety 

and the other of glassy type, were presented for 9-nRlysis. The two appe.'!r 

r distinguis-hable on the basis of analysis, the glB.ssy fra~ent sho,dng notice-

ably lOvier initial and saturation inter..si t'J values. Artefe.ctual ma teric.l of r . 
a glassy t~e (~l.A. 156 - 161) Na.s fo,md to comp[l.re !llOre clp8ely ,.,i tl: tl:e 

r -/ 
pitchstone variety of .:;eological origin (~I.A. 163) th~.!l with. the glassy 

geological piece (~!.A. 162). Neutron activation analyses (Hr:.llam et al., 1976) 

r had proposed the el~er.tal e~uivaler..ce of the b1uk of ?antelleria~ ~rtefactual 

material (the rnajori ty of which were included in tr.e present analysis) ''1i th 

r one geological sample of glassy type. This particule.r geolo~;:i.cal piece ~·ras 

,~ 
not' included in the present analy~~is 'l •. · so com:>~ rison ~·TP.s not possible. 

The !lumber of potentiAl sources of Ttror_:. · ~ obsidi~:-. on ?a.r.teller"_a is 

r not at p.:-~se~:t cle:!r, tl!ouc:;h the v~rious differe~t loc~li1::.e:3 :Je;.tioned in 

literatur~ s.re "' ( :Jixo~, .; .-""', ~, 
..... :·· -.J 

r 
r 
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·r 
I. 

r t!:is proposi t:.or.. r~he !'1eb~st·1·:le ~atu!'-:: of t1-.~? Pe:-1telle!"ian pilot S:Jecime~ 

(?.A. 1 cO) shouli, ~oweve:-, 0·3 noted ·1~d. if t~'?ic:·l of ::~!:tellerien s~-::l0s 

r the~ this ma~r account for tee s2.L·{ht di·J"e::>r.s-er.ces in i:1tensi t;' values • 

. The three element9.lly disti r.ct ~·roupin:.,:s identified wi tr.in Sardinian 

r obsidian "by NAA (Hallam et al., 1976) e::~erged !3-lso :-1s ::agnetically distinct. 

r A fourth Sti.bdividon (here desi~nr. ted SD) previously un:-eported in the 

literature though recently recognised by N~~ (S.E. Warren, personal communic-

r ation) emerged ~.n. thin tte Sardinien :::r-.qnetic dC~.b=t. 

L 
Conca Car!!1-:'1S, in the ~~ont?. .\rei rer-:or. of s~rdinia (See ~i.g-. 4) ~~s b~e!l 

r ider..tifi~d by :IA.A. as the source for SA rrateria~. i·!"?::netic ?.r..alysis of Cone~ 

Cannas flo;·r rna terial ar.d archa~olo::i c2.l :pieces !'e!'viously a.cti vated and r assigned to 9.!! SA ~rouping provides res1!l ts, inte~ally horr.o~eneous, confi~-

r ing the eq'.u valence of the SA subgToup ltri t.~ tl:e ConcaCe.:r-'12.s source, but more-

OY~r eu:.phasising the practicable relev·~:1ce of m~~etic analysis to t!-.. e problem 

r of source characterisation ~.r:d ul ti.:nately ~,er!:a;:s to interpretation of patterns 

of trade ~nd co~t~ct. 

r 
r (collected by .S.R. Eb.ll~ :1.!~1 occurrin; P-S seconc.ar; sou.rce materiP..l) fro~ 

r tl~e I•Ior.te Arci re~on, t·~ro sources rer.orterl by Fuxeridu ( 1957) gre ter.tgti vely 

SU>!ffested :1-s poter:tin.l ca!1did~~tes for SC a.t-1 '3D :n.?.teri.~U.. A siP.gle (~OlOf-;ica:.. 

r fr,.. c-.nen"" (T•I " 1 7 1l r"r",., c:or.~n t<:"' 1·.-.·,n __ .,..,_· .~ 7.··-~_r!--o::~ r~ (lOCt!t~d ~--P""_. rov, ...... ; .,..,···-~ tely 1-!.- r.r"\1~. ::lc,••l 1.1 • • .:'\. • ) I vl.l _.. __ • ··~ .• - ~ :; - \ - - • 'I l\.i.; -

r 
r 
r 

o~· 

r 
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:=.t Sonr.ixeddu, sou:h-e<1st o: Gor..c:;. ~~nn3s: 'co~erto da fr';!!:.rne~ti ~i 

r o~sidi?.r~ ner~ in modo che si crederebbe di c~~~inare su i resti ii una 

gra~de fabbrica di bottiglie nere'. So~ixecdu,th~refore, seemed~ likely 

r source for SB obsidian. Most of the material from Sardinia is in the form 

r of artefacts and waste flakes from chip?ing floors. Pieces collected from 

~nca Tamis, at the confluence o~ the valleys from Sonr~xeddu and Conca 

r CaP~s appear attributable to an SA or SB grouping whilst one specimen from 

Sonnixeddu itself and two from Sa~ta ~;laria Zuarb!3.r~ sho~·red values consistent 

r :ri th an SB grouping. Analytical data is r.ot inconsistent ':d. tr. an SB source at 

Sonnixeddu although the scarci~! of ~aterial noted by Brian Hallam in~ recent r survey and the presence of SB m~ teri al at 3a~ta ~i:ari a Zuarbara suggests that 

r a source locality north of Cone~ Cannas cannot be ruled out. 

SC and SD material are easily distinguished by their respectively high 

r ar.d lO'il re!'!!a.Ilent intensiti.es, saturation moments .and lO\·r-field susce!-'tibility. 

Al thou?h readily se!Jar8.ble from SC md SD, t::e distinction between SA .1-nd SB 

r is not so pronounced (Fig. 19), SB obsidian exhibited v~lues of saturation 

r magnetisation a~d susceptibilities only sli~~tly rieher th~n t~ose character-

ising SA. Lefinitive attribution of archaeolo~cal samples to either SA or SB 

r is on occassion diffic~t a~d m~gnetic n1~lysis of further material previously 

assigned to either grouping by ~n independent technique should prove valuable 

r in defining mo:-e accurately the ra:-ge of m.~gr.etic vari~b:li ty. 

0f artaf~ct'...la.l ::nateri·~2. fro!!l '~rot:a s~ ~.'CC'J, 30 Y:.rr:s. SO'.Ath-south-east 

r of Sa.ssari (see Fig. u) s~v~~ o·1-:: J-:-' r'.ir'.<:? pi.-=-ces. 'l~!1:!.ysw3. f~ ~l ·,;i th group SC 

r 
r _ ... ~ ..... , ..... ., 

~ ~ -- .--. j ~· : • - - - -

r 
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r tr.ree fro~ t:r.e sites of !:asi, Tivolae-gio anC. lJasco1.accio :1e:d. been -oreviousl~r 

activated and ~ ttri buted to ~n SC grouping, \-l; ile six, t:: .. ree fror.1 :·ronte Grosso 

r t~ .. -o from Scaffa Piana and one from Ariguina were assigned :::.n SC origin exclt.l-

r si vely on magnetic results. ~·ro further :.ron-:e Grosso se.:rrrples ,.rere provision-

ally attributed to the SA group a!':d one piece, previously irra~.med ·, from 

r Late ~leoli thic Currachiaghiu, fell in with SB rna terial. The current sample 

would strongly support the suggestion by Halla'll et al., ( 1 CJ76, 97), that SC 

r obsidian occurs more frequently in Corsica t~an does the SA variety. 

r 
Of a~l the ::..'1?..lysed fi!'.t.:s fro:!l Sa.rdinia a.r:d Cor~ica, OP~Y t'i4-o, ~d both 

of these from Sardinia itself, sho~·red r-roperties consistent .,.n_ th the single 

r geolo~c~ SD piece from Perdas Uri2.s (I·;I.A. 139). ':'he scarcity of SD material 

within Sardinia :1nd its e.bser.~e in Corsic~ ::.i~ht ir.1ply th~t thic sCU!"Ce ~vas 

r irillerently less attractive than SA, S3 or SC source material and for this 

reason was not extensively ~~rked by prer~storic m~r.. Appearance criteria 

r ~.;ould supr:ort thi3 view : the t~ree pieces .?.r-~lysed con;;.qined s~'heru.li tic 

r inclusions not ger.er'llly seen in m::. teri~ o: 3A, SB 3r.d 3C ty~e !3.nd perh:;lps 

r in Corsica is not)J ble for the proC.o:r.i!"'c~nce of SB rr.a teri rl. Of Sa.rniniar! and 

Corsican obsidi2n art?..lysed by r.ir.!.~.etic mea:-:s, or~y one s::u:-:pl~, ~r.d th2t from 

r c~accP~aghiu, previously activ~tec ~~i attributed to sourc~ by~~~ fell in 

r group SB. 3ased on preser.t ar~elyses thP. occurrer.ce of SB obsidia!'! ap~ears res-

tricted. Nft_.\ has docurr:en ted the presence of SA ·:u:d SC o':sidi~ on sites in 

r ~outher!! Frg_:1ce ~::rl. ::ort~ern Italy, the cur.:·e!':t s:1 . .'r.:-lr-; onl:r inc:uded fo,~r 

:r:E=>plicate pieces C·i •-~o 99, ?9, 1 2C, 1 21) .?.~:'! cff::-:-~· no :..e:·r eV:der.ce in ~istri-

r 
r 
r 
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r ,,irtue of its 3:ctrroord.:.r.aril.Y !:i :·t s2. t~1r2 t:. cr.. ':'!Orr.e::.t. 

r dist:.r:ct grou::?s, here desigr.Eted I.i .~, Li 3 ~r.d I.i C :=t:-_-: t"::: i::mlic~tion~ of 

r 
the data are ?articul.:-::.rly in:eresti!:f.'. 

l}eolog:i.-c-31 :nateri::Jl fro:n the historic flows of :-c'or.~ia 'lecchig_ ar..d 

r Rocche Rosse (see r!Ulp: Fig. 5) tog-et!':er •,.lith rc::teri:ti, -s.~:r.·arer.tly redeposited 

(0 f,j"l 1 l." ... ,.,... con,_, • tio ) fro r l ~ (l , • t• • • .. • 1, i\T 7f"'.) • ·:.~ - a.u.s, per~r..d,...l. com.rr.urucal. n rc .;.cn.uacp __ .e.. oca ... 1 y J, ..• :-. • .:.:o._ 'J 

r and a lump, ~res~n~tly of ~eologic::..l orifin, four:d or.. ~.C::l'l'lcalda be~.c!: (loc-

ality 1, ~~I.:~.:To. 30) !3-ll fo.ll wit~in t.he gr::-,.19 here te~ed :..i -~~ (?ig-• .17). 

r 
r fHll also ;-li t!:i~ the r~nce o:~ vaE. ·::.-.:·ili t:.: of Li A, ~-i~ere3.3 th:: in ~i tu 

G~bellotto (locglity r, :-.•. \. ::o. 93- Li c) :l!.d ~CC1)·~.C<:Jlr1.~ (localiti·~S ~ :lr.Ld 

r k, E •. ~. I·!os. 91, 92 - Li B) '9re!-'~istcric flO':·T ::l?.terigl s!-_OttT intensi t~r vgluGs 

convincin~·ly s~parg.bl.u fro::: or.e :1notter .!>:ld ::~.'=! rke(ny hi~ er t~·:> n thoP.e of 

r 
r 

T~ddeucci (197~) ~~~ ~a~l~ et 3~., (1976) est~clished t~e 2eccteuic~l si=il-

e.ri ty of GaJellotto obsidi -~n ·.;;.-.~ Lipc:ri :::r: :ol!"tef:;.ct~'?.l :rc.:. teriE'.l ~-tit:: t::::: t of 

r tr.e tr"~-o younger floT·~s, tho us-!: :he !lon-ider. ti ty of t=:es~=? flOi·rs is nc~; ·:r~~.re!1t 

in differences i!1 1 :1!1the.noT. ~cr:. :e:1t rletected by !T U. ( S • .S. ·r~rren, p·::r~o!l~l 

r 
m~gnetic mir.8r"ll0?:'f o: historic flOH rnatericl 2.nd s·:>rr~e !J!'ehi~toric arcb.?..eO-

r logical -pieces. T•.rv further arc~aealo¢cal fr~ry:er..ts (N.A. ~:os. 89 snd 90) 

r 
r 
r 
r 
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159. r 

r source sa.::ples included in the preser~t st:.1d:·. If .:3r-ch:teolo.c:ic . .,l :n~teri.-::.1 

is to have derived ul tir.1ate'!.y fr-om t!'!ese flo·!s t~en some e"XF19natior.. ::1ust 

r be put fcrN~rd to ~ccount for t~e~~ v~stly differe~t m~~etic char~cteristics. 

Tr~s apparently ano~alous sit~~tion might be resolved if a ct~~ge in the 

r magnetic properties of the origin:tl in situ G::J.bellotto a.~d :~cauac2lda 

r material over time, could be demonstr3.ted. T'he pos~ibility re:;ains that tris 

obsidian may have been effected by he~ ting, perhaps thrr t associated 'tri th the 

r fcr:nation of the historic flONs. The he~ti::1g process mig-ht result in oxid-

ation of titanomagnetites ter.dir.g t1 ~lter th: m~~etic co~po~ition of the 

r obsidian tol,rards haemati te, yet the hiJh inte~si ties, susce:rtibili ties 6-nd 

r 
satur2.tion moments of in situ G~bellotto :;.nd .\ca1.;.'lCQld.a pi~ces ty-;>ic~ll7r 

indicate the pr-esence Of ll.:lg!l9t: te ( ':i!:d inieed n)2sbauer •,ror~~ h~s confimed 

r th · of ma.meti te incluf'ions forrin::; c. 6a.·~ of .~bsorption in the . e presence _ _ _ 

coefficient in the ';q:~ellotto locr~li ty r n~ter:'?l). A c!·-:t::.~e i.n the m:~ry.etic 

r oxides present \dtri.n the obsid.i:l-'1 res:.:l~i!\: in fo~_":'l::tion of :r.-:fil~tite,t~ough 

remotely possible, re·: '! .i.:1s u..vS.ike2.j·. To ~:est tb.c hypot!'-.esis it -n.~:.· prove usef,.ll 

r 
r of i'lr.ich are kr!o~ .. ~, in di ~fer-er:t ex?erimer:t:::.l conditions (oxidising, reducing 

!?tc). Re4..easure!!lent of the rr.agnc::.c pqr~mcters subsent:ent to he!:lt treat~er..t 

r t:·roul-:! reflect 'l~Y cher:i cal c!"?.~!Tes. 

In the li gl:.t of present evid.e!lCe, sup'l)Orted by r·~~ssb8.uer effect stt~~ies, 

r i-: seems likely th::t c;e•~lo~:i-c~~l r:r.terial ·=r.3.lysed from .\crJ'J::tcalr:l~ (k ~~d m) 

~.::d Gabel lotto ( ~) is not re!Jresar: t.'=l ti ve of t:"'.e ~""lo··r~ from ··rhi d: ~ rch:3 eologica.l r 
r 
r 
r .·.; : ... ~· ••. 'l .... . . c·· . ~' l l~ • 

.... , • r·i 
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from the remaining Lip~ri :na.teri~l ( th~ :-.:~om:·~.lous nr.~ ture of this s-:.illpl3 

'.i::tS p:.. .. eviously da--:on~tr3. ted 'cy r;A~\). 

Three archaeologic3.1 sar:pl<?s frcm the 3iferno TJ~lley in Holise, 

soui:her!l Italy vii3re included in the a.n:~lysi~. L'-:' these, h:o (r.: •. \.Hos. 87 & eB), 

exhibit propertiAs in accordar.ce io~ith a Lipari origin (Li A) •,thilst the other 

(~I.A.No. 153) compares !!lOre closely ··1. th Fon:ine Isla!!d data. These soUTce 

attributions are based exclusively on the ::1.~.~etic data ~nd as such are 

naturally tenuous. A Lipari source for some ;:Iolise ::trtefacts is not incon

sistent with the evider.ce to date: alt.1.ou€'h P~L~arola is the closer source, 

Lipari an obsidi.~l'l crops out in l~rg-er blocks a:-.d is thus a more 3. ttracti ve 

commodity. Lipari obsidian h?.s therefore, 9. f·:1r ~rider distribution, S.?Fearing 

north of Palrr.arola thou.g-h the source itself is to the south. It is -;;'?.rticularly 

interesting tt2t th'? two pOP.sible pieces of Liparian obsidiar. come from an 

A.ppenine Bronze Age context, :.;r.il2t the possible Po~t-:ne Island specir:e:r.. 

belon~s to a late Eeoli thic horizon. Ttese f.qcts m.=.y be ~ri thout significance 

but may, on the otter ~g~d, be indicativ8 of t~e c~~r.,~ng patte~ of source 

exploitation in ~:olise. 

:;~a~etic data from the Pontine Islar:'i material sto•:rs a -:vi:le range of 

variability suggestive of the prese!:ce of :::a terial from :no~e tha:: O!:e flo~·:. 

Subdivision •N.ltbin the cluster is no~ cl~~r thou~r. for ex~ple sa~ples 14?, 

149, 150 and 206 ~vould. a?pear to form ~ horr.Ofer.eous sub-group. A compre

hensi ve range o:' geologic2.l :::.':1 ter~ -=t 1 from the Pontine I slar.ds was unfortur..a t-
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r 
C·~.A.~To. 154) and the nearby i:lar!d of Procida (:.:.A. :ro. 155), both of 

r devitrified nature, were inclu~eci i~ the ::.::-:.:!.y:s:!.s. 11he Procida piece ~-Tas 

r 
cle~rly different, sho•,ring a ~1er:r r .. L:;h lOi.,r field susce~ti bili t:" Bond al t!!ough 

the sa~ple from Panza fell within the rar.(e of variability of P~~tellerian 

r material, this creates no source discrimin~tion problems since Ponza obsid-

ian was not utilized for artefact ~ar.uf~cture. 

r 6:2:c Near Eastern Geolostical ;t~ri Arch!.leolo.,ic~l M::tteri~l 

r Naterial from the sources of \.cigol, 9iftlik and the Lake Van area 

(~enfrew's 1g) was subject to analysis. 

r Three rnag!'l.etically ~ist.;_nc~ :rrou~s e:::er~e ·11i. th the Acigol dat:1, here 

te~ed Ac A, Ac B and Ac C. Ac A comprises s01.lrCe rr~ terial from ~·!right's r (1969) localities 2 ~!:d 6; Ac 3, loc~lity 3; '}.r.d . .:..c C, loc~lity 5 (see Fig. 21). 

r The se~aration effected between pieces froT. loc'1:!.i t:r 2 g_r,d. a s-:.~gle !)ices from 

locality 3 is of interest: ~·Tris-!!t could est.n.~lish no cle~r cut elemental 

r discrimination bebreen his S'J!!:~l8s frcr!! t::e t:.;o loc::li ti·zs. Fission t!"~ck 

dating (Durr~:'...i et ~:!.., 1971) h~'.·ie~rer, est?.~;lis::ed t:"l:l: loc~.lity 3 'tT~.s r.ot a 

r single sou:-ce 3ince two speci:Jens ·-:-g_ve res~ective d.ates o: c. 2 ~.y. 9:.:.:d of 

r 3 - 9 ir..y. t·:e.tur3.lly :.me~uivoc.:.l eV:.:ie~c~ is L~c~{ing but there exi~ts the 

~ossi bili ty tb::. t t!:e Yaria ti ons otserv-=?'i ::: ::..:~eti c p~ra:rete~s 'ire reflecti !"~ 

r 
Obsidi~ !':ro!Il Tell Abu Hureyra in Syria :~r:.d Jh;~l~. Agridr.i on Cyprus 

r ( p:!:'eviou::ly assigned to source by jAA) i~ t~kcm ~s :::-epTeser.tati ve of the 

r 
r 
r 

1 :~-·- -.: ~.,..0'-~ 
________ , 

r 
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r 
r addition to three samples f~m Cyprus v.ve higher values in the region 

-6 3 -1 
of 20000 x 10 G em gm • The two-fold division is less clear on 

r considering natural re~:ment intensity and lo~·r field susceptibility 

r figures. 

On obsidian from Lake Van (Rer.frew 1g- here desig.'l..ated LV) the five 

r fragments analysed appear. to form a relatively homogeneous cluster, part-

i~ularly distinct by virtue of their intrinsic 'zero' susceptibility. 

r 6:2:d Centr1U European Geologicel and Archaeological ?·l~terial 

Information on the preser..t state of knO'\·Tledge regarding cr-12.racterisation 

of Cer.tral European obsidian by NAA has beer.. kindly made s.v~ilable ( 0. ~filli2l!ls 

r personal co~unica.tion). vli thin geological material from t!1e sources of 

r Erdobe~Je, Tolcsva, Cseppego Forras and Vinicky, t~ree elemental groupings 

,..,ere distiU::,cuished. Haterial from Erdobenye W8.s of t'~~"' differer1.t types, the 

r one forming a group together ~n. th materi3.l from CseppegB· Forr~s e.nd Slov3.kta."'l 

Vinic!cy a."ld the ot~er being tt.e single mer..ber of .9. dist:!.n~t sub-group. I·!aterial 

r from Tolcsva also eoerged ::.s elerr.entally distinct. :,Ti t!1 t~.~e discri:nina tions 

effected by ~~.lU. serving as g-J.ide lines exarrina.tion of ffiiig!letic :pc.r~eters appee.rs, 

r in the main to substantiate these ser,a.rations (Fig. 22). In addition a single 

r piece from the Slova.~an source of Vinic~~ d~es see~ convincingly separable 

from the Hungarian sources of CseppegO Forras and Erd'6b€my~, ~ .. rhic'b.. tog~t!:er 

r fonn a singl~ cluster (here desigr.ated Carp. C). No arc~aeological Centr%31 

Europe~.n pieces '!nalyse1 occu:r~r a re:d.on on t.h: n::t-.;!'~1 rE'-:Bner:t inter:si ty/ 

r 
r 

se.mple and f'll'thl3r ar.alyses are nacess!?..I"J in ccnfir::9.tion of t~:e S'1C-di vision 

r 
r 
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high intensities of natural rer.:;mence, drop'!)in; by unusw:.lly large fF.!cto!'s 

(of c. 1Q to 30) on exnosure to 'ilterr..ating fields of SOOc€ •. -Exposed rock 

outcrops can be effected magnetically by lightning strikes. The currer;.t 

dis~rge travels along the surface of an outcrop on strildng the groundo 

In the i~~ediate vicinity of the current the magnetic field created is large 

and virtually remagnetises the outcro~ at these poi~ts but the effect falls off 

with increasing depth so that severe effects are restricted to tr.e top few 

metres. The large I~! component prod1.1ced by a lightning strike is reaclily 

removed by alternating field demagnetisation. The behaviour of the four 

samples here a~lysed might therefore suf.gest that the obsioi~n has been 

affected by lightPing. If such is the case, then the s~ple intensi~J after 

exposure to a clea.-~r.e.· field of 200 or 500ce. ~·!Ould reflect the pr:.r.-~ry com-

ponent of magnetisation on flo~'~ forr::ation after r~-20"13.1 of the secondarJ IRN 

and since it rentins unlikely that the rrrhole f~o"'' w.~s affected, other pieces 

from Erdobenye cight be expected to sho~·r v.'3.lues corres-ponding to this stable 

compone~t. 

The vex:," tentative nature of s1.1.bdivisions st:.grrested ,.Titt Carpa.thien 
' 

material must be eaphasised but it is ~o-ped tr..at J?.d'ii tional· ::1:-....-~lyses "ilill 

clarify the position. 

· 6:3 Source Di3crimin9.ti.On 

The generally convincing distinction mac1e between material from the 

Nelos sources ar.d GL~li has alreody been mentioned. It r!!a.~r "?rove les!3 e.'!!sy 
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The Near Eastsr~ sources of :~cigol, 9iftlik a!'".d Lake Van (Renfrew's 

. 1 g) emerge as ~agnetically se:!:arable, by consideration of the "t:·ro main 

discriminating variables (saturation m:1gr:etj_sation ar..d intensity of natural 

remanence), 1~-;r field susceptibility proving a valuable -parameter in further 

substanti~ting the discrimination between L~~e Van and 9iftlik material. On 

account of the evidence for reciprocal traffic it is desira~l~ to diffe~en-

tiate between Melian and Central Anatolian obsidian. However, it is doubtful 

whether a study of the magnetic parameters considered here is sufficient to 

adequately characterise these sources. A single piece from.Acig51, that from 

locality 3, is not distinguishable from ~1elos 'A' obsidie.n, whilst four from 

the nine yiftlik pieces analysed also show values similar to that of Melos 'A' 

(as can be seen by compar:L son of Figs. 15 a.r..d 21 ) • 

Fig. 1-7- displ-9.j"S the separation effected 1:-eb·reen the three r:{est r~edi ter

ranean sources of Pantelleria, Lipari (with its three sub-divisions) a.."'ld the 

Pontine Islands. A comparison of this plot ,.fi th Fig. 19 \ denonstre.tes, however, 

some overlapping between Sardinian :md Lipari:=m obsidian •.. Very high ir.i tial 

inte!lsi ty values md values of saturation ma.!?;!letisation ~a...'LC.e d.ifferenti'3.tion 

between SC and Lipari B ~nd C difficult, but since no archa~ological material 

of Lipari origin has yet proved tc be magnetically simile.r to that of the in 

si1u Gabellotto (Li C) ~nd Acquacald::. (Li B) prehistoric flow material S'?.lllpled 

there should be no proble.'Il. Exceptin~ Li B and C, intensities for SC material 

far exceed those fro~ all other material aP~lysed and on the basis of ~resent 

evidence, magnetic an.:Uysis s'hot'.l ~- prove a swift and. effective means of 

'~aterif?.: -:r..d S~r'ii!"i.:l ::· !'i ~C-?8 (?i~s.17 ~~-~- 19) Ot:t differe~ces in lOt·.' field 

s"..lsce:;ti ~ili t~)" t:lS sr..o·.·rr. i!1 :~:'? t-:-;o '.h:-ensicr..sl plot, u::.:i~g t:::.e '!'lri~.cles of 
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nature of per~lkalir.e obsidi:-tn '1::.'1 the ci::..r~·~ri~~ 1istribu.tio~ !)~tte~s 

of the tv:o sources Ghoul·.! f·3cili tR te cb:r1. ~teris'l ~ion. Jiscrimin:J. tion 

bet~·reen Sardinia :9 obsidL.,r.. ·-:nd t!:0 ~ontine Isl:!':d v~ri~ty :!!-::ears adequate, 

only the geolol;ical samples of untoJOrkable q'.~·.lli ty fro!J Procid~-l sno•.-rs ver.{ 

siml.:.:.r sa t·:rc.' ti en 3.r..d. initial ir!.:e::ci ti =s .~r:.d ~ven this piece emerges as 

distinct by vi!"b;e of its :1bnorrr..!Jlly hieh lo~·r fi<~ld suscepti1:ili ty. Eetween 

the FOntine Islands and Lipari and bet·N"een Lipari A and Sardinia B and C 

adequate separation seems possible, but the O'Terlap:ring vs.lues of lol:r field 

Lipari A and Sar~iP.ia A s~ples cre-:.~e a very reP..l problem. Che.racterisation 

of these t~o sources by measuremer.t of th~ ~2~etic par~meters considered h~re 

proves :therefore ineffectual. SA !:1~-:.terial h3.s tu~.ed up a.t :-:onte Circe 

(Hallam, et al., ?ig. 4) but this is ~musuql ~r.d it ~~s not yet been ide~tified 

sout!'l of !tot!le. Generally Lip2ri~n ~.:ld Pontine Islar..d reaterial predominates in 

this resfon, ·,11:'-.i.lst i~ Soutl:er!'). ?r'lr.ce 'ir.d :·io:--:!;ern Italy, Sardir.ian obsi1ian 

is predominant. Dixon a~d Re~~rew (1976) 1efi~e qn ocsidi~n interaction ?.One 

as the re€ion '·,ii t~in whic~ sites :!en~~~ 3ry.: o:- ::o!'e of t!:eir- obsidiar. from 

the sace s!)ecific sou:::-ce'. '!:he i:::~r:lct:.o!l zones of 3ardil1.i8~ ~nd Lip.!!rian 

material are se_!!erate r,rheres.s the inter.~ction ?.One of Pontir:.e Islf.l!'";.d m~ter:!..al 

lies to t~lly ·,ri tl-:ir. ttc Lip'lrien ~or.e. Al t::ou;:~ cii sti nc"tion bet~1een '5A -=?.r:.d. 

Lipc.ri A proves diffi.cul t it see:1s ~ore i::1port.·.u:t to discrin:innte beb1een 

Palr::arolan and Lip~rir:n obsidie.n. Ar.P..lysis by magnetic '1ieans allo:·rs this 

cor t:~ct 
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6:4 Discussi o~. of the r'1e.~:: ar.d :;tP..n0a.rd deviation D!l ttern teci:nioue of 

data treatme~t (see 5:2:d). 

A statistically valid number of samples -:vere not a.vaila~le from all the 

sources included in the analysis and i +. Ne.s only :possible, therefore, to 

establish the pattern of variation of in:ensitiss and susceptibilities for 

the sources of Melos Adhamas, Giali, Lipari A (values for Forgia Vecchia 

and Rocche Rosse material), Sardinia A, Sardinia B, Sardinia C, yiftlik and 

AcigOl (see Table 7, Fig. 24). 

The wide scatter of data for each of the fi :'e ~:.agnetic parameters is 

apparent in Fig. 24. Tl:e ir..tensi ty of saturation f!l3.gnetisa ·.-ion emerges 

clearly as the parameter shovdng the closest statistice.l spread, foll01·red 

by 10\·T field susceptibility, and as such individual val~es for each of these 

variables may be treated with rea~onable confidence. Intensity of na~~ral 

remanent rnagnetisation and of rnagnetisation after pRrtial de!r.a.gnetisation 

at 200 and 500 oe. gener?.lly sho~-.red a l~rger data spread. The natural inten-

si ty o.f remanence is dependent upon the intrinsic susce-pti·bili ty of the mat-

erial and on its :nagnetic history, \·lhile the i:::-1tensi ty after remov?.l of any 

magnetisation acquired over arc~aeological ti::.e should reflect sample suscep-

tibility plus t~e strer.gth of the ~eoreagnetic field ~t the time of coolir~. 

Contrary to expectation in the majority of Ct!ses th2 :·BJ:: shoT·rs a lesser spread 

of data than that after partial der~:agnetisation. L01.; field susceptibility 

values, though exribiting a lesser data spread than intensi~r of re~anence, 

are clustered i~ the vicinity of the 'stg,rdard' lir_e ?.~d :iS such it proves 

less ve.luable as a disc::i::lin-\ting vari s.':::l<?. 

In ma.11y cases resvl ts f·:'Orn di£'~~'3re::"t so~-~:rces f':J.ll close "t:J the 'sta~dard' 
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TABLE 1 MEAN INTENSITY VALUES FOR SOURCE R~TERIAL. 

-6 (stanrl8rd deviation) Intensity x 10 -
------- --- ----

So••r·c•·· No of Swnples M. 't M M M sat3500oe Susc. 
lll1 200oe 500oe 

--------·----- -

~.: I ·J, 
I: t 29 895.8 850.5 480.5 27241.2 53.4 " 

(445.1) (368.2) (227.3) (5358.4) (16.6) 

:~i.' l i '),..• 
{ ./ 162.3 122.2 86.7 ')418.2 30.8 

(110.0) (89.?) (64.3) (3441. 3) (16.8) 

i i:. ,-j 111 '336.6 20).2 215.7 7117.3 11 .7 
(131.8) (115.6) (97.9) (27?6.7) (3. 3) ~ 

-....] 
~ 

~ J ol~ I i C 1i '' I.', t r· 
) 626.9 582. "3 505.8 9909.5 18.2 

(275.8) (336.8) ( '302. B) (3153.4) ( 7. 1 ) 

:·;. ' l'd j I j i : I j ~ I 5 477.B 434.4 424.n 20851.7 54.8 
(32'3.7) ( 339. 5) (224.5) (3367.0) (e.g) 

~~ ·• r l i rd ; 1 'C 1 7 19084.5 15123.5 82~6.0 n8707.5 93.6 
( 1 n477 .o) ( 13763.2) (7639.n) ( 26204. 4) (38.2) 

:\c:i. ·ol r 264.1 226.5 186.3 7385.2 13.5 u 

( 6~).0) (7U.7) (53. 4) ( 19(38. 6) (3.9) 

f;j f L1 j i-: 7 843.8 83?..4 651.9 15130.8 12.8 
(791.6) (543.5) (;'50.9) (7757. 2) ( 13. 8) 
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Intensity values and standard deviations of sources 
relative to Mel~ lX 
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however, be extracted from Fig. 24 • ?or in::::t!lr~ce ~·!elos 'A' and Ciftlik 

samples sho:·~ similar mean veluas and spreads for intensi ~ of r~rr:ar.ent 

magnetisation but for the latter source -:hi::: is Gcupled :·:i th markedly l~·rer 

mean values of saturation magnetisation a..Yld lor.r field susceptibility. i1!elos 

'A' and Giali appear distir .. .guishable, the OPJ.y overlap occurring in the spread 

of susceptibility values ~~hilst for .!.ci~ol and 9iftlik, though susceptibility 

~Yld saturation values prove comparable, reasonable separation seems possible 

on the basis of re~anent intensities. 
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r 
r CHAPTER 7 

CLUSTER ANALYSIS 

r 7:1 Introduction 

r It was considered a useful exercise to perform a cluster analysis on 

the magnetic data of selected obsidians. The analysis was initiated with two 

r objectives in mind. Primarily, the discrimi~2:ion effected between various 

obsidians by the somewhat subjective method of visual examination of the r data could be verified, or indeed, consequer..tial revision of the a. priori 

r groupings could be suggested, by an independent objective data classification 

based on simultaneous consideration of all variables. Secondly the data 

r could be presented in an alternative form, as a two-dimensional graphical 

plot. 

r 'Clustering' or the pattern of establishment of relatively distinct 

r groups of materi3l related to, but distinguished from. other comparable 

groups c:;.n be achieved by way of cluster analysis. For the archaeolo.gist 

r classification and compression of data are of tremendous importance and 

numerical clustering of a large archaeological d~ta set can determine 

r patterns of cov~riation within the data. 

r 7:2 General techniaue and choice of a suecific clustering procedure 

r The data to_be classified must be a.rrar~ed in the form of ann x p 

matrix. n rows represent the individuals to be ~rouped, ~ccordin~ to homogeneity 

r between entities a~i o colur.~s represent tte cha~~cteristic variables on the 

basis of t,.rhich t:1ese ~~roupir.--:s ·will ta.l.::e olace. In t:.;e present set of data 

r 
r low field ~qss 
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In common with many other methods of multivariate data analysis, a 

preliminary procedure is the formation of a matrix of similarity coefficients 

calculated between each pair of units to be analysed. If n individuals 

are to be grouped on the basis of p measurements on each then the n x n 

distance matrix is the natural summarization. (Solomon,1971) 

A generally appropriate and relatively simple clustering criterion 

is that based on the Squared Euclidean distance or Sum Squared Error, 

defined as the percentage ratio of the sum of the squared distances 

between points and their cluster centres relative t~ the summed distances 

from the overall data mean. (Hodson, 19? 1, 34) 

Of the range of sequential, agglomerative, heirarchic, non-overlapping 

(SAHN) clustering methods available within the Clustan 1 A package (Bradford 

·University Computer Centre) the similarity criteria of the nearest neighbour 

method was chosen as stutable. (Trasi,1975) The choice of the single linkage 

or nearest neighbour technique was bas~d on rather arbitrarJ considerations. 
I 

9 standa~methods were available within the Clustan A1 p~cka;e. Practising 

taxonomists have levelled criticis~ against single link cluster analysis 

on account of the chaining effect which it often exhibits,cqnversely the 

method has been shown to be the only directly heirarchical procedure in 

current use possessing the formal properties required by a comprehensive 

theory of clustering.(Jardine and Sibson, 1968) The method has been 

successfUlly applied to archaeological problems on previous occasions 

(Hodson et al.,1966) and with the present relatively small data set it was 

thought that the chaining effect \'tould not matter greatly. Moreover the 

single linkage method was economic in use of computer time. 

The clustering procedure, in the first instance, trea-ts 'n' indi Yidu'lls 

;s n se!J9.r9.te clusters e.-=ch wit:: o;.e ":.e:nher. ~he similarity matrix is t!len 

scanne1 and fusion of two individualq to form one single cluster proceeds 
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according to distance between nearest members. Repetition of this pro

cedure finds the next highest similarity coefficient, if one of the linked 

units is already a group member then the whole of that group is included 

in the fusion. If both units are group members then the two groups fuse, 

thus each fusion decreases by one the number of groupings. Fusions once 

made are irrevocable. The search procedure thus continues and the groups are grad

ually enlarged until all individuals merge sequentially into one large cluster. 

The dendogram presentation of the data illustrates the fusions made at 

each successive level, culminating when all individuals are in one group 

The cluster codes for the present data range from 1-29,(since there 

are 29 individuals) numbered according to the input order of the individuals. 

Specific identity of samples together with their cluster code numbers is 

presented in tabular form.(table a) 

~ro separate runs were performed on the data llsing the nearest neighbour 

clustering method. The initial run made use of 8 numeric variables as a 

framework of reference witP~n which to establish groups or. clusters. A 

decision was made to mask the low field mass susceptibilitt and the 

dependent Koenisberger (Q) ratios from the coefficient calctllation 

as •noisy' variables, and the second cluster separation was based therefore 

on the remaining 4 variables: initial intensity of remanence, .intensity 

after alternating field demagnetisation at 200oe, intensity after alternating. 

field demagnetisation at 500oe,and intensity of saturation magnetisation. 

(3500oe) This reduction in the nuT.ber of variables resulted in some changes 

in the internal relationships of the classification array. 

7:3 Material a:;nl v~e~-1 •. r~sul ts of Clus-+:e:::- A!1.'ll ysis ·~.d their iP.ternretation 

Data fcl' obsidians f!'O!':l t;-.e Aegean and ·.-rest Medi terrane~n sources o!' 

i;!elos, Giali, Lir.ari, and Sardir.ia were s~lected f'Jr cluster a.M.lysis. 

To gain a : --~ visual pictu::-e of the clustering ~.s sho~a1 by the dendo?.r~s 
.......... ..,!,...:, ,..,_ 
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TABLE 8 CORRELATION OF CLUSTER CODE: Nos :of!TH MAGNETIC ANALYSIS Nos. 

r Cluster Code No ~.A No Provenance 

* 1 Melos Adharnas r 2 * 5 II II 

3 * 7 II " 

r 4 '.+11 II " 
5 *17 II II 

r -- 6 *25 " " 
7 *34 " Dhemenegaki. 

r 8 *35 " It 

9 *36 It " 
10 *56 Giali 

r 11 *58 It 

12 *42 II 

r 13 *43 " 
14 *49 " 

r 15 *54 " 
16 *57 n-

17 *59 " 

r 18 64 " beach 

19 65 II II 

r 20 67 II II 

21 68 " " 

r 22 *63 Giali 

23 *142 S.Antioco 

r 24 122 Grotta Sa Ucca, Sardinia 

25 116 Ile Monica, Sardinia 

26 117 Basi, Corsica 

r 27 119 Tivolaggio, Corsica 

28 *91b Acquacalda,locality k,Lipari 

r *93b Gabellotto,locality r, " 29 

N.B. * indicates geological hand sample. 

r 
r 
r 
r 
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'A' source; 7-9, from Melos 'D'; 10-17,and 22, from Giali; 18-21 from Giali beach, 

23 from S. Antioco, south-west of Sardinia; 24-27 from Sardi~~a and Corsica(SC) 

and finally 28 a.nd 29 from Lipari. 

Results of cluste~ analysis, using 8 numeric variables, as presented in 

dendogram form (fig.25) were disappointing. A clear discrimination is effected 

between· individuals from Aegean sources and those from the ';Test Mediterranean, 

yet,within these two broad groupings the subdivisions established are none 

too satisfactory. In dendogram form (fig. 25) the strikingly close relation-

ship between all Melos and Giali obsidians seems apparent, yet this is not 

the case on visual inspection of the numerical data from these two source areas. 

The cluster analysis groups material from Melos Adhamas, Melcs Dhemenegaki 

and Giali in one very homogeneous cluster (cluster code nos. 6,7,8,10.) and 

whilst two Dhemenegaki samples (7 and 8) appear together in this cluster , 

the remaining Melos 'D' sample is linked on singly as a? outlier to the 

main Aegean group.It seems then that no adequate division can be acr~eved 

between Melos material a.nd Giali material on the basis of this first two-

dimensional plot. The ~Ielos and Giali material merge sequentially into one 

large cluster at a level where the distance criterion is fairly small, 

this would tend to suggest that the erouping is of significance, but in 

factprelimir~ry visual inspection of the measurement data does reveal 

differences which render possible a separation between Melos 'A', Melos 

'D' and Giali. 

Turnir_g to the '.'iest r:!editerrane~n materi::tl, the three Sardinian (sc) 

samples eroup together. hut this groupin5 is established well doim the 

denctogram, •,Ti th the 1 ~rt!'es t distance cri tarior.. Na terial from the prehistoric 

flO\·is: on Lip~ri is .Ji•riiJed: Gab:llotto obsidian C:g'i being erroneously 

g-rouped wit~! ~i tchstone from 3.!·.r.tioco, south-•.-.r;:st of s~::-dini.'J.(23) and 

Ac \ C ld O ..... s.: ·1'l' ~ '1 ( ?:~) ·, .. ;;t.:... P_ rch~ eolo~_i ~~;_1 IT!;.] teri2l from Grott?_ Sa Ucc~ q 1<:'. :~ a v .L. -.~. ... • • •! 

. ,.... d. . ! .... ") 
ln ~ar ~n~a. '·~ 
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AG. 25 Cluster separation based on 8 numeric variables 
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The differentiation achieved on the second dendogram plot,(fig.26) 

with grouping based on only 4 variables, is of a far more satisfactory 

nature. Several distinct clusters emerge. As before, Liparian and Sardinian 

material is well distinguished from that of Melos and Giali. A dichotomy 

emerged within Melian obsidian samples; those from Melos 'A' all clustering 

together and those·from Melos 'D' forming part of a cluster. This was satisfactory 

, unfortunately a spurious relationship is shown between the three Melos 'D' 

samples and two from locality C on Giali. F.owever, from prior visual examin-

ation of the magnetic data confusion between Melos 'D' and Giali locality 

C might have· been anticipated. Source material from Giali and material 

found ~cattered on Giali beach is put in the same sul>-group, and although 

the beach samples appear adjacent to one another, together with a single 

geological hand sample from locality C, forming the extreme member , whilst 

source material from other Giali localities appear as nearest neighbours 

at the other end of this group, the whole is integrated a~ one homogeneous 
I 

cluster on the dendogram. As in figure 25, the homogenei ty\.of ~lelian and Gialian 

obsidian appears over-emphasised but in figure 26 the small\ diversities 

shown do seem to represent genuine discrim.inatorJ groupings.'. 

Heterogeneity within Sardinian Se material is again sug~ested by 

figure 26, the three obsidians fro~ Sardinia appearing as nearest neighbours 

but only forming a cluster with all other individuals when the distance 

criterion is completely relaxed. The two Liparian samples (28 and 29) 

cluster together initially but as the similarity coefficient decreases 

samples from S.Antioco and Grotta Sa Ucca (23 and 24) merge into this 

cluster. 

The dangers of rnisrepresenta~ion ~re appar~nt: to quote or.e instance. 

vis\l9.1 inSF·ection of !:he S.Antioco data s~O~·rs what seems a very significant 

difference in respect of one variable, tris, however, is not evident from 

the dendogram plots. 
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The cluster analysis demonstrates one way in which the computer can 

present numerical data in a simple, objective form as a foundation for 

discussion and interpretation. Since the procedure relies wholly on the 

data set to obtain-a grouping of individuals, it would be, perhaps, optimistic 

to imagine that the subjective groupings should be greatly improved by 

cluster analysis. Indeed the analysis led to roughly the same clustering 

as that based on subjective visual data examination and as such, this 

means of visual display of data does allow a greater measure of confidence 

in the groupings recognised and discussed in the previous chapter. 
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CH.A.PTE:l 8. 

CONCLUSIONS. 

The principal concern in tl':e -present rese'3.rch is to illustrate the 

scope of magnetic analysis. Several concrete conclusions ereerge from the 

data here presented: 

1. Studies of obsidian from Europe and the Near East showed some magnetic 

parameters to be better source discriminators than others, backfield coercivity 

and saturatir~ field did not vary significa!1tly from or.e source to a."lother and 

the best indication of provenance resulted frcm consideration of the inte!lsi ty 

of natural reT-ar:.ent me.gnetisation to~ether with the intensity of the saturation 

mpment and where necessar.l lOi'T field suscept:!.bili ty proved useful in subs tan-

tiation of source attributions. 

2. Specimens from a sir..gle source :::ir 10'..red a restricted ra~e of 'tTa.riation in 

the magnetic parameters of s~turation ~~etisation, initial in~ensity of 

rer:lS!lence and low field susceptibili t:'. Cl~arly it · .. ras important to establish 

this at the outset since \vide variations in the m~~etic p~rameters measured 

within a single source, would renner the ruet".od i::practicable. The internal 

magnetic homogenei~J of flows was tested using geological ~~d s~~ples from 

!•!elos and Giali a~d t~e tri thin-source consister-cy of results ~btair..ed is "iTell 

demonstrated (Fig. 15). 

3. Between-source variations appeared in mar-y cases to be greater than the 

magnetic parameter va.riations ~·ri thin incli vidu~l s!>ecific flo~is, allo,dng 

ade~uate separation of 2everal of tr.e 20urc~ ~?:eri~ls s~~ci~d. 

4. The ~!elian fl~·rs o~ Ar1r.:::!~.as ::t!'.d ~he~er.ec;·aJd. :~-::>··eared, on th"? basis of 

geological se.:::~le da t):'l, to sho·,.; sj_;;;"ific?::t di f:'erences in ;-;;~f!Iletic properties 
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SD sub-groups does not appear to ba represented outside Sardinia itself. 

6. Three clear sub-divisions were apparent within Lipari9.n material. 

Material from the historic flo~'ls 'tras magnetically indistinguishable from 

those archaeological pieces, previously activated and attributed a Liparian 

origin by IfAA. In s:iltu samples from localities on the prehistoric flOl'lS of 

Gabellotto and Acquacalda are c1arly separated from the remaining material 

and convincingly separable from one another. The re~ote possibility that 

the prehistoric flows had been radically altered, perhaps by heat action on 

formation of the later flOT,ars, was considered. A more plausible suggestion 

put forward is that the prehistoric fl0\-1 material sampled is not that from 

~·rhich prehistoric archaeological material was derived. 

7. Tentative sub-divisions are proposed \·lithin Carpathian material and that 

from the Cappadocian source of icigol. 

a. Within the Pontine Island and Qiftlik source groupings, the extent of 

variation in magnetic pars.meters would support t~e sug ··.estion of the presence 

of more th.~n one single flo-·r. Clear S11b-divisions ~-rer'= not appqrent. 
~ 

9. Some unfort"t.l.I'I-2. te rource discrimim ti on problems do eJ4 st.: ·,Ji thin th~ 

~·lest f;ledi terr~nean no effective rr.at,-netic distinction could be :?.c!'-.i~ved 

betw~en sub-groups SA and Li A, \·rhi.lst there existed consider1ble overlap 

.r- ,T 1 d +h ..t.. f . f" • .P+, • 1 • bet'\'reen obsidi:2n from the Aegec!! source ·:-r !'.e os ~ll " a~.. ro:n y~- ..... l.K 1.r:. 

Ca!lpadocia. 

lO.The magnetic approach to the problem of obsidian characterisation 

has certain advant~ges and disadvantages as compared with the tried 

and t~sted methods of trace and minor element analYsis. NAA and OES 

are two methods of trace element ana~sis most successfully applied 

to obsidian characterisation. 

: When considering the time factor and expense involved in analysis 

of obsidian by determining trace and minor element concentrations, the 
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magnetic technique has much to recommend it as an alternative method of 

characterisation. Nagnetic analysis is esseritiolly B'l:lift a:1d inexpensive. 

Its non-destructive nature is a major advantage~ over OES, 1.·7hich necessitates 

destructive sampling. 

With very small samples, a real difficulty in the present study was 

that of integrating a weak signal above the noise level of the magnetometer 

system in use. On this account a sample mass limit of c. 0.7 -. 1.0 gm 

was introduced (p146), beloH \·rhich results \vere considered less reliable. 

This is an obvious disadvantage of the techr.ir"!ue over OES and NA.l\, both 

of which are capable of analysing samples less than a milligram in total 

mass. 

The extent of overlr.1p in mcsn-:tic pror:erti~s 0f obsidian observed 

from the Aegean, '/lest Hedi terranea~, Ne2r East and ~entral Europa suggests 

that the magnetic approach Hill never· suppl~nt characterisution by 

quantitative determinatio:1 of eleme:1h1l concF-~tr.-ltions, either by OES or N,\.1\; 

althouah it has been demonstrated here th~t it may on certain occasions be 
oJ --

used successfully as an alternative to tr8ce element analysis. Essentially 

' 
its current importance lies in its potential as a speedy and economic. means 

of preliminary examination, giving n sound bn.sis for sou.rce discrimination, 

. t-.rhich J1lay be later confirmed by detailed tr:ace element atJalysis.. Further 

evaluation of the magnetic distinction of obsidian sources is yet required, 

the present study ho\·!Gver, confirms the <JCnerr"ll v::Jlidi ty of this approach. 
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTU~ WORK 

In the course of the present study of selected magnetic parameters, 

difficulties were encountered in measurement of the i~tensity of magnetisation 

of small samples on the magnetometer system in use - where archaeological 

specimens available for analysis are of microli thic t:';'"Pe this becomes a 

problem. The difficulty is one of integrating a very we~.k signal above the 

noise level of the magnetometer. One solution would be tc increase the spin 

constant from 2
4 

(commonly used in the present study ) so that the computer 

integrates over, for example, 2
8 

or 2
10 

spins. (taking respectively c. 37secs. 

and 2mins.26secs.) This effectively increases the sisnal to noise ratio but, 

· of course~ makes the procedure of measurement a far 1-"~hier process. 

Alternatively a magnetometer system with a very low noi.;9 level should 

facilitate measurement of small samples. Indeed magneto:-.:•ter systems are 

commercially available with noise levels of an order of ::.'3.gni tude lower 

than that used at Newcastle. 

To thoroughly investigate the potentiality of magndtic analysis as a 

discriminant technique. further parame t:ers must be examined and their 

usefulness evaluated. It is suggested that thermal analysis might pro'"Jide 

valuable information. Two thermal dema~~etisation methods are in general 

use: the progressive and continuous me~hods. Although fu~ces are built 

to hold 40-50 samples, the~_time factor involved ( viz - the time for the 

oven to reach equilibrium at each set tdmperature for tne continuous method 

and the time for the heating and coolin~ cycle fort~= ?r0gressive metho~) 

precluded the use of thermal an~lysis in the pTesP.nt project. The demagnetisation 

of remar.ences by reheatin?," h3.s ho~-rever, se"frer~l ~pplications of possible 

use. For example, the ~ha 9e of the cur-res rP.lrr tin~ t!·.e ~;:--netic r:,ornent 

remaining ;s a function of tl:e temper?. t'-lre of re·~ ::.:--€ c·-.:!1. contri :ute 
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to a study of the magnetic composition of specimens. A specimen ~cquires a 

partial thermo-remanent magnetisation (PT9J!) if it is cooled in .q field 

through a limited temperature range and then cooled through the remaining 

ranges in zero field. The PTID1 spectra can show the important ranges of 

blocking temperatures, approxim~te Curie points and the number of ferrimagnetic 

components in the rock specimen. A comparison of the stable high temperature · 

component of natural (~NRM) and thennal remanence (I~TIDl,) can give 

information on the intensity of the ancient geomagnetic field (comparison 

can also be drawn between MPNRM and MPTRM isolated by a/c demagnetisation) 

Further work should give consideration to these further parameters. 
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